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Pemon Topple Power Towers in Venezuela 

BY ATOSSA SOLTANI 

Calling themselves "Rainbow War
riors" according to an old tribal legend, 
on September 24 Pemon indigenous 
leaders from the Gran Sabana and 

Imataca region of southern Venezuela 
once again mounted a several week 
long campaign to halt the construe-

tion of the controversial Guri high
voltage transmission line which had 
been paralyzed since last February due 
to indigenous protests (see EF!J, Sep
tember-October, 1998). 

The 4 70-mile transmission line is half 
complete. Born out of a trade agree
ment, it will let Venezuela sell cheap 
electricity to Brazil while bringing elec-

tricity to industrial gold mines and new 
logging mills in the Imataca Forest Re
serve on the Venezuela side. Imataca, 
which is considered among the 10 most 
biologically rich forests in the world, 
encompasses 10 million acres (3.6 mil
lion hectares) of diverse tropical forest 
(an area about the size of Holland) and 
has an indigenous population of about 
10,000. The power line also crosses in
digenous lands in the Canaima Na
tional Park-a World Heritage Site and 
home of Angel Falls, the world's tallest 
waterfall. This mega-project will have 
serious impacts on the health, land and 
way of life of more than 24,000 Pemon, 
Karina, Arakawa, Akawaio and Warao 
indigenous peoples. 

Since construction began in the 
spring of 1998, there have been on
~going protests which have caused se
. rious delays in the completion of the 
project. For seven months no work 
was carried out while the Venezuelan 
·senate Environment Committee in
vestigated grievances about improper 
consultation and the environmental 
impact assessment process. 

Early on September 24, members of 
Pemon communities of the Gran Sabana 
region began interrupting traffic and 

blockading construction crews along 
the Venezuela-Brazil highway, a major 
"free-trade" route. They demanded that 
Venezuela's new president, Hugo 
Chavez Frias, come to the Gran Sabana 
and meet with the concerned commu
nities. On September 28 community 
leaders detained three construction 
trucks belonging to the construction 
company Elecven and Corporacion 
Venezolano de Guyana (CVG), the state
owned mining and energy company. 

This latest round of protests was 
fueled by an article in a Venezuelan 
magazine, Economia Hoy, that quoted 
CVG President Clemente Scotto as say
ing that all environmental issues and 
land conflicts with indigenous com
munities affected by the project had 
been resolved. He claimed that CVG 
had reached agreement with these com
munities toallowthepower line project 
to continue. According to Jerrick Andre 
of the indigenous Federation of Bolivat 
State, "Indigenous communities 
throughout the Gran Sabana de
nounced the CVG statement as a big 
lie and a sign of lack of respect for 
indigenous peoples' rights." 

continued on page 28 

Deconstructing the Trans-Israel Highway 
BY GREEN AcnoN 

Since November 14, members of Green Action and 
Green Course have been camping in a protest tent to 
stop the construction of the Trans-Israel Highway. 
The work on the highway began in early November 
east of Tel-Aviv near Kibbutz Nachshonim. 

The environmental movement in Israel has been 
fighting the Trans-Israel Highway for years with little 
success. A consortium of local and international cor
porations has been able to advance its agenda in 
opposition to public opinion, academia and non-state 
employed transportation experts. 

The road, if and when completed, will stretch north 
to south 15-30 kilometers from the coast. It will not 
solve the clogged roads or improve the connection 
between the city center and the 
periphery. It will lead to more 
pollution, accide!ltS and other ills. 
Most importantly, building the 
road will lead to suburban sprawl 
in the last relatively rural areas of 
Israel. Such a development will 
create one big Los Angeles, stretch
ing from Haifa to Beer Sheva, from 
the coast to the "Green Line" 
(which divides Israel proper 
from the occupied West Bank 
and the Palestinian Authority). 

On the fourteenth, protesters 
brought work on the highway 
to a halt. Starting around 11 
a.m. about 40 activists began 
removing the dirt road prepared 
by the highway people. This led 
to a constant stream of visitors 
in hard hats, driving fancy cars 

and 4X4s. Around 2:30 p.m. the contractor de
cided enough was enough and proceeded to repair 
the damage to the road with a bulldozer. Activists 
blocked it with their bodies. 

The police arrived and tried (really, they gave it their 
best shot!) to get us to leave peacefully. This was not 
possible, but instead of arresting us, police chief Rosh 
Ha' a yin ordered the company to stop work for the day. 
We think that the police asked for all the legal docu
ments regarding the area and the work, and the 
company didn't have them. 

The next day, two protesters were arrested for 
pulling up survey stakes and rebuilding the bar
rier on the access road. 

continued on page 25 

Activists decommission newly plowed road in Israel. 
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Seattle -was Just an Appetizer 
It was really hard to envision what was going to happen in 

Seattle. I did know there was going to be critical international 
trade agreements on the table, the wealthiest ranking corpo
rate offidals on Earth present, representatives of 135 (global
ized and globalizing) nations on hand and a beefed-up police 
force to guard the highly secretive meetings. I also knew there 
was a rag-tag band of 20,000 (mostly under 30 years old) 
prepared to stand off against the faceless World Trade Orga
nization (WTO), 30,000empowered unionmerilbersreadyto 
march and a mass of international NGOs fresh from overseas. 
Something was going to happen. 

While the international spotlight projected on the Emerald 
City, the Earth First! Journal staff and thousands of others on 
the West Coast headed up 1-5 ready to square off against the 
most powerful, undemocratic body in the world. As the gas, 
chemical sprays, concussion grenades and rubtrer bullets 
cleared at the end of the five-day talks, so did the cloud of 
secrecy that has hung over the WTO since its inception four 
years ago; Day after day, newspapers splashed headlines to the 
world. Network news shoved cameras in the faces of high 
school students blockading intersections, panelists speaking 
at teach-ins~ black-clad messengers smashing corporate prop
erty, and international delegates getting denied from the talks 
and hotels as human rings around both bounced them back 
into the streets of democracy. 

More important than shutting down the WTO was the 
global handshakes that were made, the nods of interna
tional solidarity exchanged and the m!w mutual under
standing of many different struggles. Even more important 
was the international focus as global trade was getting 
pounced on in Seattle. The eyes behind Zapatista bandan
nas widened. The hearts of those displaced in the Niger 
Delta warmed. The commitment of the U'wa strengthened. 
And the movement for sovereignty and environmental 
sanity raged on throughout the globe. 

Right now, the WTO is struggling for an identity. Seattle's 
mayor and Washington's governor had to suspend the US 
Constitution (individual rights) by declaring a state of civil 
emergency to ensure the Microsoft and Boeing-sponsored 
trade talks happened. Even so, as army vehicles roamed the 
nearly vacant and eerily quiet "50-square block no protest 
zone," the WTO and its movement toward a new "round" got 
a solid kick in the nuts. How did we do it? 

Although there were plenty of internal kinks about tactics 
and strategy, the WTO was pinned down for the count 
because of the specialized niches filled by every person 
involved, not just in Seattle but in Bangladesh, West Papua 
and Turkey. The international riff-raff People's Global Action 
charged through the US explaining the ill-effects of globaliza
tion. Dozens of banners were dropped. The world's most evil 
corporate chains were smashed and spray painted; some 
demonstrators even helped scrub the graffitied buildings. 
Union members marched with sea turtles. The cathedral-like 
United Methodist church opened its doors to all. Every niche 
was filled. Seattle was a corporate cocktail-party-gone-bad for 
Bill Gates and Bill Clinton. 

Driving home from Seattle was my first real chance to 
reflect on what really just happened. Thinking about all the 

sea ports from San Diego to Alaska that workers shut down 
on that November 30 Tuesday. Driving through Portland 
and motoring by a demo of 200 in solidarity with the 600 
still incarcerated. Dropping off my newly met friend from 
the UK who came over representing thousands of others 
unable to make it. Listening to Casey's "Flaming Arrows" 
and how they just pierced the belly of the beast. Each day 
since the talks ended reveals the overwhelming results of 
what really happened in Seattle. This was the WTO Minis
terial that didn't happen. 

There is a long historical list of resistance to oppressive 
times. The Seattle Round of the WTO was the cumulation 
of a movement that has been steadily building. I think 
back to my roots and · the Diggers of St. George's Hill, 
Elizabeth Gurly Flynn and Joe Hill, Ken Saro-Wiwa and 
Chico Mendez, Leonard Peltier and . the Move 9, . Gypsy 
Chain and Ingrid Washinawatok, and 'all of the individu
als and movements throughout history that once struggled 
against what has now become the WTO. · · 

Seattle was just an appetizer for what is around the corner; 
When our hearts are behind our actions, we kriow we're 
headed in the right direction. As I heard Ji:m Hightower ill: 
Seattle paraphrase a yellow pages ad for furniture movers, "If 
you can loosen it enough, we'll move it.:' We joumalistas are 
strapped down and committed to.helping move it there . . 

P.S. Oh yeah. Hope everyone's Y2K holidays are filled 
with the season's best. We sure hope to get you the Brigid 
issue after the new year. · 

-JosH 
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Fauna. n.. animal life. 
Cabala. n. an esoteric, secret matter or 
mysterious art. .· 

Swallowing is the worst thing a malecardinalfish can do to 
hiS progeny. These sand-<lwellingfish of the genusApogon live 
amongsaridyreefs in. the west PaCific's shallow waters. During 
the bret!ding season males and females court and then spend 
an aftm.toon spawning in the safety of the reefs' nooks and 
crannies~ The male then gulps . the . mass of eggs into his 

BY FAITH WALKER 
mouth, where they mature. During these several weeks he 
doesn't eat a thing, and gradually wastes away. About ten 
percent of the tiine males do the deed-:-they swallow, . as is 
betrayed by an exaggerated potbelly. · 

Females, meanwhile, desert their males and venture forth to 
find more mouthbrooding mates. Doing so. is hazardous, 
however, as flounders and litardfish, their primary predators, 
lurk in the shadows. Because the number ofcardinalfishlings 
that end up surviving hinges upon the number of eggs a mate 
can fit in his cheeks, females are partiql}~ly fond . of males 
with big mouths. Thus, this is an example notonly of sex tole 
reversal (where females expend l~ss energy per offspring than 
.do males), but also the 'bigger is better' truth thatis a common 
theme in mate selection. 
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Earth First! Journal is published 8 times a year 
on the solstices, equinoxes, and cross
. quarterdaysonor about November 1, Decem
ber21 (Winter Solstice), February2, March21 
(Vernal Equinox), May 1, June 21 (Summer 
Solstice),August 1, andSeptember21 (Autum

. rial Equinox)by Daily Planet Publishing, POB 
i415, Eugene, . OR 97440. US subscriptions 
are $25. Outside the US, suiface delivery is $35 
and airmail is · $45. POSTMASTER: Sen<J ·ad
dress changes EF! Jownal, POB 1415,. Eugene, 
OR 97440. Appli~tion to mail at PeriOdicals 
~stageratesispenQingatEugene,OR97401 . 
· Deadlin.e for the nextissue iS: 

Jan\lary 7 



I Must n 
"The People, United, Will Never Be Defeated," dominate practitioners of alternate protest phi- There will undoubtedly be repercussions from 

was one of the most commonly heard chants in losophies: most visibly, the black block anarchists. the fact that we took control of a major city for 12 
. the days of marches protesting the WTO summit As a spectrum of protest activities manifested hours as the lea<;lirig administrative body of global 
in Seattle; However, one of the most striking ele- themselves, scenes we witnessed included "non- capitalism met to brainstorm for the next millen
mentsoftheWTOprotestswasthelevelofconflict violent" activists linking arms to protect the cor- nium. It is unfair, and irresponsible; to offer "the 
between adherents of a "nonviolent" protest porate theme store Nike Town from-the aggressive Anarchists from Eugene" to the state as scapegoats. 
method and those who preferred to more con- acts of a, black block. Riot police soon replaced the · Without the support of the rest of the WTO pro
cretely express their feelings toward global capital- "peace advocates" as if toe say, "We'll take over testers, the direct action practitioners are at great 
ism. A tide of reaction has been swelling against now. You'reonlyvolunteeringtoprotectproperty; risk. Grand juries have become common in the 
the latter, with great arrogance on the ,part of the we do it for a living." Elsewhere througho~t the militant animal rights and environmental move
former. As a group of activist intellectuals, we feel day "nonviolent" activists de-masked, and on . at ments: We would not think it a surprising develop
the need to state our support for the group the least one occasion beat an individual who was ment for there to be an inquisition exploring 
media has been calling, only somewhat inaccu- acting against property. "conspiracy to riot" charges for the days of well-
rately, "the Anarchists from Eugene." ' directed rage in Seattle. Gas-niasks were 

We-the broaQ Left:, anti-corporate, declared illegal under Mayor Schell's 
pro-livable world community~on- martial law, and the donning o(hoods 
trolled the .streets of .downtown Se- is being explored by prosecutors in Eu-
attle from 7 a.m. to roughly 7 p.m. on gene as a possible excuse for sentence 
Tuesday. After that · period-with enhancement. The price of protecting 
Mayor Schell and Governor Locke's oneself and one's identity from police 
declarations of martial law and the violence is rising. As people who are 
violent offensive by local, county, state interested in counteracting the ill effects 
police and the Natior:tal Guard-the . of globalization and ensuring a livable 
streets were a war zone. But during new millennium, we need to consciously 
that period, theywere.aliberatedarea. confront the criminalization of radical 

Inside that liberated area a spec- political philosophies. 
trum of protest and resistance activi- We feel that those who belittle and 
ties took place, ma•ny of which ., distance themselves from the actions of 
warmed our hearts. Violence against · ~- "the Anarchists from Eugene" have ei-
property, as we'll can · the attacks ;; theri:gnoredorsimplydidnotrealizethe 
against corporate chain stores, was §. levelofcontributionsanarchists-black-
one of the consdous strategies that ~ clad and otherwise-made toward bring-
was employed. These activities be- " ing the November 30 Festival of Resis-
gan on the afternoon of Monday, tance into reality. These include the in-
November 29, with the smashing of Shol:VdOw!l at Niketown novative and joyful protest methods of 

· a window at McDonald's. The next day, November Many elements of the broad Left, anti~co,rporate, the Direct Action Network, a sustained conscious-
30, they started again shortly after 10 a.m. at the pro-livable world community have been alarmingly ness-raising effort from Left Bank Books, alternative 
corner of 6th Ave; and Pike St., when polite began willing to distance themselves from direct, militant social structures offered by Food Not Bombs and 
shooting tear gas canisters and rubber bullets into forms of protest. The World Trade O~server, a daily Homes Not Jails, the anarchist hotline, housing 
the crowd. Throughcmt the day activists, protect- tabloid published by a network of mainstream en vi- networks and so on. It also should not go unsaid 

.,.ing.,..thei~ · ~.t;i-t:i~-w.it,h-..Poo.c;is,.,andc-ker<cli!.ief.s, ··.:.. .r.onmental-and fair ·trade organizations, which f.ea- · ·that developing a community· able to produce sev
formed "black blocks" to move en masse to attack tures the writing of prominent figures such as Ralph eral hundred predominantly white youths with 
unoccupied chain stores such as the Gap, Nike, Nader and Norman Solomon, offers orie example. In · middle~class backgrounds to take militant action 
Levi, Disney and the Bank of America. This is a key describing the previous day's festivities in their against their real enemy, is no small feat. It has 
point that the media and President Clinton, among Wednesday, December 1 issue, they identified as .a taken years of sowing and tending the seeds of 
others, are trying to obscure: The crowd did not "troubling theme" the practiCe of "the police sin- awareness and resistance, and we, at least, appreci
attack "'In om and pop stores,, but the physical gling out peaceful demonstrators for gassing and ate that effort. 
manifestations of ''McDomination." beating ... while ignoring black-clad hooligans break- ' If the Left activist community is to be united and 

Adherents to "nonviolent" protest ·methods ing windows and spraying paint." We witnessed strong, more communication and internal discus
preach against targeting corporate property. We other "nonviolent" protesters criticizing the police, sian around strategic issues is necessary. 
feel giving private property a higher value than life not for wagirig chemical warfare to cleanse the streets This article was co-signed by Daniel Burton-Rose, (206) 
is an uncritical acceptance of the dominant value of protesters, but for failing to enter into the crowd . 324-8165, ex. 1; Ward Churchill, (303) 492-5066; Robin 
system of American consumer society. As activists and extract the practitioners of militant protest. The Hahnel, (202) 885-2712; rhahnel@american.edu; Kent 
we feel that we need to debate these issues -further implication of these statements is that the crowd . Jewell, (206) 324-8165, ex. 3; George Katsiaficas, (617) 
amongst ourselves. The problem we are addressing woul4 have handed over some of its members to the 989-4384; Christian Parenti, (41 5) 626-4034; • 
immediately is that these "nonviolent" activists . police, if the police had only asked. We strongly urge seapea@juno.com; and Robert Perkinson, (203) 772-1600; 
used their numerical advantage to isolate and progressive activists to reconsider this stance. robert.perkinson@yale.edu. 

Dear ·5bit .fer .Brains 
Please ~eep ·'ein · unber 300' worbs.:. ,·please!? 
Dear SFB, ·if hundreds of stick figures were 

The hanging of stick figures, . .left outside its offices the day .· 
stick crosses, and baskets of stones ·. after beginning an illegal or un
tied to trees within the-forests of ethical clearcutting? The possi
a logging company, and also left bilities ·are as great as ones ere
near the mansion or the offices ativity and imagination when 
of the same logging company. · makingstickfigures. What would 
can send an eerie, uncertain mes- they think if 
sage to the logging chmpahy, EF!ers impaled · 
adds a new element to animal skulls 
EF! civil disobedience, o·n sticks· out-

si:de their offices? How would a 
· _logger respond if he climbed into 
· · his skidder one morning to find a 

stick figure with its head cut off 
by a stick figure saw? What if he 
ignored it, but returned home to 
find one outside of his driveway? 
'·Would he continue to work ·as 
long . as there were these eerie 
·messages? Whatis the legality of 
voodoo dolls, etc.? 

-SCOOBY-DOO 

buckets of dead fingerlings that OREQUA was the 
salmon only an inch or Salmon's Holocaust 
two lorig (sic). and Wharehouser 

The words · dea,d was to fish what 
salmon we.-e taboo ·to Hitler was to Jews. 
use. Instead they were I fought down 
calied morts (morali- . . the urge to puke 
ties) to ensure secrecy more· than once 
of' the fish kills as well as and determined 
btitiai ground on RighfCreek ·to witness stayed 
.andsandpitsofUquinaBay on with my 
dead salmon filled. I soon mouth shut. I 
becamedisturbedwhenthe . knew some day 

Dear SF~, ·realj>icttirecameintoVi.ew. the taste of bile 
Genocide comes in many forms. · The oc~asi9nal buckets be- . would finally be gone 

. From thenearextinctionofwhat. came regular five gallon and my chance would 
is ·DOW a silence that hangs over buckets and daily numbered six come to say. 

which the police do not · 
yet know how · to 
handle. So far, police 
know how to respond 
to police blockades ·. · 
etc.-they arrest arid 
pepper spray. But a 
stick figure, holding 
dangling bones, 
could mean anything 
within the realm of . 
eeriness to the loggers 
or police-it is this un
certainty that elevates 
anxi_ety. What would a 
logging company think, 

the empty plains where thunder- . to eight and my shoulders be- They called my firing a layoff, I 
. ing hooyes ruled .as far as the eye. gan to ache. It then became per- . was glad to leave Murder Bay and 

.equid see, to teeming rivers that fectly clear to me that fish kills the buried Salmon of yesterday. 
· hold(l 'inemoryofspawninginul~ really:werethiscompany'sname Now you know as I do thanks 

titudes for an ancient few. · sake. Where common sense to OREQUA, . Wharehouser and 
· :'{ look back two decades to 'my · should be the rule calculated the Oregon State Game and Fish, 
youth when I raised Salinon for neglectwasthet6oltoeradiCate ourprecioussahrionarevetyfew, 
OREAQUAfoods in NeWport, Or- entire fish runs supplied by the and soon to be poor, hungry 
egon ·. · before and after state to· bury and forget. . proudfishermanwillhavetofind 
Wh.arehouser (sic) took control · I attempted to suggest simple , . something else to do like spit 
and ' I see buckets and buckets of · remedif!s to.stop:the senseless fish shine (l rich Senator's sho.e . . 
little dead fish. · . kill~ and was told, to shut my ~H. Scorr RAsMussEN 

At first only a few burials I was mouth. ft soon became clear to 
allowed to do quarter five gallon me everyone knew as I now did continued on page 28 
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BY TIM REAM 
·It's a lot of fun to build a tree village 

but nowhere near the pleasure of tak
ing one down. On November 22, the 
Cascadia Defense Network (CON) be
came the first group of US activists to 
take down a sit because the area they 
were protecting was no longer under 
threat. For now, Watch Mountain has 
been saved. -

Five thousand acres of native and 
ancient forest in the Gifford Pinchot 
National Forest, including Watch 
Mountain and Fossil Creek, were to be 
given to Plum Creek as part of the I-90 
Land Exchange to publicly acquire 
48,000acresofPlumCreekTimberCom
pany railroad land grant parcels (see EF! 
Journal, September-October 1999). The 
deal was legislated in October, 1998 and 
the deeds were to change hands in mid• 
July. CON erected a Watch Mountain 
tree village on July 11. After an incred
ible summer of action, outreach, poli
tics and miracles, Watch Mountain has 
now been dropped from the exchange. 
Remarkably, nearly 1,000 acres of an
cientforest at Fos
sil Creek have also 
been dropped. Six 
hundred and 
forty acres of Fos
sil Creek are re
stricted from 
management ac
tivities and are 
available for pur
chase for the next 
three years, and 
Plum Creek is a willing seller on the 
remaining 1,280 acres. To offset the loss 
of acreage going to Plum Creek, ap
proximately 16,000 acres of Plum Creek 
I-90 corridor land have also been placed 
in three-year escrow awaiting appro
priation of funds for purchase as na
tional forest. The final negotiated deal 
involves several promises regarding 
dropped lawsuits and rights to chal
lenge harvest plans. For full details of 
the settlement see www.pcbp.org. 

Victory in this campaign has been 
unique in several regards: this was the 
first direct action campaign against a 

land exchange; the chances of winning 
· at the time direct action began in the 
woods was practically nonexistent; and 
victory was achieved within three and 
one-half months of the initiation of an 
on-site action. It may be instructive to 
examine some of the elements· that 
produced such success. 

Community Organizing 
We'renottalkingaboutpotluckswith 

our hippie friends; we're talking timber 
town! For four months before the sit, 
Sara Vekasi traveled weekly to Randle, 
Washington, from Evergreen State Col
lege to create a Video about the I-90 
Land Exchange. Despite the fact that it 
was a done deal, she hoped to raise 
energy to fight Plum Creek's plans to 
cut Watch Mountain. By knocking on 
doors,swappingstoriesandalwayscom
ing back, amazing friendships and alli
ances were produced between radical 
enviros and small-town folk. Town 
meetings with more than 100 partici
pants were central to positive front 
page stories and to convincing Plum 
Creek that Watch Mountain would not 

be worth the effort. 

Direct Action 
The tree village 

at Watch Moun
ta.in was the rally
ing point for direct 
action activists, 

.., grass roots orga
~ nizers and for 

townsfolk. The vil
lage was the front 

page and nightly news visual needed 
to reach a Seattle audience. To make 
this happen required producing a 
space where enough locals felt safe. 
Integral to this effort was a strict 
policy against drug or alcohol use. 
In both their space and ours we tried 
to respect each others differences 
and activists often made sacrifices 
about how we wanted to push our 
broader agenda. 

Broad Coalition 
CON by no means had to go it 

alone. For years the I-90 Exchange 

Wolves & Poodles 
A scimitar-swinging, head-lopping wolf to the government of the United 

Arab Emirates, an oil-rich Gulf state, for its newest anti-pollution law making 
importing any banned materials or nuclear waste into the country, and. trying to · 
store or dump it, a crime punishable by fines up to $10 million and death. 

A big pink, stumbling nature-bats-last wolf to the wild elephants in Gauhati, 
India, that saw fit to break into a cluster of thatched huts, guzzle rice beer 
fermenting in casks and then tear the village apart in a drunken rampage. 

An "oh-my-God we never thought we would give you a wolf" wolf to 
Barbara Boxer for leading the fight in congress to stop the Global Free Trade 
Logging Agreement at the World Trade Organization meetings and for support
ing the Quechan Tribe's opposition to the Imperial Gold Mine. 

A healthy, happy, clean air breathing wolf to Breatharian: Institute 
of America founder and CEO Wiley Brooks for his uncompromising 

stand for the air-mosphere. Believing that life forces energize 
and sustain human life, breatharians survive on air-not 
consuming solid or liquid food for subsistence. "The 
real food for life, which is air, is digested in the heart, 
not in the stomach and needs to be clean and free of 
pollutants." Save the air-mosphere! 

A far-fucking-out wolf to the students of Texas A&M 
University for taking their yuppie-puppy asses out whilst 

committing the outrageous environmental crime of cutting 
7,000 oak trees to build a bonfire for a football rally. This has 

been taking place for the last 100 years. So much for tradition. 

was fought by the Pacific Crest 
Biodiversity Project, Western Land 
Exchange Project, the Gifford 
Pinchot Task Force and others: As 
much as possible, actions, coalition 
positions and media messages were 
coordinated between groups. Dur
ing the campaign the Friends of East 
Lewis County was organized by lo
cals and became an equal partner. 

Every Opportunity Exploited 
We locked down in Plum Creek's 

World Headquarters and raided them 
a sec_ond time. We put a second sit in 
Fossil Creek, and we let them know 
they'd have to fightfor every stem. But 
we also went to Senator Gorton's pot
luck, lobbied in Washington DC, and 
tabled at the Packwood Flea Market. 
The coalition hammered out letters to 
the editor, pressed the national envi
ros to do the right thing and appealed 
the Forest Service decision. Every tool 
within and outside the system was 
considered and utilized whenever it 
was considered strategic to do so, Some
times criticized as single-issue, we were 
certainly multi-tactic. 

Focus On Outreach 
The trj:!esit was direct action. We 

were in place to oppose forest de
struction at the point of exploita
tion. However, our philosophy of 
direct action incorporated the con
cept that stopping the destruction of 
Watch Mountain would require a po
litical decision by the president and 
Congress. It sucks, but that was the 
reality. To that end . we wanted as 
many people as possible to experi
ence the mountain and the action to 
save it. We never turned down an 
opportunity to invite .folks for a walk 
through the forest or to train some
one to climb into a sit. In three 
months we probably had 500 visitors 
and trained more than 150 climbers. 
Nearly every media story was over
whelmingly positive. 

In the. end the coalition position 
had been more or less adopted by the 
local town, the congressman, every 
major environmental group in the 

nation and the Democratic Central 
Committee of Washington state. Ul
timately, Plum Creek had to see things 
our way. It was only then that Demo
cratic Senator Patty Murray lifted a 
finger to help the cause. 

Of course work still needs to be 
done. The remaining I-90 and Fossil 
Creek lands set aside from manage
ment activities need to be purchased, 
probably by using funds from the 
federal Land and Water Conserva
tion Fund. If this purchase does not 
quickly include all of Fossil Creek, 

· CDN will reinitiate an intense cam
paign of direct action against Plum 
Creek. Finally, Watch Mountain and 
Fossil Creek are still in the hands of 

·the criminally insane Forest Service. 
Momentum from this campaign will 
be employed to stop the Silver/ 
Watch timber sale planned before 
the I-90 Exchange was completed 
and perhaps to incorporate Fossq 
Creek into the Mount St. Helen's 
National Monument. 

For a week or so though we'll cel
ebrate the victory and give thanks to . 
all who supported it in so many ways. 
Our joyous .energy goes out to the 
sitters at the other ten or so sits who 
are looking at another hard winter. 
May you also have the pleasure of 
taking your platform down! 

Contact the Cascadia Defense Net
work, POB 718, Randle, WA 98377; 
(360) 497~2333 .. 

. A can you throw in a couple of sheep with that ripping-off-the-natives poodle 
to Occidental Petroleum for its insanely ridiculous offer of one outboard motor, 
1,300 sheets of tin roofing, 44 sets of aluminum pots, five rolls of chicken wire, 
200 pounds of nails and 200 plastic tubes to purchase the last remaining 45,000 
acres of rainforest on Secoya lands in the Ecuadorian Amazon? 

A spirit-of-the-season stealing poodle to the postgraduate students at 
the University of Hertfordshire, UK, for their biotechnological proposal to 
perfect a Christmas tree with glow-in-the-dark pine needles. The idea is to 
modify a Douglas spruce with two genes from fluorescent jellyfish and · 
firetlles, using a special fertilizer to "turn on" the tree, making it glow. 
Scientists have also discovered proteins that produce red and blue fluores-
cence making multi-colored trees a sci-fi reality. · 

A Mother Nature destroying, ancestor disrespecting poodle to the Florida 
Audubon Society for selling a two-acre, much-loved chunk of oak tree, sabal 
palm and wild coffee plant land near Interstate 95 to Miami developer 
Michael Thomas, for about $1 million. The area had been willed to the Society 
with the express wishes that it be preserved as wilderness. 

A sand castle kicking, turtle egg destroying poodle 
to the 105th and 505th Engineering Battalions of the 
National Guard in Wilmington, North Carolina, for 
their efforts to "rebuild" Sunset Beach dunes after 
Hurricane Floyd. The battalions knowingly violated 
the Clean Water Act and the Endangered Species Act 
when they bulldozed sand from the beach to bolster 
the dunes. The beach scraping causied erosion prob
lems and took place during sea turtle nesting sea
son, disturbing laying cycles. 



BY VIVIAN STOCKMAN 

As an adult returning to your hometown, you don't 
really freak out if your childhood home has been 
razed. That you might have expected. But how would 
you feel if you returned to find· the mountains that 
surrounded your hometown razed? 

Y 6u'd feel like someone who lives in the coalfields of 
southern West Virginia. 

In many of the Mountain State's southern coun
ties, mountains are being leveled in a mining pro
cess known as mountaintop removal. 
This ecocide-for-profit also goes on in 
areas of Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee 
and Pennsylvania, -though no state is as 
heavily impacted as West Virginia . . 

Coal companies first bulldoze the moun
tains' temperate forests, which are some 
of the most biologically diverse wood
lands on Earth .. Every living thing is 
scrapped into oblivion. The topsoil is re
moved, and then the underlying rock is 
blasted away in explosions 10 to 100 
times more pQWerful than the bomb blast 
at the Oklahoma City federal building. 

Next, huge draglines up to 20 stories tall 
and gargantuan dump trucks remove the 
rubble to get to thin, multiple layers of 
low~sulfur coal. The draglines cost about 
$100 million and for profit's sake, must 
stay in continual operation. These ma
chines scalp up to 600 feet of rock, some
times more, off the tops of mountains. In 
a process called valley fill, the "overbur
den" is dumped into valleys and streams, in piles that 
can be two miles long and over 100 feet high. At least 
750 miles of thestate's streams have been buried by 
\ra ·u~'y"fiiiS:'"Iri sofue coun es;"'11ccoramg to' tfie-Caont -
News Network (CNN), 20 percent of the land tnass has 
been mined by mountaintop removal. So far, about 
300,000 acres of hardwood forest have been destr9yed, 
leaving a monument to greed that astronauts can see 
. from outer space. 

Mountaintop removal has been going on for about 
20 years, but the size and number of operations 
skyrocketed in the early '90s. Nothing has held the 
coal companies in check, certainly not pesky little 
things like the state Division of Environmental Protec
tion (DEP): After all, the last three heads of the DEP 
have been coal company executives, appointed by 
Republican Governor Cecil Underwood, who is, sur
prise, a former coal company executive. According to 
the WV People's Election Reform Coalition, 
Underwood received over $SOO,OOO from coal inter
ests for his 1996 campaign and his inaugural. 

Nor could pesky little things like the Clean Water 
Act and the Surface Mine Control and Reclamation 
Act check the coal companies' endless greed. After 
. all, King Coal has ruled West Virginia for over 100 
years. King Coal always figured itself above the law. 
Or if not above it, at least able to write its own laws, 
thanks to having a bunch of minions in office on 
the state and federal level. 

King Coal has stepped all over West Virginians. 
Always extolling the jobs and prosperity the coal 
industry provides, King Coal was able to keep the 
people quiet as it killed workers and stole and de
stroyed their land and water. As the industry mecha
nized, the number of jobs dropped from over 100,000 
in the'40s and '50s to 18,635 jobs in 1998. Production 
is at an all time high, with 176 million tons ripped 
from the-Earth in 1998. Today, mountaintop removal 
operations employ about 2,300 people. 

King Coal has an equally warped view of the value of 
life. One coal lobbyist, K. 0. namron, testified to a State 
Senate Subcommittee that the streams filled in by the 
rubble from former mountains contained "no signifi
cant forms of life." It's pretty obvious that entire 
ecosystems and human communities contain no sig~· 
nificant forms of life, as far as King Coal is concerned. 

The unchecked greed, lying and arrogance is finally 
catching up with ole King Coal. The coalfield residents 
that didn't sell their homes to the company are mad as 

hell. Used to be they could sit on their front porches 
and listen to the wind in the trees, birdsong, rushing · 
streams and children's laughter. Now they endure the 
around-the-dock noise of heavy machinery and blast
ing. The blasting damages their homes,. dries up their 
weHs and leaves a haze of dust everywhere. Parents 
hesitate to let their kids play outside because blaSted 
rocks can fly hundreds of feet. · 

Of course complaints to state agencies led nowhere. 
Fed up, dtizens turned to environmental groups. The 
Huntington, WV-based Ohio Valley Environmental 

Coalition organized actions including trips to 
mountaintop removal sites for reporters and stu
dents, two large rallies at the state capitol, protests and 
a 490-inne "Walk for the Mountains." · · 

In July 1998, 10 coalfield residents and .the WV 
Highlands Conservancy sued the DEP and the Army 
Corps of Engineers for issuing mountaintop removal 
permits in violation of federal laws. Soon, some DEP 
officials admitted that up to two-thirds of the 
mountaintop removal permits it had issued were in 
violation of the law. But did the state concede the 
lawsuit? Hellno. The coal-puppet governor even tried 
to pass more laws that would ease some of the ignored 
restrictions on mountaintop removal. 

By june 1999, the litigants were working out 
details in a settlement of many points in the law
suit, but one sticky issue would · go to trial. On 

. October 20, Charles H. Haden, the conservative, 
Republi~an judge trying the case, ruled that valley 

· fills in streams that flow more than six months of 
the year are illegal under state and federal mining 
rules and portions of the Clean Water Act. 

Opponents of mountaintop removal were stunned. 
A victory against King Coal? The elation lasted ap
proximately 10 seconds, followed by the knowledge 
that now the coal slurry would really hit the fan. 

Indeed, moments after the judge's ruling, the spin 
doctors went into hypermode. DEP would file an 
appeal at once on behalf of those poor maligned coal 
companies. Ben Greene, president of the WV Mining 
and Reclamation Association said t!J.e judge's ruling, 
"will bring to a halt any kind of construction activity, 
not just in West Virginia, but across the country." 

The next morning the governor called October 20 
"the bleakest day in recent West Virginia history." 
(Maybe 1972 isn't recent to the governor. That year, 
125 people died in ~ flood on Buffalo Creek when a 
coal waste dam burst. The disaster led to the passage 
of the 1977 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
Act.) Citing potential "devastating" revenue losses 
from coal severance taxes, Underwood ordered an 
immediate freeze on hiring out-of-state. travel and 
capital expenditures for state agencies. He ordered the 
agencies to develop plans for a 10 percent budget cut, 
beginning next year. That level of spending cuts, if 
enacted, could put in jeopardy tens of millions of 
dollar.s of federal matching funds. 

The DEP chief halted· all valley fills in ongoing 
mountaintop removal operations, even though the 

judge's ruling applied only to future permits. That 
played right into King Coal's himd. Aghast at the 
prospect of having to follow the law, coal companies 
began laying off workers. No doubt coal et al hoped 
their creation of a false economic crisis would whip up 
public sympathy against the judge's ruling. 

West Virginia's entire congressional delegation 
joined in the chorus predicting economic doom for 
the state as· a result of the ruling, although no state or 
federal agency had produced any studies of how the 
ruling would affect mountaintop removal mining. 

· They said they would offer a "legislative 
remedy." In early November, the Charles
ton Sunday Gazette-Mail did the studies 
for the agencies. The newspaper found 
that, under the ruling, coal companies 
could still bury miles of streams that flow 
only during rain or snow melt. They 
could still create large valley fills in the 
uppermost reaches of stream systems. 
· That legislative remedy is a rider, most 

aggressively promoted by West 
Virginia's Senior Senator Robert C. Byrd. 
The public has hot seen the language in 
the rider, but its intent is to overturn 

~ the judge's ruling, effectively gutting 
! portions of the Clean Water Act and 
~ other mining regulations. 
~ President Clinton had kind of, maybe 
~ promised to veto any anti-environmen
s: tal riders inserted onto any appropria-

tions bilL However, Byrd is chair of the 
Senate Appropriations Committee. If 
Clinton threatened to veto a bill with 

Byrd's rider attached, Byrd could bring the whole 
appropriations process to a halt. So, Clinton said he 
would support Byrd's rider. · 

That· changed on October 29 when judge Haden 
stayed his ruling until the Appeals Court hears the case, 
because of the ·political hyperbole surrounding the 
ruling. The judge wrote, "a firestorm of reaction has 
come forth from Defendants and state government 
officials, predicting that the Court's injunction will 
cause unprecedented economic and social dislocation 
throughout West Virginia." He called the reaction, 
"at best, misunderstandings and, at worst, egregious 
misrepresentations of significant portions of the rul
ing the shrill atmosphere of discord must subside." 

At that, the governor lifted the hiring freeze but left 
the budget cut planning directive in place. Coal com
panies rescinded their most recent layoff notices. And 
Clinton backed off his support of the rider. Waffle 
anyone?Fearingthepresidentmightchangehismind, 
the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition (OVEC) 
quickly organized a bus trip to DC. 

Byrd refused to meet with the opponents of 
mountaintop removaL Less than a week after the 
opponents came to town7 Byrd stood before a crowd of 
about 500 miners. He called the ruling ''wrong headed" 
and shouted, "Coal turns on the lights in the Capitol. 
Coal turns on the lights in the White House. We are 
riot going to back down!" 

On November 16, 30 people protested outside a 
$1,000"per-person fundraiser for Byrd in Charleston, 
WV. The ·congressional session has now been ex-

. terided for days after it was supposea to end. Latest 
wqrd is that the rider did not get attached to the bill 
that passed. However, Byrd and the rest of WV's 
Congressional delegation have promised to renew 
efforts to overturn the rider when Congress resumes. 

Whatever the outcome, mountaintop removal is on 
its way out. What we are seeing are desperate acts by 
desperate men. We are witnessing the slow death of 
King Coal. By the industry's own estimates, at current 
levels of production West Virginia's .coal will last 
another 27 years. Still, King Coal lashes out in its death 
throes, seemingly determined to take many of south
ern West Virginia's mountains, streams and coalfield 
communities and, perhaps, a few politicians with it 
into the underworld. 

For more information contact OVEC, POB 6753, 
Huntington, WV 25773-6753; (304) 522-0246; 
wwW.ohvec.org. 
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It's the week before November 30, 
and all hell is breaking loose in Seattle. 
The Direct Action Network (DAN) of
fice in the University Baptist Church is 
the center of the lower reaches, and I 
retreat to the madness of 60 screaming 
children in the child care center on the 
floor below to fi'nd some peace and 
quiet. A bail bonding company calls to 
inquire if DAN wants to make prior 
arrangements form ass arrests. Talk about 
the commodification of dissent. 

Every coffee shop in town is overrun 
by DAN and its meetings. The most 
promising rumor is that the coffee shop 
baristas will walk out on November 30, 
forcing caffeine-addled Seattle to a stand
still. I can easily count 45 subgrQup 
gatherings. Everybody and their .dog 
has an anti-WTO campaign going. 

Fifteen thousand copies of the Seattle 
Post Intelligencer have a mock cover sec
tion wrapped around them, , ann'ounc-

1: · ing, "Boeing to Move Overseas." Stories 
inside give the satirical skinny on the 
WTO, hinting at the state of the world 
if the WTO succeeds: "Monsanto Pat
ents Food Chain." 

November 27. Ws three days until the 
big day, and there's another banner 
hang downtown. Seattle is saturated 
with banner hangs. Banners on the 
freeway overpasses, banners from the · 
University's 100-foot flagpole, banners 
on downtown buildings, banners from 
cranes: Meanwhile, the . Buy Nothing 

Banner hang from a crane, over the I-5 highway. 

Day critical mass bike ride has pro
gressed into the Washington Trade and 
Convention Center, and the cops are 
madly trying to shoo the circling bi
cycles out of the downstairs foyer. 

Police have circulated anti-riot mea
sures memos to downtown businesses. 

· Advice includes hiding expensive mer
chandise and stockpiling plywood. 

November 28. Two days before. The 
Capitol Hill neighborhood procession 
withthegiantpuppetshowheadsdown
town. Seeing the sea of color and signs 
and people that have reclaimed this 
main drag is beautiful. N30 can only be 
better! Outside Old Navy we stop and 
chant while the police lines form, "Don't 
fall into the-GAP," an obscure reference 
to the Fisher family's use of sweatshop . 
labor. There's a sound system mounted 
in a van, and someone on top ofthe van 
is inciting the downtown shoppers, "If 
you care about justice, then join us in 
th~ streets. If you care about sweat
shops, then join us in the streets." Even 
anarcho-cynicalists are moved ... 

Briefly. For now we are outside the 
GAP building itself, and the van
mounted marshals direct the crowd to 
"take two big steps back from the store 
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Hell N to the WTO-
rium of the Paramount, 
where the meetings wen~ 
to have started by 9:00 
a.m., is almost empty. 
The tradedelegates can't 
get through. Soon the 
opening is canceled alto
gether. 

At 11:11 a Reclaim the 
Street party is supposed 
to start from Westlake 
Center. Instead, a small 
posse of the black clad 
round the corner and 
finds a larger army of 
the anonymous. "Black 
block! Black block!" the 
cry goes up. Two hun-

protesters blocking the Convention Center on the dred people move in 
held their ground as part of a human chain, preventing delegates from attending the WTO ministerial. chaotic formation 

so thatthe police can get in and do their are being gassed farther illong. Without through the streets; shoppers jump 
work." N30 can only be worse. provocation, the police have busted out back; windows crash; buildings are 

420 Denny, the DAN skills-sharing, fire-extinguisher-sized cans of pepper redecorated. "Whose streets? Our 
workshop, training, meeting and wel- sprayandarehosingdownpeoplelying streets!" The unprepared have only 
come center, is complete madness. To7 in the streets, locked to one another. their bodies and the tools on the street: 
day, there are so many people that you But the lockdowns hold their ground, legs go through windoWs; newspaper 
can't move about, harkening back to andoncethesprayhasclearedthecrowd boxes are hoisted and thrown. Some
the site's former life as a hip hop club. grows in strength. They spray again, one motions for employees inside a 
Every activist you've ever met is here. and the crowd grows. At one. blockade, target to step back; someone else runs 

There are thousands of radicals here, activists locked to one another and wear- up, does the job and melts back into the 
and it's impossible to separate action ing gas masks are attacked by the police. sea of black. Anything not bolted to the 
from fiction. Without question, a huge The riot cops lift the activists masks, . . concrete becomes a road block. Some 
abandoned building downtown is re- pepper spray them at close range and 
claimed by squatters (gutsy to take the force the masks back over their heads. 
building next to the police station). Some of the lockdowns start convuls
Tonight, my affinity group dines on ing, the line breaks. 
wine and chocolate, courtesy of the Tear gas is being used now. People 
WTO (fringe benefits of a press pass)! emerge, retching, gasping. Delegates 

November 29. One day until N30. milling around the blockades, waiting 
Like everyone, I am sick as a dog. Sleep for a chance to get into the convention 
deprivation, anxiety ~and a nasty flu center, are gassed too. A sheriff asks a 
have caught up with us. friend standing on a dumpster to let 

The Seattle newspaper headline, him know when it looks like they will 
"WTO: Whose Idea Was This?", indi- gas again because he and his deputies 
cates the outrageous and undeservedly have been given neither gas masks nor 
good media coverage we've been get- warnings. Concussion bombs and flash 
ting. I've never worked on a campaign bangs sound through the city, amping 
with thismuchmomentum, wherecov- everyone's adrenaline. My lungs are on 
erage comes so easily. None of us have. fire from the dissipated residue, my eyes 
None of us have ever done anything are on fire from a direct dose of pepper 
like this before. spray. A boy next to me is screaming 

A "riot" breaks out at a downtown from the pain. 
McDonald's. jose Bove, the crazy French A friend limps by, shows me a disgust
farmer who smuggled many pounds of ing brown and purple welt from a rub
Roquefort cheese to Seattle to protest ber bullet. She tells me she's seen others 
the US' WTO-backed punitive tariffs, . shot in the face: The cops didn't like it 
leads the charge. While the pqlice form when people started throwing tear gas 
their orderly lines, black-clad activists canisters back. I run by a line of cop cars 
have their way with the McD's. The 
preposterousness of it, the ease with 
which the perpetrators get away, the 
slow police response, puts everyone on 
edge, giddy with excitement and fear. 

Meanwhile; a truly impossible and 
absolutely unending meeting has em
broiled hundreds of people at 420. A 
spokesperson from each affinity group 
is outlining the pie-shaped wedge of 
downtown from wpich it has agreed to 
blo!=k WfO traffic. The meeting is to- Locking down to shut down WTO on November 30. 
tally public, and many experienced ac
tivists walk away shaking their heads. 
This will never work. 

The big day. November 30. The sen
sory overload of the last weeks explodes 
into chaos. I first see a tripod, ringed by 
a circle of 30 people joined by lockboxes. 
A small support crowd mills around. 
Around the corner another group of 
people is holding hands, circling an 
intersection. They won't even let activ
ists through. Rather standard, but so 
far, so good. 

Friends tell me that some blockades 

decorated with anarchy.signs and dis
abled by flattened tires. 

At another blockade, farther from the 
chaos, a line of motorcycle cops insists 
that the lockdowns let them through. 
When th~ activists hold their ground, a 
motorcycle runs up onto the crotch of 
one of the Jockdowns. The line breaks, 
the cycles ride throu~h, trapping them- · 
selves on the other side. 

At a calmer intersection, I hear from a 
sound system that the WTO's opening 
meeting has been delayed. The audito-

A protester blocks a delegate on November 30. 
.. . 

people want to head straight toward the 
riot line, but others pull the crowd from 
direct confrontation. Two hundred 
people march down the street chant
ing, "Fuck shit up!" "No cameras!" In 
the middle of it all, a shopper stands, 
bag clutched in hand, · not cowering 
from the crowd but paralyzed by 
cutfosity. 

Word of the black block spreads like 
wildfire. Everyone knows these basic 
facts: black block, property destruction, 
tear gas, pepper spray, meeting delayed. 
An ambulance screams past, and the 
.crowd parts to let it through. Cop with 
a heart attack. 

It's early afternoon, and we must stay 
for many hours to guarantee that the 
meeting cannot begin. Some activists 
are very angry about the black block. I 

·see people wearing black attacked by 
"nonviolent" protesters. A friend is 
grabbed by an activist and told she's 
under arrest. 

There are standoffs between police 
and activists all over the city-a lull in 
action. (Later we hear that the police 
have run out of tear gas. Undercover 
cops have to bring in more through the 
protester's barricades. An ·armored ve
hicle drives from police line to police 
line to resupply.) Today is the only 
November 30 of my life, and I feel 
compelled to see it all. 

By mid-afternoon the giant labor 
march finally happens. Certain mili
tant unionsare said to be doing some of 
their own building enhancement. Many 
of the rank 11nd file abandon the circular 



route away from downtown to swell our 
blockades. Thirty thousand people from 
the march have seen and felt first hand 
the rounds of tear gas, and are enraged. 

State of Emergency has been declared. 
Everyone out of downtown by 7 p.m. 
The National Guard is being called in. 
The WTO has canceled today's meet
ings. Victory tastes like tear gas. 

The black block regroups atNikeTown. 
Local kids, without masks, who have · 
seen the riots on TV come to join in. 
Once the window is broken, looters 
jump in. Peace police surround the build
ing and scream "Nonviolence!" until 
the real police arrive. White activists 

Whose streets? Our streets! Whose woild? Our world! 

stop black kids from looting Nike. are searched. Some individuals are ar-
The police are using tear gas to clear rested for wearing, "NO WTO" pins. 

the streets. They gas the crowd, run Over 200 people are arrested en masse 
forward, gas the crowd, run forward, in before they even reach the no-protest 
this way reclaiming downtown for the zone. Organizers, medics and people 
forces oflaw and order. A smaller group with radios are targeted. Gas masks · 
ofactivistsrefusestodisperse. They start are outlawed due to the "civil emer
a bonfire in the streets; they use gency." It's a felony to distribute 
dumpsters as blockades. Some them. Gas stations are instructed not 
dumpstersarelitbytheprotesters; about to sell gas in containers. 
half are set ablaze by the concussion Towardevening,alargemassofpeople 
bombs. A black city councilman trying forms at the Pike Place Market, tourist 
to attend a WTO recep'!}on is brutally central. Unwittingly, they've advanced 
ripped from his car and interrogated by · into the area where Clinton's motor
the riot police. Oops. As they retreat, the cade is headed. No amount of brutality 
rioters block an intersection, barring is spared . . The cops fire gas into the 
traffic until they see a dump truck stalled crowd indiscriminately, radicalizing ev
by the line. They allow traffic through ery shopper, shop owner, tourist and 
until the truck reaches the intersection business person in the vicinity. People 
and then claim it as a bunker. They're try to leave, butthecrowdisrun through 
able to hold the police off behind the a police gauntlet. Every exit is closed off 
t,ruck for qu~t~ a ~il~, l!Qti! ~he _f.?.B~~ .... -, bY.,ti.£t.E8E.<;~P~QP,}~mgveforw£!rd, but 
-gm~~'frno ft'ie ~ er s stem ana It the cops keep gassmg. 
begins to pour out of the runoff holes. Replay scene three. Riot cops move 

In the middle of the battle zone, a systematically through downtown, 
punk band has set up a sound system pushing people up Capitol HilL Resi
and is rocking out. The scene verges on dents take to the streets, screaming, 
post-apocalyptic. I re
join my affinity group 
at the bar. Locals are 
crowded around the 
TV, watching the real 
time riet as it happens 
outside the door. It's 
"angry hour" all day 
today-$2.25 pints. , 

statement. In the end, just before the 
final gassing of the night, the crowd is 
able to agree on a message, and the eerie 
strain of Silent Night rises up to the 
heavens, accompanied by the percus
sion of flash bangs. 

420 has become a field hospital. An 
amazing staff of volunteer medics keeps 
the movement on its feet. Medics no
tice that the effects of the gas are vastly 
different than yesterday. They begin to 
research the possibility that the cops 
have used nerve gas. 

Word is filtering in about the hun
dreds arrested this morning. Apparently 
they are refusing to get off the buses, 
creating a huge headache for the pow" 
ers that be. Ultimately, cops pepper 
spray indjviduals on the buses to force 
them to move. 

Day three. Thursday. 
Afrien9 _has made a necklace of the . 

instruments of brutality. Rubber bullets 
in three different sizes, wooden bullets 
stained with blood, plastic tubes (they'll 
shoot anything!). The centerpiece is the 
head of a gas canister. · 

· A press conference in the 
morning transitions into a · 
2,000-strong , march · 
through town, stopping at 
various corporate crime 
scenes: Weyerhaeuser, 
Cargill, etc. The march stops 
at the King County ]ail, 
where our compatriots are 
being held .. State of Emergency 

is only supposed to ex
tend throughout down
town, but the police 
have pushed the pro
testersoutofdowntown 
and are now invading 
Capitol Hill, Seattle's · 
queer center. Residents 
and bystanders pore out 
of the bars and restau
rants, disbelieving that 

' After many hours ofne
gotiations with the mayor 
and prosecutor, the DAN 
legal team wins the right to 
meet with the prisoners, to 
have activists in solitary 
moved back into the gen
eral population and have 
those in need of medical 
treatment seen by doctors. Police repeatedly assaulted non.violent protesters with pepper: spray, teargas, 

concussion grenades and rubber bullets on both November 30 and December 1. 
A friend points out that 

not only have we s1,1cceeded in stop
ping a day of WTO meetings, we've 
shut down commercial TV for several 
days. There is non-stop coverage of the 
streets in Seattle and much of the West 
Coast, and frequent bulletins_ elsewhere. 

an occupying force has descended on 
their neighborhood. A passive mass faces 
down the police line and is pointlessly 
gassed. The crowd regroups and is gassed 
again. And again. School kids decom
mission a city bus, chasing off the driver. 
Two junior high boys try to steal the bus 
for a joy ride but can't reach the pedals. 

This day does end. Sort of. 
Day two. Wednesday. 
A nearly seamless and sleepless con

tinuation of day one. A crowd a couple 
thousand strong tries to enter the "no
protest zone" downtown to exercise its 
rights to free speech and free assembly. 
There are National Guard officers and 
riot cops on every corner. Some officers 
say they have been on duty for over 18 
hours. Backpacks, briefcases and people 
attempting to enter the downtown core 

"This is my neighborhood. People live 
· here." Standoffs ensue. The police re
treat, establishing a one block perimeter 
around their own station. The crowd 
mills, advances, is gassed. Mills, ad
vances, is gassed. Mills, retreats, is gassed. 

The Capitol Hill standoff displays par 
excellence the ignorant quirkiness · of 
American politics. The crowd of drunks, 
activists, neighbors and hooligans can 
agree on nothing. Fist fights break out, 
not between cops and crowd, but inter
nally.Activists who pull dumpsters into 
the road to stop the police advance are . 
peacenicked and nearly beaten by vio
lent pacifists in the crowd. A Republican 
county councilman and his minions 
spend at least two hours trying to con
vince the mob to move back to the . 
sidewalk so that he can make a political 

Day four. Friday. 
As the meetings wind up, Seattle bids 

adieu to the whole trade mess. Sign
boards in downtown read, "Bye WTO, 
It's Been a Riot." 

Toward evening three different ac
tions have spontaneously formed. Hun
dreds ofpeople are sitting down outside 
the Westin Hotel. A group of six to 10 
are sitting down in the middle of the 
no-protest zone as dusk descends, sur
rounded by 60 or more riot cops. An
other crowd of 500 is · sitting down 
outside the jail. Both the Westin group 

and the jail group have decided to hold 
consensus meetings on how to proceed. 
The cameras love it. 420 is overwhelmed 
with requests for blankets and food. The 
community steps in where organizers 
no longer can, delivering pizza, bring
ing cardboard and blankets. 

Around 9:30 word percolates that the 
WTO meetings have reached an im
passe. The Caribbean and African del-

. egations are refusing to consent to the 
agenda. We all hold our breath urttil the 
11 o'clock news. The news announcer 
says, "A final candlelight vigil against 
police brutality met on Capital Hill to
night. They marched peacefully to the 
police station, where they left burning 
candles and boxes of donuts." Now, the 
delegate from the Philippines is talking 
on the TV. The African trade delegation 
is addressing the crowd. They say that 
what they've seen on the streets of Se
attle inspired them to stand up to the 
bullying of the overdeveloped world. 
The talks have ended in failure. 

The world will never be the same. 
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AN -INTERNATIONAL NJO ROUNDUP 
THE MOST BRilliANT SUBVER.SIVE COUP OF MODERN TIMES . 

.BY OSHAN ANAND 

May; 1968, Paris: Worker-student uprising brings 
france (and the world) to the: brink of revolution. 
".Rejecting all morality and legal restraint these cynics 
do not besitatetoadvocate the abolition of work, total 
subversion, and a permanent worldwide proletarian 
:mrolution with unrestrained pleasure as its only goal," 
itJd&e condemning French students. · 

May, 1998, London: Thirty years later. Reclaim the 
Streets (JUS} sends out a call for a global street party in 
order to create a "we"b of resi.stance stretching across 
the world',.. during the G8 meeting(annual meeting of 
the worfd"s eight most powerful nations) in Birming
ham, UK. On May 16, cities across the globe party· 
against pOwer and profit. · · 

june 18.1999, worldwide: A call from London RTS 
sparks Iiots, street parties, direct. action and creative 
protest around the world. Grassroots movements in 
O¥ef. 30 countri'es on. all continents work together 
against the global capftaiist system (see 
EF!J, August-september,. 1999}. 

Mid-September, 1999, near Seattle: 
A radical group drafts a call for "'a 
global day of action, resistance, and 
camivfll against the global capitalist 
system"' during the Workl Trade Or
ganization (WTO) Ministerial in Se
attle on November 30. The intended 
common theme of N30 is that "the 
capitalist system, based on the ex
ploitation of people, societies and 
the environment for the profit of a 
few, is the prime cause of present 
social and ecologjcai troubles. •r 

November 4-Dece.mber 3, Toronto 
to Seattle: An international, cross-coun
try caravan stops in dozens of dties and 
towns, meeting with activists across the 
country, and working to raise awareness about the 
dangers the wro poses to democracy, sodal justice 
and human rights. The caravan ends in Seattle joining 
the massive protest against the WTO. 

November 16, Geneva: Twenty-seven people oc
cupy the WTO headquarters. One group occupies the 
main hall and chains themselves to the. main · stair 
leading to Director-General Michael Moore's office 
with a banner saying "No Commerce, No Organiza
tion: Self-management!" Anotheroccupiestheroofof · 
the building and deploys two huge banners saying: 
"WTO kills people-Kill the WTO!" and "Moore aux 
ty,rans." (lbisis a pun in French meaning "death to the 
tyrants" and "Moore belongs to the tyrants.") 

November 19, Athens: Ten thousand people pro
test a wide range of issues including world trade 
during a visit by Clinton. Retreating protesters smash 
scores of shop windows, firebomb more than a dozen 
banks andsetfireto kiosks and trash cans, _cutting a 
mile-long swath of destruction through a fashion
able shopping district. 

Kovember 22-29, Turkey: Peasants, environ
mentalists, trade unionists and others begin a 
nine--day march inCorlu (northwest Turkey). They 
march over 2,000 miles, ending at the capital 
Ankara on November 30. Visiting 18 localities, 
the protestors make press. declarations and hold 
meetings to explain the attack on humanity and 
oor planet by global capitalism. 

November 26, New York: A large crowd gathers 
erecting a two-storytripodfor a street party againstthe 
WTObringing traffic to a standstill in Times Square on 
one of the busiest shopping days of the year. 

November 27: 
• Washington DC: Activists occupy the offices of 

US trade representative Charlene Barshefsky demand
ing "essential medications for all nations." The TRIPs 
Agreement advocated by the wro would make . it 
difficult or impossible for poor nations to afford, for 
example, medidnes for the treatment of HIV I AIDS. 

• Prague: Several actions at supermarkets includ
ing distribution of free food by Food Not Bombs, 
distribution of leaflets about wro and globaliza
tion and some Oirect action takes place. Similar 
CKtivfties occur in other CZech dties. 
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• Seoul: Three thousand workers, students and 
activists rally against the WTO. 

• Geneva: Two thousand farmers and 3,000 city 
dwellers march and rally against the WTO. 

November 27-28, France: Seventy-five thou
sand people in 80 different cities in France take to 
the streets protesting the dictatorship of the mar
ket and the WTO. Meanwhile, Jose Bove and 
other members of' the French Peasant's Federa
~ion protest with hundreds of others at a 
McDonald's in Seattle. 

November 29-December 1, New Delhi (India): 
Five hundred women and men from the 
Maheshwar area of the Narmada Valley arrive in 
New Delhi in order to participate in a three-day 
Dharna (sit-in) at Raj Ghat. Their actions targets 
the Narmada Dam and the WTO regime. 

November 30-December 3,worldwide: A group 
calling itself the "electrohippies" organize a "vir
tual sit-in" of the WTO's special conference website 

November 30: 

restricting the 
WTO from 
spreading its 
global corpo
rate agenda. Or
ganizers say 
"The whole 
event has been 
about a hun
dred times big
ger than we 
thought it 
would ever be." 

a rocket propelled grenade from a passing van. Around 
8,000 left-wing union members and activists rally at 
the US em"!Jassy and near the presidential palace in 
Manila against Philippine membership in the WTO. 
Thousands of people also attend rallies in the dties of 
Bacolod and Iloilo in the central Philippines. Filipi
nos are also in the thick of the "Battle of Seattle." 
lJlirty Filipinos are slightly injured including Uni
Versity of the Philippines professor, Walden Bello, 
when police attack protesters. 

• Pakistan: More than 8,000 people demonstrate 
against the WTO in the dty of Muzafer Ghar. 

• UK: Actions in a half dozen cities take place. In 
London people distribute leaflets and stickers de
signed to raise awareness against capitalism and the 
WTO. Students picket a bank to highlight globaliza
tion-induced s~dent loan debt~ Nigerians and Brit
ish environmentalists hold a street theatre "People's 
Court." A rally at Euston Station draws nearly 2,000 
people to support public transportation workers 
and to highlight the links between the free trade 
agenda of the WTO a~d the privatization of public 
transport in UK. Afterwards, protestors make an 
attempt to block a busy intersection, but confronta
tions with the police result in an overturned burn
ing police van, 38 arrests and several casualties. A 
pirate radio station replaces a yuppie one on 106.9 
FM across London until it is shutdown. 

• Netherlands: Police and press gather while over 
100 activists unfurl banners in the departure hall 
and demand free flights . to Seattle so they can 
protest against the WTO. Three airline companies, 
which have a presence in the Amsterdam airport, 

are sponsoring the WTO summit. 
• Italy: A direct action group occu

pies the headquarters of the "National 
Committee for Biosafety" in Rome, 
hanging banners against GMOs and 
the WTO. A perma:r:tent information 
tent is set up in a central square of 
Milan to educate the citizens about the 
WTO, the Narmada and Iloitz Dams, 
the prison camps for migrants, etc. 

• US: WTO demonstrations occur in 
dties across the US including Boston, At
lanta, Chalpel Hill, North Carolina, 
Morgantown, West Virginia and, of course, 
Seattle. Over 9,000 longshoremen in the 
West Coast were on strike dosing down 
much of the commerce for the day. 

• France: Eight hun~ 
dred miners clash with 
cops, ransacking a tax 
office and burning cars 
in two towns in east
ern France. Thirty 
people chain them
selves to the doors of 
the Dijon Chamber of 
Commerce and a 
nearby bank. In 
Toulouse, people hang 
big anti-WTO card
boards on the main 

• Canada: Actions ·take place in 
Winnipeg, British Columbia, Toronto, 

Greetings are exchanged in London. Ottawa and Edmonton. 

street, with anti-capitalist Santas giving rotten 
capitalist f~its to Toulouse's people. Some 5,000 
more people also protest in other French cities. 

• India: Several thousand farmers from all the 
districts of Kamataka march to Gandhi's statue · in 
Bangalore. Representatives from KRRS (farmer's orga
nization), trade unions and others address the crowd 
on globalization, the wro and Monsanto corpora
tion. Meanwhile in Anjar (Narmada Valley), there is 
an anti-WTO demonstration with bullock-carts. More 
than 1,000 people from around 60villages partidpate 
in the colorful procession, protesting against the anti
human agreements and institutipns that are pushing 
India and the rest of the world into the destructive 
process of capitalist globalization. 

• Australia: Activists protest against the WTO out
side the Brisbane Stock Exchange. The Melbourne 
offices of public relations firm Burson-Marsteller are 
occupied, linking the spin doctors of consumerism 
with the neoliberal agenda of the WTO. · 

• PortUgal: About 300 march thro\.lgh the streets of 
lisbon with giant puppets, blocking traffic. During 
different stops there is firebreathing, street theater 
and both the dty Christmas tree and a McDonald's 
are covered with graffiti. . 

• Philippines: Militants from a group calling itself 
the Proletarian Revolutionary Army shatter the win
dows and metal facade of Shell's multi~story; glass
fronted headquarters in the financial area of Manila, 

· when they opened fire with automatic weapons and 

• Germany: In Berlin a parade points 
out the consequences of globalization at local level, 
with niock slogans and fake banners crying for more 
order, more security and more police. Slide shows 
project on building walls. In Tuebingen 20 people 
perform street theatre in· a shopping area and drop 
bannerssaying"GlobalizeSolidaritynottheEconomy.'' 

December 2, worldwide: . As over 2,000 demon
strate outside of a jail in Seattle where protestors are 
held, people ·around the world show solidarity. 
Some solidarity actions include protesters in Manila 
trying to force their way into the US Embassy and 
dozens demonstrating in front of the American 
consulate in Amsterdam. 

December 12, worldwide: Around 500 striking 
college students in Mexico City demonstrate at the 
US embassy. After speeches, a clash between riot 
police and students brings 98 arrests, 10 injured 
students and six injured policemen. The FZLN sends 
a press release out expressing their solidarity with 
the students and condemning police brutality. 

(This is but a brief overview of what happened 
worldwide in response to the WTO. Take a look at 
www.n30.org for updates and more information 
about the global day of action.) 

May 1, 2000, global revolution: The growing na
ture of international solidarity and protest is inspiring, 
and we can expect it to grow and become more 
powerful and creative. Everyone should take part in 
the _next . Global Day of Action: Mayday, 2000. See 
www.mayday2k.org for mor~ information. 



Beyolld Shell·s Cireenvvash: 
DELE~ATI~~ who !~~~!~~g he~!~!~~~~e ~!~~~u~~ pipclme. 

BY MoNICA .WILSON \ . unemployment and loss of food sources. In ad There is no assessment of the social and environ-

A 
Shell is hastily trying to remake its ima~ to that campaigns and promotional literature, Mobil, Shell mental impact to all areas that might be affected. 

of a clean, safe, people-friendly and consumer- and Chevron claim to be responsible businesses in Local communities have not been told about the 
oriented corporation. Shell asks consumers: ;~'What Nigeria. For example, Shell's web site lists numerous risks to forested areas and the many rivers the 
do you think?" about its environmental pledgt)s, ways it h;tshelped develop the Niger Delta, but pipeline would cross. The ·companies have notre
human rights promises and claims of commitment visiting the aCtual places indicates that Shell's por- leased an oil spill management plan. 
to eco-friendly energy sources. But Shell is really trayal is misleading. Additionally, given the track record of Shell and 
asking what you think of its image, empty prom- In the Ogoni communitY of Go kana, a hospital Elf in Nigeria, as well as the history ofhuman rights 
ises and ad campaigns; if the public knew what Shell claims to be support~ng was in shambles. abuses and corruption in Chad and Cameroon, 
Shell was doing to communi- · another nightmare like that 
ties in Nigeria, in the United intheNigerDe1taseemslikely. 
States and is planning to do in In an unexpected dedsion, 
Chad and Cameroon, wewould Reuters reported on Novem-
see that Shell is not what it ber 10 that Shell and Elf have 
pretends to be. pulled out of the pipeline 

In September, nine US activ- project and have left Chad, 
ists visited the Niger Delta, the Woild Bank and Exxon 
Nigeria's oil region, to witness hanging. 
the impact of multinational oil Shell, Chevron, Mobil and 
corporations on the land and Exxon cannot continue get-
people. We went to communi- ting away with putting prof-
ties suffering from pollution its before people. Many are 
caus·ed by nearby facilities oper- standing up to remember the 
a ted by Shell, Mobil, Elf (French) dead and fight for the living. 
and Agip (Italian). We met a As ties grow between com-
man who watched as Chevron munitiesfightingforenviron-
helicopters ferried soldiers to the mental justice and corporate 
scene of a peaceful protest on Chevron's Parabe According to the doctor and nurse, the water bore accountability around the world, they come closer 
platform in ~ay 1.998; the soldiers proceeded to hole and tank Shell mentions never worked. The to reining in corporations like Shell. 
shoot and kill two of t~e protesters (see EF!J, Septem- patients have to drink from an open well. And the . To get involved contact Lawrence Summers, head 
ber-October, 1998). We met a women's group in Egi doctor explained that the drugs Shell provides for · of the US Treasury and tell him the Treasury should 
who told us their protests against Elf had beer1 sale to patients are more expensive than the ones recommend a moratorium on. the Chad-Cameroon 
disrupted by pe9ple paid by Elf to attack the group. already available elsewhere. Pipeline to the World Bank; DepartmentofTreasury, 

On November 10, 199 S, Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight Shell lists the community of Iko as one of its "spear- Secretary Lawrence Summers, 1500 Pennsylvania 
other Ogoni human rights activists were hanged for head communities" for development. Yetin Ikothere Ave. NW, Washington DC 20220; (202) 622-2000. 
telling the world about what Shell did to the land is no electriCity, fish supplies are greatly reduced, and For more information contact Essential Action, 

· · , ~£,~.; ~t()_t~ge facility built by Sh~ll J;Ias PQB. 19405, Washington DC 20036; (202) 387-
'Tiever operated. · 8030; mwilson@essentiaLorg. . 

Editor's note: Beginning November 20, Nigerian mili
Environmental racism in the tary troops occupied the Bayelsa State in the Niger Delta. 
United States Hundreds of civilians were reportedly killed by the 

There is a perception in the United · 
States that such disregard for people 
and the environment only happens far 

··away. But environmental racism is alive · 
and deadly here as well. Two American 
activists living near Shell and Chevron 
facilities who participated in the del
egation were surprised by the similari-

. ties between their daily lives. in the US 
and those in Nigeria. Their comnu1nf
ties share the offensive smells, "booms" 
from flares that shake nearby houses, 

. The message from Ogoniland is loud and clear. • arid corporate maneuvers to escape 
. . responsibility, such as dtagging law-

and people of Ogoni, an ethnic gro~p in the Niger suits out for years. These communities have another 
Delta. Four years later, Shell continues to spill, !I~it in common: organized resistance to the multi-
pollute, flare and deceive in Nige&i.a, · · · ·· n(ltionaloilcorporationsthatareendangeringthem. 

Oil company pollution like oil spills, leaking pipe- In Norco, .. Louisiana, a predominantly African-
lines and gas flaring harm the environment and American townrenamedafterthenow-defunctNew 
wildlife of the Niger Delta. Shell's "clean-ups" are Orleans Refining Company, Margie Richard works 
appalling: in Otuegwe, an underground. ~h~ll pipe- valiantly to force the two Shell operations . sand~ 
line spilled as much as 800,000 barrels of oil in 1998. wichi!lgthe towntodean up their act. Living across 
This past summer a visiting activist met people who the street from a Shell plant, Margie knows all too 
had been hired by Shell to clean up the spill using well the cost when a greedy corporation holds 
towels and buckets. almighty profits above the safety and health of 

Shell's indignities to the people of Nigeria are not surrounding communities. Henry Clark, director of 
limited to oil spills and add rain. A community in the West County Toxics Coalition in North Rich
Umuebulu explained how Shell acquired land in mond, California, lives near a Chevron refinery and 
their community, promising to build living facili- is working to end toxic emissions and other threats 
ties for employees but instead dug a large pit and to his community. ' · 
began dumping noxious, presumably to:Xic ·waste. 
Nearey residents are experiencing skin rashes and 
other health problems they blame on the dump. 

The effects of this pollution on local populations 
is shocking. Oil spills spread and acid rain damages 
food, crops, plants and animals vital to local people's 
survival. Time after time the delegation heard sto
ries of reduced fishing stocks and cassava produc
tion after oil exploration began. 

Many communities ask Shell and other oil corpo
rations to clean up their pollution and compensate 

Welfare for Exxon, Shell and Elf: 
the World Bank steps in 

In Chad and Cameroon, Nigeria's neighbors, the 
·. World Bank_is considering funding an oil pipeline 
operated by three ofthe world's largest oil co'rpora
tions: Exxon, Shell and Elf. Not only does this 
pipeline pose a threat to the people in its path, but 
if the World Bank funds it, there will be a frighten- · 
ing example of corporate welfare using money from 
the US and other countries. 

military and thousands more displaced. According to 
Oilwatch Africa, the military refused to allow Doctors 
Without Borders to bring medical supplies to the village 
of Odi, which was hit pMticularly hard by the violence. 
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BY GARY AND KRISTIN 

As the clocks prepare to 
roll over to 2000, there is a 
question on everyone's 
mind here in the Gem 
State: Is the Greater 
Salmen-Selway Ecosystem 
Y2K compliant? 

Wing and Mackey-Day action to restore salmon runs to the 
- timber sales) is in front of Salmon, Clearwater, Snake, Grand 

the 9th Circuit Court of Ronde, Wenaha and Imnaha Rivers. 
Appeals with the court . 1Science shows dam removal of the 
waiting to rule on an in- lower four dams on the Snake River is 
junction. Of course, it is; the only way to save Idaho salmon 
contingent upon the folks and steelhead from extinction. But 
dressed in black robes do- nobody believed these agencies would 
ing the right thing. do the right thing anyway, and it 
- An)"Yay, that's enough looks like more litigation will occur. 
of that cheerfulness. -- Not-so-confusing bad news item 

Not-so-confusing bad three is that the Fish and Wildlife 
news item one is that the Service is barging ahead on an ill
Clearwater National For- conceived plan to release grizzly bears 
est, the northern part of in· the Big Wild, using a loophole . to 
the Big Wild, is hell-bent avoid giving the bears protection un

The government bureau
crats are nervous: All spe
cies, rivers and mountains 
have not been tested. 
How will they perform? 
To ensure no shutdowns 
in ecosystem function, the 
bureaucrats are making 
certain there is a fresh crop 

Ciearcuts in the Twentymile timber sale in the Wing!Twentymile roadless area, on logging and trying any der the Endangered Species Act. The 

of meddlesome management projects 
in place to keep the Wild in line. 
Ecosystem . management for forest 
health is having the s_ame results
and is about as popular-as HMOs are 
having on the health of US citizens. 
Unfortunately for the bureaucrats, 
activists are vigilantly attacking their 
meddlesome projects, plus the head 
bureaucrat is telling them they may 
have to keep their hands out for good. 

Other · questions of millennia! im
portance persist: What kind of doctor 
is Mike Dombeck-Doolittle or 
Strangelove? Is ecosystem manage
ment an oxymoron or just plain mo
ronic? Is the fate of the grizzly grisly, 
and will steelhead still head for ex
tinction? And with that, we bring you 
the millennia! update on the Greater . 
Salmen-Selway Ecosystem. 

These are confusing times because 
there are some opportunities for real 
environmental gains, except Bill Clin- · 
ton and/or the courts have to make 
the right decisions for those gains to 
be actualized. 

Confusing good news item one is 
that the Forest Service has now pub
licly stated that the remaining Cove/ 

in the South Fork of the Clearwater River drainage. excuse to justify it. The loophole can work as long as there are 
Mallard sales (six of nine) won't go massive North Lochsa Face Project no remnant grizzlies present in the 
forward. It is simply too expensive to would log some 75 million board feet ecosystem. However, persistent, pesky 
do so, plus, it's against the current (the Cove/Mallard sales were projected reports that grizzly bears may still in-
road-building moratorium. Hooray! Of at 81 mill ion habit the area-reports the 
course, the agency could come up board feet), much agency tried to bury and 
with some kind of logging-for-forest- of it from the is now trying _ to dis-
health sham in the future but prob- North Lochsa credit-may lead to natu-
ably won't for a while. Slope Roadless ral grizzly bear recovery, 

Confusing good news item two is Area. Another giving the bears the pro-
the announcement by Clinton (our huge project on tection they deserve. 
hero) of a process that might protect the Clearwater Until next time, don't 
some remaining roadless areas in the woulo ostensibly forgetto check yourfavor-
national forests. Idaho is the state that · log to create elk ite ecosystem for its Y2K 
has the most to gain (or lose) from this habitat in several compliance. Onward into 
process. Of course, citizens will have roadlessareaseven the new millennium! 
to demand, in force, that all unroaded though there is Friends of the 
areas be protected from aJl damaging little justification Clearwaterhasbeenatthe 
activities (logging, roadbuilding, ORV that this project forefront of administra-
use, mining, etc.) in the public in- woulq benefit any tive and legal efforts to 
volvement process that is upcoming. _ wildlife. Of course, protectthenorthernflank 
Hopefully the final decision, if it's a we all hope con- Cove/Mallard Coalition-ten years of the Big Wild. For more 
good one, will survive legal challenges fusing good news of resistance in the Big Wild information about FOC's 
and political chicanery. item two (see above) helps in the ef- forest watch program contact POB 

Confusing good news item three is fort to derail the Forest Service from 9241, Moscow, ID 83843; (208) 882-
that the court case by Friends of the this insanity. 9755; foc@wildrockies.org. 
Clearwater, Idaho Sporting Congress, Not-so-confusingbadnewsitemtwo The Cove/Mallard Coalition has 
Ecology Center and the Northern is that the National Marine Fisheries been on the frontlines to protect 
Rockies Preservation Project against Service and other branches of the fed- threatened areas and can be contacted 
the Wing-Twentymile Environmental era! government are leaning against at POB 8968, Moscow, ID 83843; (208) 
Impact Statement (the roadless Otter- recommending dam breaching as an 882-9755; cove@moscow.com. 

Illegal Logging in Northwest Montana's Kootenai National Forest 

Pictured above is a 1996 view of an area of old-growth forest said 
to have been "lost in the Studebaker fire" (cutting units 1 and 2). 
From the EIS's description of this area: "The residual stands have 
few large diameter trees or down logs, and a greatly reduced basal 

area. The loss of these key old-growth attributes has eliminated the 
present value of the old growth habitat in the fire areas." 

According to the EIS, "There would be no direct effect to old growth · 
from the salvage logging ... Adherence to Forest Plan standards 

relative to old-growth and snag habitat assist in the avoidance of 
cumulative effects on old growth and associated species." 
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BY AARON COFFIN, PHOTOS BY ]EFF ]UEL 

Three years ago Jeff Juel and four other activists 
locked down to a gate and hung a banner · on the 
road leading to a fire salvage sale in the O'Brien 
Creek watershed, blocking trucks from hauling away 
old-growth trees (see Earth First! Journal, November
December, 1996). These activists knew what lay 
ahead for this part of the Kootenai National Forest 
in northwest Montana. Juel, with the Ecosystem -
Defense Program of the Missoula, Montana-based 
Ecology Center, has followed up by releasing these 
revealing comparison photos, which expose fraud 
within the Forest Service's timber sale program. 

Not shown in these photos are the 10 miles of new 
road bulldozed into the steep mountainsides above 
O'Brien Creek to access the fire salvage sales, which 
probably cost hundreds of thousan9s of dollars. All 
paid for by you, the taxpayers, so that a private 
lumber mill, Owens and Hurst Lumber Company of 
Eureka, Montana, could make a profit. The Forest 
Service's involvement in the Studebaker Fire Sal
vage is one more re·ason why the Forest Ser-Vice's 
ecologically destructive and fiscally irresponsible 
logging program in our National Forests must end, 
as mandated in H.R. 1396, the National Forest 
Protection and Restoration Act. The Ecology Center's 
photo series .on the Kootenai fraud can be seen at 
their website: www. wildrockies.org/teci/forestfraud/ _ 
do-it.html. 

For more information on the mismanagement of 
the Kootenai National Forest or to find out what else 
you can do to help protect your nati~mal forests, 
contact]eff]uel at the Ecology Center, 801 Sherwood, 
Suite B, Missoula, MT; . (406) 72&-5733; 
jeffjuel@wildrockies.org. 

This is a view of the main Studebaker Fire area, from across 
O'Brien Creek. Top is 1996, below is 1998. After the fire and 

before logging, the EIS said of this area, "These are stand replacing 
bums that may be considered as an opening in regard to wildlife 

cover. These areas are considered low value as cover for big-game." 

The Forest Service's justification for this atrocity was, nWhere 
catastrophic conditions such as insects, disease or fire creates a 

condition whereby larger unit sizes will have no additional effect 
on wildlife habitat, larger cutting units may be used." The FEIS 

also said, "Recreational users may be temporarily displaced during 
the salvage activities, but they would return to the area upon 

completion of the activiti~. • 



Suburbia Threatens Wilderness 
·· at Rorida's Cypress Creek 

BY ADAM VOLK 

Local activists and groups 
such . as Florida Consume-r 
Action Network (FCAN), the 
Sierra Club and others are 
coming together to stop the 
destruction of one of 
Hillsborough County's last 
remaining expanses of pris
tine wilderness. This area, 

-known as the Cypress Creek 
Preserve, is located in north
ern Tampa, between the apex 
of I-75 and I-275. Local de
velopers want to build 
homes, as well as a road 
through the preserve. · 

ing the land and making any 
further land acquisition un
desirable. It would also open 
up all the land owned by 
Lennar to development. 

Despite testimony from 
many families saying the 
road was not the correct so
lution to traffiC, the Metro
politan Planning Organiza
tion finalized its so called 
"Cost-Affordable" transpor
tation plan for the year 2020. 
This plan would place the 

. road directly through the 
heart of the preserve, and 
bisect the West Meadows 
community. Thepricetagon 
this little project has been 
placed as high as $63 mil
lion, hardly cost-affordable. 

Mayor Greco, the Tampa· 

Cypress Creek is a major 
tributary of the Hillsborough 
River, Tampa's primary 
sourceofdrinkingwater. This 
development could very well 
foul Cypress Creek leaving 
its water undrinkable. Offi-

Cypress Creekpreserve (dark area), home to abundant wildlife, is a rare City Council and the County 
undeveloped haven in Florida. Local developers want to build homes, as Commission need to be made 

cials' only response to that is the con
struction of a desalinization plant and 
a possible reservoir. Protection of the . 
creek and the surrounding lands .will 
help to ensure the availability of the 
water this system contributes . to the 
river and the city's drinking water. 

The preserve contains more . than 
6,000 acres of natural uplands and 
wetlands. The diverse habitats include 
pine flatwoods, hardwood hammocks, 
cypress swamps and wet prairies. Local 
planning and environmental agencies · 
have designated the area a "Signifi-

-cant WifdTff@ 'Hao1fae '' t lifS 'ecbsystem 
.is critical to the survival of the healthy 

· and diverse population ofwildlife that 
inhabits the region. 
_on June 26, 1998, a National 

Audubon site survey found 420 nest
ing pairs of birds. A total of nine spe
cies were found to inhabit the area, 
including the little blue heron, the 
snowy egret, the tricolored heron and 
the white ibis. These four species are 
considered "Species of Special Con
cern." Also found were five nests of 
the wood stork, an endangered species. 

All of these attributes mean that the 
Cypress Creek Preserve is too signifi
cant of an area to sacrifice to the 
'dozers in the name of development. 
While the area has been designated 
"Environmentally Sensitive" land on 
local growth management plans, 
(meaning it is inappropriate for devel
opment), Lennar Homes, Inc. will not 
let this stop them from building. 

Lennar currently owns the majority 
of the Cypress Creek ecosystem and 
also have government approved plans 

. to build homes on the land. These 
plans were approved prior to adoption 
of growth management laws. While 
much of the wetlands will be pre
served,_ Lennar is exempt from the laws. 

Lennar is giving land to the City of 
Tampa for a major road network called 
the East-West Road. This road will 
connect Cross Creek and Bruce B. 
Downs Boulevards with I-275 and 
Livingston Avenue. This wfU split the 
preserve east and west, and north and 
south, into four sections. 

In the past few years, the local Envi
ronmental Lands Acquisition and Pro
tection Program (ELAPP) has been 
working to acquire Lennar's property 

well as a road through the preserve. aware that the Cypress Creek 
within the interstate apex. Unfortu~ ecosystem is far too important to the 
nately due to the lands high price tag, animals to sacrifice to the East-West 
ELAPP has only been successful in Road and suburban sprawl. Further
securingthenorthernmost2,000acres more, they should look into alterna
of the preserve. The land ELAPP has tive modes of transportation such as 
acquired is a mosaic of wetlands and rail, and, if they iue going to build the 
uplands. This land will provide shelter road, they must find an alternate route, 
for the species in the area, but it is not around the preserve. You can write 
eriough.Morehabitatmustbeacquired Mayor Greco at 315 E. Kennedy Blvd., 
to assure the creatures will thrive. Tampa, FL 33609. 

Once ELAPP an.d Lennar finished Do not let Cypress Creek be taken over 
their most recent negotiations, the by the developers! 
City of Tampa began plans to locate For more information, contact FCAN 
the East-West Road directly adjacent at 4100 W.Kennec;ly Blyd., Suite 128, 
totn'eTancratquiiedby ELAPP: Doing Tampa, FL 33609; (813) 286-1226; 
so would bisect the preserve, destroy- billn@fcan.org; www.fcan.org . 

Protesters Target Toronto 
Free Tr~de Meeting 

Activists from Action for Community and Ecology in the Rainforests of Central America 
(ACERCA) and Native Forest Network hung a 600-square-foot banner off the Toronto Metro 

Convention Centre where .trade ministers of 34 Latin American countries (but not Cuba) were 
meeting on November 4, to discuss the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) . The FTAA is 

the southward expansion o(NAFTA and will encompass all of the Americas. 
International activists are worried that the FTAA will expand the disastrous effects of NAFTA . 

"While NAFTA has had horrendous effects for the indigenous qnd poor of the Americas and 
has devastated the environment, the FTAA has even fewer protections for human rights and 
ecosystems, " said Orin Langelle, ACERCA coordinator. "We feel that if the FTAA is imple-

mented _it will not only be the death sentence for the resi of the indigenous peoples of the 
Americas, but will be the death knell for the. environment and will widen the discrepancy 

· between the rich and the poor." 
The FTAA trade representatives from throughout the Western hemisphere hold in their hands 

the fate of the 755 million people who reside in the Western hemisphere. Their plan is to 
further liberalize trade within the region, threatening existing environmental, labor and food 

_ _ safety laws throughout the hemisphere. 
For further information, please contact ACERCA, POB 57, Burlington, VT 05402; (802) 863-

0571; 864-8203 (fax); acerca@sover.net; www.acerca.org 
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MILLENNIUM WHEEL JUNGLE GYM 
red\lced in size, completely removing 
the dam's rationale. The European 
Commission also imposed environ- . 
mental impact restrictions. But the 
Navarre government persuaded the 
regional parliament to remove the pro
tected status of much of the yalley and 
carried on building. 

ANTI-DAM ACTIVISTS TAKE TO THE MONSTROUS PLAYGROUND 

©BY RICHARD WEYNDLING. 

Editor's note: On October 25, eight ac
tivists occupied the Millennium Wheel, 
the giant ferris wheel on the banks of the 
river Thames, also known as the London 
Eye, in protest of the destrUction caused by 
dam projects in Spain and India. They 
unfurled huge banners with the slogans 
"Stop The Dams!" "Free Narmada, Free 
Itoiz!" and "Let The Rivers Run Free!" The 
action is being taken by Basque environ
mentalists fr.om the group Solidarios con 
Itoiz and activists from Narmada UK. On 
November 8, approximately 40 activists 
from the Narmada UKmovementmarched 
from Covent Garden to the Indian Em
bassy in London, to protest against the 
continuation of work on the mega dams on 
the Narmada river. These dams will make 
nearlyone million people homeless-many 
of them tribal peoples who depend on the 
river and forests for their livelihoods. Plans 
for their resettlement are derisory and many 
end up vagrants in big dty slums. The 
following article explains the underlying 
situation behind the protesters actions. 

test, is ever completed, it will create a 
five-mile lake and flood three villages 
and two national nature reserves. The 
£SOO-million project has been con
demned by the International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature, 
criticised by the European ombuds
man and is now being investigated by 
DG 11, the European Union's environ
ment department. 

·Pyrenees to irrigate thirsty fields fur
ther south via a dam and a canal. 
Water is a divisive issue in Spain where 
half the country suffers periodic 
droughts while the other half has wa
ter to spare. Large arable farmers have 
long been the Itoiz Dam's strongest 
backers. "The future of farming in the 
area depends on its completion," says 
Angel Eraul, president of the pro-dam 
Navarre Union of Farmers .. But the 
people who live in the valley, like the 
protesters against the Narmada Dam 
in India with whom they identified, 
were· upset, understandably, at the 
prospect gf their houses and villages 
disappearing under water. In 198S, 
they had started a legal campaign to 
prevent the dam's construction. They 
had strong arguments on their side, 
The Itoiz valley is an area of excep• 
tional beauty and rich in wildlife, con
taining two nature reserves and a spe
cial bird protection zone covered by 
European Union regulations. Among 
the many wild inhabitants of the val
ley is the rare bearded vulture. 

Which is where Solidarios con Itoiz 
came in. According to them, the need 
for direct action arose because "the law 
is in the hands of the people who want 
to build the dam. Theyonlyusethelaw 
when it suits them. The justice system 
doesn't work so we needed to apply a 
different kind of pressure," says Kris, 
one member of the group in Spain. 

The history of the protest is long and 
involved. In thespring of1996, with 

Since its creation in 199S, the group 
has been using every possible means to 
grab media attention: sabotaging ma
chinery, hanging from lamp posts and 
perching on the roofs of government 
buildings. But it was the cable-cutting 
coup that finally halted construction 
arid earned them nationwide recogni
tion, bitter official condemnation and 
the draconian prison sentences. 
Though accepting their sentences, the 
convicted eco-saboteurs were deter
mined not to go quietly. With the 
support of local MEPs (Minister of Eu
ropean Parliament), they held a press 
conference at the European parliament 
in Strasbourg earlier this month and 
followed that with their ascent of the 
wheel in London." They now plan to 
tour Europe and make as much noise as 
possible until they are imprisoned. Mo-

When the Spanish protesters came 
down from the Millennium Wheel on 
the Thames last week, they were pleased 
but also dispirited. On the one hand, 
their action had captured international 
press attention; on the other, few people 
were much the wiser about why they 
had gone to so much trouble. Beyond 
limited awareness that they' were ob
jecting to a Spanish dam, little is still 
known in Britain about the group. 
Solidarios con Itoiz.(Solidarity with Itoiz) 
is a small group on the run. The eight 
people who came to London· have all 
been sentenced to nearly five years in 
prison for sabotaging work on the Itoiz 
Dam near Pamplona in the Basque 
Pyrenees. They expect to be jailed in 
the next few weeks. If the controversial . 
dam, Spain's longest running eco-pro-

the press watching, eight of the group 
used angle-grinders to slice through 
cables carrying concrete for the con
struction of the 13S-metre-high dam 
wall. Building work was paralysed for a 
year. Having cut the wires openly, the 
group .waited until the Spanish para
military police, the Gt1ard1a Civil, ar~ 
rived to arrest them. They were then 
severely beaten and charged with kid
nap for disarming and loosely tying up 
a security guard who freed himself in 

Environmental protest is in its in
fancy in Spain. "The country has only 
just begun to experience rapid devel
opment and many people are still in 
love with motorways, high-speed trains 
and dams," says Alvaro Blasquez of the 
group Ecologistas en Acdun. But in the 
Basque country there have been anum
ber of protracted campaigns, especially 
against nuclear plants and motorways. 
Officials have not been sympathetic. 
In 1992, brushing aside environmen-. 
tal concerns and officially-sponsored 
reports questioning fhe economic vi" 
ability of the project, the government 
of the Navarre region started building 
the dam. The environmentalists re- . 
sponded by going to court-and won. 
The Spanish supreme court judges ruled 
that the nature reserves could not be 
flooded and the project was drastically 

. rale is high despite the prospect of 
prison, according to Kris of Solidarios. 
"Five years is a long time, but people in . 
the Basque country are used to going to 
jail for what they believe in." 

For further information contact 
so'lidarios con Itoiz at 
solidarios@this.zzn.com; 
www .eusnet.org/partaide/solidarios; 
Itoiz campaign at 00 34 948 226128; 
www. eusnet.org/partaide/i toiz; 
Ecologistas en Acdon at 00 34 9l S31 
2739; www.nodoSO.org.ecologistas. minutes. · 

The Itoiz project was conceived in 
the early 1~70s to take water from the 

BY CAP'N PAUL WATSON 

This article is reprinted from the Yule 1986 edition of 
the EF! Journal. 

Hold it right there. Before you begin to read my 
incredibly interesting narrative which follows, I 
want to get something straight. If you are a self
righteous tight-ass who gets morally indignant 
about correct tactics, you know, the "I agree with 
your motives, I just can't accept your methods 
type" ~if you are one of THEM, then do yourself 
and us a favor and read Time or the Greenpeace 
Examiner instead. This article does not contain 
scenes of excessive violence nor does it contain 
sexually explicit material (unfortunately). It does 
however advocate the destruction of property be
cause, and pardon me for my old-fashioned ways, 
I believe that respect for life takes precedence over 
respect for property which is used to take lives. 

Let's get something else straight. The killing of 
whales in .1986 is a crime. It is a violation of 
international law, but more importantly it is a 
crime against nature and a crime against future 
generations of humanity. Moreover, whaling is 
a nasty form of anti-social behavior and an 
atrocity which should be stamped out. So, I 
don't want an:y crappy letters about tradition, 
livelihood, or Icelandic rights. 

With that said, we can get into the story. 
August 198S: The "Sea Shepherd" makes.a st~p 

in Reykjavik while on route to the Faroe Islands. 
We berth directly behind the Greenpeace ship 
"Sirius. II Across the harbour, we can see the 
Icelandic whaling fleet tied together. Our plan is 
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to take on provisions before heading to the Faroes. 
At the same time, many pictures are taken, port 
facilities surveyed, security measures observed and 
a few crew tour the site of a whale processing plant 
SO miles from the city ... 

October 1S, 1986: Rod and David arrive in Reykjavik 
and book themselves into the Salvation Ariny Youth 
hostel. Hey, our guys travel first class. They find · 
employment in the local fish processing plant. There 
are more jobs than ·citizens in Iceland, so securing 
employment as a non-citizen is relatively easy. 

Three weeks were spent scouting the sites and deter
mining the schedule of the security watches. They 
waited for an opportunity. 

November 8: A stormy day and night in Iceland. Roo 
and David drive the SO miles to the whale processing 
plant. It was Saturday night and the watchmen went 
home in the evening, leaving the station abandoned. 

The two Sea Shepherds break into the plant. The 
tools are there-sledge hammers, acid and, ah yes, a 
couple monkeywrenches. The objective is to inflict as 
much economic destruction as possible. Both men 
apply themselves to the job for the next eight hours. 

The refrigeration machinery was destroyed; fol
·lowed by dismantling of six diesel engines and de
struction of the plants pumps. Engine pa~ts were 
dumped into the deep waters of the fjord along with 

This article was first published as "Wheel 
-Rights?" in The Guardian. 

a collection of flensing knives and tools. The 
laboratory was demolished. The computers were 
trashed thoroughly and cyanic acid poured into 
the diskette files and filing cabinets. After eight 
hours, the plant looked like it had suffered a 
bomb blast. Damage was later .estimated to be 
aboJit 1.8 million US dollars. 

.Our two merry eco-commandos then drive back 
to Reykjavik in the early morning. They go directly 
to the three whaling ships tied in the harbour. A 
fourth is in dry dock. Both men go through all the 
cabins on board the ships. On the third ship, they 
locate a sleeping watc~an. A decision is made to 
spare the third ship so as to avoid possible injury to 
the watchnlan. The wind is howling and the water 
is choppy and the noise provided by nature covers 
the activities of the two men below decks. They 
spend nearly two hours in preparation. The re
moval of 14 bolts from the salt water sea valve 
flange results in a massive volume of water spewing 
into the engine compartment of the ship. The 
other ship is dealt with in a similar manner a few 
moments later. The third ship is cut adrift so as not 
to be dragged down with the two now mortally 
wounded killer boats. 

The crew then calmly walked down to the dock 
and drove to the airport at Kleflavik 30 miles away. 
The ships sank within 40 minutes. The police 
discovered the results at 0600 hours. 

At about the same time, our crew were stopped by 
a routine roadblock on route to the airport ... 

To find out what happens next, order Yule, 1986 
from our back issues for $4, or order our almost 
complete set for $400. 



Villagers. Occupy Pak Man Da111 
. . . . . 

DISPLACED THAI RISE•UP FOR THEm ONCE•WILD RIVER 
BY SHYAMA SHEPARD AND CHAINARONG SRE1TIIACHAU 

The Pak Mun Dam stands on the Mun River, the 
largest tributary ofthe Mekong River. It was com
pleted in 1994, making it the most recent hydro
power project in Thailand. This controversial dam 
stands 17 -meters high and is the only run-of-river 
dam currently in Thailand. -

The project was built by the Electricity Generating 
Authority of Thailand (EGAT) and sponsored by the 
World Bank with a $54 million loan. EGAT was· 
formed in 1968 after the World Bank and the United 
Nations influenced the Thai government to create a 
national, state-owned power utility. Since then, 
EGAT has worked closely with the World Bank on 
various hydropower projects. As with other large 
dams built in Thailand, the Pak Mun Dam was 
constructed during the dictatorship. 
This gave villagers little power to stop 
construction even though they were 
strongly opposed to the project. In 1992, 
before the dam was built, the Royal 
Fisheries Department identified 150 spe
cies of fish in the Pong, Chee and Mun 
Rivers. But the Pak Mun Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA), which was 
conducted by the largest EIA company 
in Thailand, stated that there were no 
valuab!e fish in the Mun River and that 
construction of the .darn would not 
impact the fish in it. Villagers at Pak 
Mun and Thai non-governmental o~ga
nizations (NGOs) appealed to the dam 
builders to reject the EIA report and 
restudy the environmental impacts of 
the project before building the dam. 
Their requests were ignored by the gov
ernment EGAT and the World Bank. 

During construction, EGAT blasted a 
long. stretch of rapids with explosives for the aam 
foundations and downstream channel. The area 
that they destroyed was known to contain a large 
amount of particularly savory fish that demanded a 
high price at the market. The dam also blocked the 
migration patterns of fish that swam from the lower 
Mekong upstream to the Mun River and its tributar
ies. Between 1993 and 1995, the affected villagers 
from Pak Mun marched upon and seized the dam 
several times, demandingthatthegovernmentcom
pensate them for the loss of fish during the dam's 
construction. During this time, many village lead
ers and NGO workers were arrested, and EGAT used 
violence to intimidate the villagers. By 1996, the 
government was finally forced to agree to compen
sate the villagers for their lost income and indeed 
their livelihoods. EGAT also stated that they would 
solve the fisheries problems by installing a fish 
ladder after the dam was completed. 

The $1 million fish ladder. was EGAT and the 
World Bank's attempt to appease the villagers. They 
claimed that the ladder would allow fish to pass over 
the dam. In reality, however, th~ fish ladder only 
added to the fisheries problems. More than 16 _ 
rapids as well as large areas of fresh water swamp 
forest were inundated by the reservoir after con
struction was completed. EGAT and · the World 
Bank's miracle-cure fish ladder was a complete fail
ure. Onlyvery small fish can make it over the ladder, 
and big ones that try usually injure themselves and 1 

fall back down. It does serve some purpose now 1 

though as protesters residing at PakMun sometimes 
use it to hang out their laundry. 

Between 1990 and 1994, nearly one hundred 
rallies, large and small, were staged by dam protest
ers. They began with a series of pre-dam protests, 
that-despite extensive media coverage, countless -
open letters to the Prime Ministers, a meeting with 
World Bank executives and many promises-still· 
failed to stop construction of the dam. 

In mid-October 1994, the villagers staged a peace
ful rally on the front lawn of the Ubon Ratchathani 
City Hall for over a month. They had come together 
to demand fair compensation from EGAT_ for the 

loss of their livelihood. During the rally, demon
strators set up a farewell exhibition of their fishing 
tools, hoping to gain the sympathy of the authori
ties. After the rally, many donated their tools to the 
provincial museum, having no chance to use them 
again. In 1997, the villagers from Pak Mun took 
part in th~ 99-day Assembly of the Poor demon
strations in front of the Government House in -
Bangkok to demand compensation for the perma
nent loss of fisheries caused by the Pak Mun Dam. 
The villagers had several historic meetings with 
EGAT, the government and academics to try and 
resolve this issue. In the end, General Chayalit 
Yongjaiyut's government agreed to pay compensa
tion of 2.4 acres of land per family (15 rai/family) 
to each of the 3,080 fisherman families affected by 
the dam. On April 17 and 29 the Cabinet also 

pas'sed - res"olu..: 
tions to guarantee 
this compensa
tion. Sadly, how
ever, after Mr. 
Chuan Leekpai 
became Prime 
Minister, the 
agreement be
tween the govern
ment and the af
fected people was 
canceled. 

the dense weeds make it impossible for the fisher
men to use their nets. 

The protests have continued. On March 23, 1999, 
5,000 disgruntled villagers occupied the Pak Mun 
Dam to demand compensationfrom the Th<H gov
ernment and the World Bank. This was the final 
step. The villagers have settled near the dam and 
intend to stay indefinitely, until their demands are 
met. Eight groups of villagers affected by various 
development projects (including six dams) in north
east Thailand have joined together at Pak Mun to 
demand reparations from the Thai government. 
The villagers demand compensation because they've 
been left with no other options. Their real goal is 
removal of the dam. In a statement released on 
~arch 23, the villagers said: "We, the people who 
have been affected by development projects, have 
chosen to seize Pak Mun Dam because this dam is 
the .symbol of development, which has caused us 
serious social and environmental problems. We will 
fight until we have justice and the dam builders 
resolve our problems. 11 

The Pak Mun villagers are demanding compensa
tion of 15 rai of land for each of the 3,080 fishing 
families who lost their income because of the dam. 
This is what they were originally promised. If the 
government and World Bank fail to respond, the 
villagers are demanding that the dam gates be 
opeped to allow fish to migrate upstream. The 
villagers also demand funding to correct and pre
vent the health problems they are now experienc
ing. Perhaps construction of the dam could be 
justified if the result produced was valuable. But 
Pak Mun is a relatively small hydro-electricity 

project, and its 
output could 
bareiy power 
one Bangkok 
shopping mall. 
This is what re
sulted f: Jm the 
destruction of 
a set of rapids, 
a unique fish
ery and a large 
fishing com
munity. It's 
quite obvious 
that Pak Mun 
Dam was a 
careless mis-

. take on the 
part of EGAT 
and the Thai 

On June 30, _ 
1997 the ·chuan 
Government is
su~d a new resolu

The river once provided for the people of the area. government. A 
multi-million 

dollar mistake that the local communities and the 
environment are now paying the price for. 

tion stating that "no compensation will be paid to 
people affected by dam construction in the past. 11 

Mr. Thongcharoen Srihadham, Chairman of the 
Villagers Committee for Recovery of the Mun. River · 
and its Communities, had this to say about the 
project: "Before the dam was built, our livelihoods 
were supported by the Mun River. We did not need · 
to pay for -food because we could get everything 
from the river and the forest. After the dam was 
built, everything changed. The dam blocked the 
fish and destroyed the rapids. We became poorer 
and had nofood from nature. Many of our relatives 
had to move to Bangkok to find work. Our families 
and communities wert destroyed. Moreover, we 
. started getting new diseases-the incidence of liver 
fluke increased by 50 percent, and we are very 
concerned about the blood fluke (schistosomiasis) 
because the snails which host this disease are in
creasing in number in the reservoir." 

Since the installment of the darri, there has been 
a dramatic increase in the amount of floating weeds 
in the Mun River and its tributaries that empty into 
it near the dam. These weeds cause itching and 
rashes. Before the dam many villagers would bathe _ 
in the river. Now if they try to they develop skin 
problems. The heavily weeded areas are an excellent 
habitat for snakes and disease-'carrying snails, and 

In a letter sent to the World Bank on March 15, 27 
Thai groups stated that the dam "destroyed the Mun 
River, fisheries and the way of life of people at Pak 
Mun. The World Bank is responsible for the destruc
tion, cares only about itself and not about people, 
and that Pak Mun Dam is development only for the 
World Bank." 

The .Pak Mun protest village currently consists of 
about 700 houses and 6,000 people. The people at 
Pak Mun have formed a strong community. Though 
the issues they protest may differ slightly, they have 
all come together to demand that their voices be 
heard. They have no plans of leaving any time soon . 
This December marks the 10-year anniversary of the 
first protests against the Pak Mun Dam, and this is 
a good opportunity for this issue to be brought to • 
the international level. It's about time that every
one learns-of these people's historic struggle. 

-For more Information contact the International 
Rivers Network, 184 7 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 
USA; (510) 848-1155; 848~1008 (fax); irn@irn.org; 
www.irn.org or the South East Asia Rivers Network at 
25/5 Moo 2 Soi Sukhapibarn 27, Changkhien-Jed Yod 
Road, Chiang Mai 50300, Thailand; (66) 53-221157 
(ph/fax); searin@chmai.loxinfo.co.th. 
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U'waOccupyGibraltar-1 TestSite 
On November 17, about 200 militant U'wa Indians 

occupied the Gibraltar-1 test site in the Sam ore block 
in Northeast Colombia to prevent Occidental Petro
leum from drilling the area. 

The newest oil drilling was set to begin on land that 
is within 500 meters of the U'wa reserve (as designated 
by the Colombian government) but well within the 
traditional territory of the tribe. This area is estimated 
to hold only 1.5 billion barrels of oil, which would 
provide only three weeks worth of global oil. 

The proposed well site is a mere 300. meters from 
the U'wa community of Santa Marta,·:whU;;fl;,ts-reason 
to question the legal validity of the license granted to 
Occidental by the Colombian Minister of the Envi
ronment, Juan Mayr on September 22. The license 
was legally justified, in part, through certification by 
the Colombian Ministry of the Interior that there 
were no U'wa living in the vicinity between the 
wellsite and the community's legally delimited area. 

On October 12, in an amazing. show of solidarity 
with the U'wa, events were held at Colombian consu
lates and embassies in 20 cities in 10 countries around 
the world to demand that the Colombian government 
and Occidental Petroleum cancel their plans to drill 
for oil. Actions included activists scaling buildings to 
drop banners, demonstrations, guerrilla theater, del
egations meeting with Colombian officials, letters of 
protest being delivered, teach-ins, a 24-hour vigil and 
a statement of solidarity from the communities of the 
Naramada Valley in India who are fighting to protect 
their land from being flooded by a mega-dam. 

Tnis mobilization was in response to a call by the 
U'wa who threatened mass suicide if Los Angeles
based Occidental Petroleum drills on their land, 
saying that they prefer a death by their own hand 
rather than the slow death to their culture and 
environment that oil will bring. This demonstra-

/ tion marks the 50 7th anniversary of European 
contact with the Americas and the resulting geno~ 

Russian police have been arresting and interrogat
ing a growing number of environmentalists in a 
security crackdown that gained momentum after a 
terrorist scare in Septemb.er. Police have interro
gated at least seven environmentalists this fall. At 
least one of them is still in jail. The environmental
ists are being questioned about their sources of 
funding ·and their links . to Western groups. They 
believe the arrests are part of Russia's increasing 
anti-Western hostility and paranoia about espio
nage, especially among the KGB's successor agen
cies in the Russian security services. 

Vladimir Slivyitk, a prominent anti-nuclear activist 
withECODEFENSE!andAnti-NuclearCampaign, who . 
has received financial grants from the Canadian gov
ernment, was detained and questioned for 90 minutes 
last month after a bomb explosion in the Manezh 
shopping center in Moscow. Slivyak said that plain
clothes police detained him outside his building and 
forced him into a car, where they dangled a small bag 
of marijuana and threatened him with a three-year 
prison sentence if he refused to provide information 
on the bombing. "But 90 percent of the questions 
concerned my environmental work," said Slivy!lk, 
who was released an hour and a half later. "Ten 
percent concerned the terroristact on the Manezh." 
"They wanted to pretend it had something to do with 
terrorism," he said. "First they declared that nuclear 
activists were spies, but that failed, so now they're 
changing their tactics and declaring us as terrorists." 

Another anti-nuclear activist, Alexei Kozlov, was 
questioned by police on September 7. And a third 
environmentalist, Yakov Kochkaryov, was arrested 
on September 6 and charged with drug possession. 
He i.s still in a Moscow prison awaiting trial. His 
lawyer says he signed a confession under duress, but 
recanted when he gained access to a lawyer. Four 
other anti-nuclear activists were questioned by po
lice in Yekaterinburg, and one of therif had his 
apartment searched. · · 

The. Federal Security Service (FSB), the domestic 
branch of the foniler KGB, has publicly dedaredthat 
mat;ly environmentalists are Westerri spies. F,ormer 
FSB director Vladimir Putin said that the FSB should 
keep a close eye on environmental organizations 

cide of indig
enous peoples. 

As Occidental 
moves into the 
U'wa territory it 
will bring the 
military and in
evitably con
frontations. 
Occidental's 
Cano Limon 

:Pipeline, which . 
runs throug~ the 
northern part of 
the U'wa lands 
in Colombia, has 
been bombed by Banner drop in San Francisco 

guerrillas 600 times over the past 13 years, spilling 
over 1. 7 million barrels of oil into the surrounding 
area. The government has militarized oil production 
arid has been persecuting local populations it as
sumes are helping the guerrillas. Earlier this year, 
three American indigenous activists were murdered 
by leftist rebels as they worked with the U'wa. 

What this means for the U'wa is an intensified 
struggle against th.e consolidated power of govern
ment, business and, worst of all, oil. The lands can 
look forward to being pummeled, the water contami
nated and the people harassed by Occidental and the 
goons who protect its interests. In order to avoid this, 
as well as the necessity of fighting back as people did 
when Cano Limon was drilled, the U'wa and people 
around the world are demanding that the Colom
bian government follow its own laws and stop Occi
dental from drilling within the U'wa territory. 

For more information about the U'wa Defense 
Working Group _contact www.portal.org; or the 
Rainforest Action Network at rainforest@ran.org; 
(415) 398-4404. 

Russian activists at a nonviolent direct action training. . 

because they are infiltrated by foreign spies. Mr. Putin 
is now Prime Minister of Russia. Anti-nuclear groups 
have become increasingly visibl~ in Russia in recent 
years, holding rallies to protest nuclear energy and the 
importing of nuclear waste into Russia for storage. 

The crackdown on anti-nuclear activists began in 
1996 with_ the arrest of Alexander Nikitin, a former 
Soviet naval officer who joined a Norwegian environ
mental group and helped research the storage of 
nuclear waste from Russian submarines. He was jailed 
for 10months on treason charges and is currently on 
trial. In his first trial, a judge ordered the prosecution 
halted for lack of evidence, but the FSB continues to 
pursue the case. Another former navy offic~r. Grigory 
Pasko, was tl}e next to be arrested. Because he was a 
military journalist who wrote about the dumpingc>f 
Russian nuclear waste in the ocean, he was arrested on 
espionage charges but was released after 20months in 
jail. Police then raided the apartment of physicist 
Vladimir Soifer and seized some of his personal papers. 
He was researching the dumping of Russian nuclear 
waste and a 19.85 accident oil a Soviet submarine. 
Although he was never charged, police have refused to 
returnsomeofthedocumentstheyseized. In the same 
month, a US student exchange coordinator was forced 
to leave Russia after the FSB accused her of collecting 
"secret environmental maps" for the CIA. 

Lev Levinson, an expert on the Presidential Human 
Rights Council, said reports ofplanteddrugs have shot 
up in the past month. He said police just adapted 
methods from -the '60s and '70s. "Then, .it was manu
scripts of Solzhenitsyn typed on a typewriter," he said, 
"now, drugs are the most coinmon way." 



'The "Terror oi "Talisman Energy 
The Sudan People's liberation Army (SPLA) has continued to threaten oil 

production in the Bentiu and Adar areas of southern Sudan claiming . that oil 
companies working in the nation are "accomplices to genocide." Talisman 
Energy, a Canadian oil company, has recently made investments in southern 

Macram Gassis, the Catholic Bishop of Sudan, links the survival of his 
people with the cessation of oil production. "If the oil is pumped, we are 
finished. The-Sudanese government will then be able to buy the weapons to 
wipe us out completely. Why are Western companies aiding in this pipeline 

Sudan, which the SPLA claims enables the repres
sive Sudanese government to continue war and 
organized slavery against their people. After nearly 
16 years of fighting, more than 1.5 million people 
have died through war and famine. , 

To follow up on their threats the SPLA plew up 
a pipeline jointly owned by Talisman Energy 
and the state oil companies of China, Malaysia 
and Sudan on September 20. The SPLA said the 
attack was meant to send a message to the oil 
companies and the government that it will not 
allow oil to be exploited. The explosion led to 
the closure of a connected pump station and 
delays in the shipment of a 600,000 barrel cargo 
bound for South Korea. 

Oil companies first became involved in Sudan 
in 1978, when Chevron discovered a significant 
oil f~ld in the southern part of the country. Leery 
of the area's political instability, however, Chev
ron sold its oil rights to the Sudanese government 
in 1992. These rights were bought by Arakis 

project? No human life, no innocent Sudanese life~ should be sacrificed to 
the pursuit of this oil money." 

The US government banned trade with Sudan in 1997 because of human 
rights violations, but Talisman is still openly traded · on the New York Stock 
Exchange. Talisman and the other companies are not only providing cash to the 
government but also providing incentive for genocide. With pressure from the 
Boston, Massachussetts-based American Anti-Slavery Group, the US has begun 

. to·lead an international divestment campaign of the area, with many members 
of Congress recently speaking out. 

The rich southern oil fields are home to indigenous people, most notably the 
Dinka. The only way that oil companies can get the 
oil is by removing the people. Talisman has already 
begun a partnership with the Sudanese govern
ment. Jesse Sage, associate director of the American 
Anti-Slavery Group, reports that in June, 1,200 
Sudanese troops backed by tanks and planes. de

Energy, which gained a 25 percent stake in the Chinese-Malaysian consor
tium drilling oil fields in south-central Sudan. In October 1998, Talisman 
purchased Arakis' stake. 

-g. stroyed villages near the Talisman Unity oil field. In 
~ other raids, men have been killed and women and 
~ children carried off into slavery. Buy and sell slavery 
~ is still common in this north-central African nation. 
~· Jim Buckee, the CEO of Talisman, has said that 
~without his corporation's investment in the 
~·Sudanese economy, "the alternative is stagna
~ tion." While officials at Talisman claim that 
~their investments are being used for the eco
f nomic benefit of all of Sudan, Sudanese officials 
~freely state that the money that the companies 
~ pour into the country enables the government 

Talisman began operating the pipeline, which runs 994 miles from south
central to northern Sudan, last June and currently produces 150,000 barrels of 
oil per day and is looking to produce 500,000 by the year 2000. This alio:ws 
Sudan to export large amounts of oil via the pipeline's terminus at Port Sudan 
on the Red Sea. At US $10 per barrel, that amounts to nearly$ is billion a year 
in oil revenues. · 

The money from Sudan's oil production has allegedly already strengthened the 
hand of the northern-based National Islamic Front (NIF) which has been accused · 
of waging a genocidal war against the Black, Christian South by Human Rights 

to continue the slaughter. Parliament Speaker 
Hassan Tu.rabi has said that oil revenues would 

be used in the construction of weapons factories. Bishop Gassis reprimands 
Talisman. "It is a pity that some in the Wes.t still adore the golden calf, but do 
not see the suffering of their brothers and sisters in Sudan." 

Watch and by the US Congress. . -FROM EF! JouRNAL AND DRIUBITS AND TAILINGS, SEPTEMBER 8~ 1999 

. . 
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Russian Pledge:·to·~Halt Nuclear Dum.ping 
S.ee]J. as Little Cause for Optim.ism. 
BY SERGEI BLAGOV 

A Russian · regional boss has promised ~to stop 
dum ping nuclear waste off the coast. of the country's 
Far East, but environmentalists argue that the reso
lution of the probl~m is a long way off. Russia will 
never dump radioa~tive waste in the Pacific Ocean, 
the Primorie region Governor Yevgeny N azdratenko 
has promised his Japanese counterparts. But ex
perts say the cash-strapped Russian government 
simply does not have the money to properly dis
pose of nuclear waste and the country's old nuclear 
subs. Once upon a time it was seen as a nuclear 
Armageddon, but now the fleet of Soviet-built 
· nudear submarines is rusting, posing a threat of 
radioactive leaks. 

Until 1990, the Soviet Navy routinely dumped 
radioactive waste. There were 13 areas of nuclear 

· waste dumps in Arctic seas and 10 areas in Far 
· Eastern waters, according to Russian environmen

talists Alexander 'Emelianenkov and Andrei 
Zolotkov. Their data suggested that between 1964 
and 1991 the former Soviet Union dumped 4,900 
containers with solid nuclear waste in Arctic seas 
and 6,868 containers in the Pacific. Furthermore, 
the Russian Navy sank a total of 57 vessels with . 
nuclear waste. Sixteen decommissioned··reactors 
also were sunk, including six with remaining 
unloaded fuel. 

The Russian Navy contin
ued the practice of 

· dumping 
liquid 
nuclear 

·waste in 
the Far 
East un
til Japan 
agreed to as-
sist in a waste disposal project. Since the Soviet 
collapse in 1991, the US and other countries have . 
provided sizable funding to help Russia dismantle 
and destroy its weapons of mass destruction, in
cluding aid to scrap subs. Russia has set up a cleanup 
body that receives aid from the US and Norway to 
dismantle the subs in a safe way at Arkhangelsk, 
some 300 kilometers south of the Arctic Circle. 
Russia has signed a nuclear safety declaration, aim
ing to reach a binding multilateral agreement to 
clean up its huge accumulations of nuclear waste. 
The pact was signed by foreign ministers of the so
called Barents Euro ArcticCouncil, which gathered 
the Nordic region nations. Eighteen nuclear subma
rines will be dismantled next year, and new tech
niques are being developed to speed up the process, 
the Associated Press reported November 16. 

However, it remains a tricky task to get answers 
in Russia as to how overseas aid is actually being 

spent. When naval journalist Grigory Pasko 
started investigating the alleged disappear~ 

ance of $100 million that Japan gave 
Russia to stop dumping nuclear 

waste at sea, hewascharged with 

treason. 
Pacific Fleet 

Captain Pasko, who ed
ited a local military newspaper 

and worked part time for a Japanese televi
sion channel providing Japanese media with in
formation on the Navy's nasty practice of dump
ing nuclear waste. at sea, spent about two years in 
detention. Last July he walked out of the court 
room a free man under amnesty. · 

Pasko insisted the Federal Security Service (FSB), 
the principal successor to the KGB, wanted to cover 
up the story. Of Russia's 150 nuclear submarines 
decommissioned, so far only 16 have been prop
erly dismantled, and form reactors of 42 subs spent 
fuel have been simply unloaded, according to 
Vladimir Goman, former head of the parliamen
tary committee on northern Russia, who now chairs 
the Federal Committee on northern Russia. 

Nonetheless Japanese Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi 
has promised another $200 million in aid to Russia 
for the dismantling and scrapping of decommis
sioned Russian nuclear submarines in the Far East 
during a recent G-7 summit in Cologne, Germany. 

"It would be naive to think that the designers of 
. nuclear reactors did not know about the dangers of 
handling the waste," said Vyacheslav Perovsky, re
tired Navy captain who now works with Energy 
Technology research center in St. Petersburg. "I think 
the masterminds of the Soviet nuclear naval pro
grams intentionally ignored the problem of dispos
ing waste and old reactors. Probably, they decided
just from· the beginning-to dispose by sinking old 
subs into the ocean/' he said. According to Goman, 
the proper disposing and reprocessing.of all the subs 
and waste accumulated in Russia is likely to cost up 
to $100 billion. · 
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Potent Mixture ·of Creativity: 
Eagle Sit Nests in for Winter 

BY LEPRECHAUN 

A thick blowing mist envelops me, ob
scuring my view of everything but the near
est trees. It feels almost eerie as I rock back 
and forth suspended as though floating in 
the · fog. Lounging in a framed cargo . net 
covered with tarps, I examine ,the rigging · 
silspidously. Clipped off to my right is a 
nest of cable and nylon nooses. Six shoe
string sized cords splay out downwards into 
an elaborate spider web of tiny supports. 
Peering through thenettingmyvisionswoops 
seventy feet down to cold hard pavement. I 
~onder if I could survive such a fall. The 
engineer's words are fresh in my mind-"It 
doesn't look completely safe." I observe. 
"It's completely safe unless they try to 
manipulate it," he explains. "And if they 
do?" I ask. He pauses ... 

Six miles up Forest Service road 4615, 
. in Oregon's Mt. Hood National Forest, 
sits a 580-acre parcel of roadless 
area. It is home to rare plants and 
animals and supplies drinking wa
ter to Poitland area residents. Block
ing loggiilg access to this pristine 
virgin forest is an alien matrix of 

·thin ropes that we call the "Pod." 
Erected on July 11, .it is our latest 
effort to prevent the Forest Service 
from transforming our dwindling 
native forests into a giant timber 
manage~ent experiment. The Pod 
is a delicateintersection of imagina
tion, calculation and fragile human 

.life. It isd~signedto defend against 
·· climbers and cherry pickers, and is 
fully supplied to withstand a siege. 
The Pod requires no . road damage, 
consumes minimal resources and 
puts only one activist at risk. It also 
holds the distinction of being a 
road blockade the Forest Service has 
publicly admitted they cannot re
move. The rigging is complex but 
the tactic is as simple as it is severe: 
If they mess with the structure, the 
activist dies. · 

This year at the Eagle timber sale 
we have begun exploring exciting 
new possibilities for nonviolent di~ 
rect action forest defense. Utilizing a 
potent mixture of creative structures 
andsavvy media management, we have 
put the Forest SerVice on the defensive. 
In early March we built Sunset, a large 
treesit 160' up a giant Douglas fir. We 
chose the location to publicize the dis
crepancy that exists between the Forest 
Service paperwork description of the 
forest · and its actual characteristics. In 
dispute is the Environmental Impact 
Statement's claim that the harvest area 
contains no old-growth forest. In stark 
contrast to the description is Sunset 
Grove (unit 2): When confronted by 
reporters, the Forest Service was forced 
to admit that the massive trunks were 
indeed, old-growth trees. We like to 
joke that the sit can't be illegal because 
technically the tree doesn't exist. 

Our next defense debuted on the road 
to ]1revent the imminent logging of 
Unit 5 (roughly 20 acres). On April31 
we erected Launchpad, a30-foot bipod 
connected to a 70-foot suspended plat
form. Th~ whole thing was tied off to a 
gate that the Freddies had closed to 
isolate the treesit, preventing them form 
reopening it. Hal This structure stumped 
the Forest Service for two weeks, until 
finally, they successfully lowered the 
structure. The media and public were 

barred from the scene and two activists 
arrested, one whom was very nearly 
killed during the dangerous extrica
tion. Within aweek Unit 5 was cut and 
with it, the thirteenth known Oregon 
habitat of an extremely rare mush
room destroyed. 

That's wl!~re the idea for the Pod 
evolved. Aerial blockades such as the 
Pod impede access directly but also serve 
to promote a larger strategy. By erecting 
a wholly defensible barrier we send a 
clearmessagetotheForestService: "Here 
we are, were not going to hide in the city 
and be quiet, this road is ours now and 
you have to deal with us." The goal is to 
provoke conflict, to ignite public de
bate, to get noticed. 

Without our own private skywriting 
airplane, we've had to recruit the mass 
media (groan). I would compare main
stream media relations to the art of 

completely insane. Yet, despite over
whelming opposition the Forest Ser
vice continues to push the cut. Wield
ing federal authority, it appears they 
intend to see the . trees fall no matter 
who objects: 

Whatever they believe, some things 
are certain: We won't back down; we 
won't be silenced; and we're not leav
ing. With less than three percent of our 
undisturbed natural forest left in Or
egon, every last tree in precious. The 
Eagle sale is a rare example where envi
ronmentalists, politicians and loggers 
agree. The only ones who don't seem to 
get the message is the Forest Service. 

True to forin, the Forest SerVice has 
issued a waiver to allow year-round 
logging at Eagle, with a specific order 
to cut Sunset Grove (the area of our 
treesits) the moment we leave r~ard
less of the season or weather condi

tions. This orderblatantlyviolates 
their own seasonal operating 
guidelines, proving our point that 
much further. We are demanding 
that this waiver be revoked and 
the Eagle sales be put on hold 
while President Clinton's roadless 
area policy is being developed. 
Unless this happens we plan to 
occitpy our treesits throughout the 
winter, isolated by · deep snow. 
Soon the drifts will be deep enough 
on the upper road to replace the 
Pod sealing off the roadless area. 
Come next spring wepiaii to,staiJ.d 
ready, bigger, better, badder. Du r
ing the last seven months we have 
shown that it is indeed possible to 
beatthe Fores~S~rvice. We'ye ou.t.
Wittedthem and outtalked them. 
We have proven that a tiny group 

~. of activists (sometimes as few)as 
i two people) can hold the defores
~ ta:tion juggernaut at bay. Ulti
f mately, our success wilt depend 
~on our ability to act with swift
~ ness, decisiveness and unity. To 

fight effortlessly with passion and 
The dangling Pod (front) and a biopod at Eagle courage and to embrace the ways 

deadly snake charming. Keep them en
chanted and you're a magician, screw 
up and you're dead. We've worked very 
hard to use the media to our advantage, , 
with mostly positive results. The pro
cess usually works something like this. 
First we antagonize the Freddies on our 
terms. Next we entice the media to 
come witness the mayhem. Finallywe 
unleash our secret weapons, Cascadia's 
brightest, a few choice individuals who 
. are calm, intelligent, knowledgeable and 
capable of looking a TV camera in the 
eye without flinching. The value of 
such people cannot be overestimated. 
I remember watching the glowing box 
in delight as Cascadia Forest Alliance 
spokespeople thoroughly embarrassed 
the Forest Service puppets on the 
nightly news! Magnificent. Call us 
media sluts if you will, but in a very real 
way our safety is dependent upon our . 
visibility. The constant 'threat of news 
coverage keeps the Forest Service from 
violently attacking us. 

Our field campaign is only one front 
of a much larger battle that has been 
raging over Eagle for.the last four years. 
Sold under the infamous 1995 Salvage 
Rider (and thereby ,exempt from legal 
challenges) the Eagle sale is a perfect 
example of forest .management gone 

of strategy is 6>ur challenge and we 
will meet it. The forests of Eagle Creek 
will not fall. 

Wrought of necessity, efficiency has 
become our creed. Yet, no matter how 
efficient our action becomes, the fact 
is we are desperately understaffed and 
underfunded. Activists, philanthro
pists, we need your help to realize our 
visions of saving Eagle Creek. When it 
comes to the wise use of limited re
sources, we guarantee that Eagle gives 
you the most bang for your buck. 
Finally, I would like to thank all of the 
people who helped make Eagle a suc
cess this summer. Special thanks to 
Finn and Squirt for getting arrested on 
behalf of the rest of us. 

For further information and directions 
contact the Cascadia Forest Alliance POB 
4946, Portland, OR 97208; (503) 241-
4879;·eagleaction@hotmail.com. 

Editor's note: With the arrival ofwinter 
snows and the assurance that no logging 
will take place, the defenders of Eagle 
have dismantled the Pod while focusing 
their ehergy on the treesit in Sunset Grove. · 
The president's recentroadless announce
ment may affect the threatened area. 
"Clinton's proposal gives the US Forest 
Service a chance to honorably cancel the 
Eagle timber sales," said Ivan Maluski of 
Cascadia Forest Alliance. 



Buffalo Field Campaign is the 
only group working in the 

field every day 
to stop the slaughter 

of Yellowstone's wild Buffalo. 

Buffalo Field Campaign 
volunteers defend the buffalo 

on their traditional winter 
habitat and advocate for their 
protection. OUr daily patrols 
stand with the herd and the 

ground they choose to be on, 
and document every move . 
made against the bufft;llo. 

·\ ' 
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Come to YelloWstone and fight for the Cause! 

Volunteer for the Buffalo! 
By Tiffany Brown 

Despite ail unusually mild Montana fall, winter is coming .. When the snow flies 
this season. the struggle will resume between activists working to protect the 
Yellowstone bu(falo and the Montana Department of Livestock (DOL). Since the winter 
of '96-'97 the DOL has sought to slaughter migrating buffalo entering Montana, 
because of the fear of brucellosis being spread to cattle. The state's fears are based 
solely on speculation. Cattle and bison use these public lands at different times of the 
year, and there has never been a documented case of brucellosis being transmitted 
from buffalo to cattle in the wild. The buffalo and your fellow activists need your 
help. 

In a recent editorial distributed to newspapers throughout the region, the 
Montana Department of Livestock announced their intention to continue the slaughter 
of migrating buffalo from Yellowstone National Park. The agency went so far as to 
compare expectations of the coming winter with that of '96-'97, when it slaughtered 
nearly 2~000 buffalo. 

The Buffalo Field Campaign has grown and activists are re-grouping in West 
Yellowstone. A core of dedicated volunteers is gathered, but we still need experienced 
activists to join us for the winter. The dynamics of the Buffalo Field Campaign are 
unique._ We are in the backcountry patrolling the boundaries of Yellowstone N .P. and 
bordering areas everyday, all winter. We are part of the small town Montana commu-

nity of West Yellowstone and receive tremendous local support. 
Winter along the border of Yellowstone National Park is a world of white silence; 

sprawling snow-filled valleys whisper intimately, separating all pasts and any future. 
One's breath and ski stride are the only sound to accompany contemplation. But fear 
and anger can invade instantly. 

The State of Montana maintains a buffalo capture facility adjacent to the park 
boundary. The facility, used to bait wild buffalo for capture and slaughter, is situated 
on private property owned by Dale Koelzer. Koelzer, a buffalo hating old man, leases 
additional buildings and basement space to the DOL enabling them to facilitate their 
winter extermination of the remaining North American wild buffalo. 

After BFC volunteers found and reported a mutilated buffalo carcass on the park 
·boundary FW&P officials questioned Dale Koelzer. Koelzer denied having any 
information or involvement with the poaching of the bull bison. He later called the 
Montana State Veterinarian, who works closely with the Dept. of Livestock, at home to 
confess his crime. Koelzer has recently been charged with three misdemeanors for 
poaching a bull bison on his land. After severing the head, hide and genitalia, Koelzer 
dragged the carcass to the park boundary and left it for the bears. Though it is illegal 
to bait grizzlies, a threatened species. Koelzer has not been charged for this. 

Recently at the DOL headquarters in Helena, Montana protestors demanded that 
the state cancel all contracts with criminals. Their demonstration made no wake in 
heed of the cattle industry's political and economic influence in the state. The 
Department of Livestock is carrying on with their intentions for this winter's slaughter. 
Koelzer fucked up and has given us a golden opportunity to .demand that all contracts 
between he and the State of Montana be terminated. We need help. It is our pres-

- ence, voices and a,ctions that can force compliance. · 
Winter is comingand volunteers are rallying, but we need you, too. We must 

continue to be seen and heard. and we must continue to educate and activate our . 
defense of the wild buffaio. 



The Buffalo Field Campaign 
(formerly Buffalo Nations) 

Buffalo Field Campaign is the only group working 
on the ground, everyday, to stop the indiscriminate 
slaughter of the Greater Yellowstone buffalo herd. 
Volunteers from around the world stand with buffalo 
who range outside of Yellowstone in order to call for the 
protection of these magnificent animals. Buffalo Field 
Campaign advocates for increased participation of 
Native American tribal governments in buffalo manage
ment. 

Buffalo in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem are 
not protected on their year-round habitat. Yellowstone 
Park does :wt provide sufficient winter range for the 
resident herds of wildlife due to the deep snows at its 
high elevations. Animals leave the park in order to 
forage on lower elevation grasses necessary for winter 
survival during harsh winters. When the buffalo follow 
their instinctual migration routes to lower elevations, 
they unwittingly enter a conflict zone where their needs 
for survival are undermined by Montana's politics. 

During the winter of 1996-97, almost 1,100 
Yellowstone buffalo were slaughtered when they 
crossed the arbitrary park boundary and entered 
Montana. These killings, combined with deaths from 
the unusually severe winter, resulted in a loss of nearly 
two-thirds of the Yellowstone buffalo herd. Today the 
wild herd is about 2,500 buffalo. 

In the wintl:!r of 1997-98, volunteers worked to 
prevent another massive slaughter by patrolling the 
Yellowstone Park boundary, monitoring buffalo move
ments and documenting DOL actions against the 
buffalo. Although 11 buffalo were killed, our presence 
and effective media coverage showed the DOL that they 
could not kill the buffalo who left the park without the 
eyes of the world watching. 

Buffalo Field Campaign volunteers stand with the 
buffalo all day from sunrise until sunset. We monitor 
buffalo that leave the park, shepherd them to safety 
when necessary, and take non-violent direct action to 
stop the DOL from capturing and killing buffalo. Our 
patrols watch buffalo from cars, skis, and snowshoes. 

Buffalo Field Campaign enjoys the incredible 
support and participation of people in the local commu
nity. Landowners allow us to post signs on their 
property designating them as "Buffalo Safe Zones." We 
offer a fence maintenance and repair service to mitigate 
damage caused by wildlife. Locals join us on our daily 
rounds, and many support our patrols with hot drinks 
and warm food. · . 

"I was riding down the 
trail on the snowmobile 
at sunrise when I passed 
snowmobilers. The guns 
on their backs were for 
the buffalo. I turned to 
follow them. Suddenly 
they made a sharp left 
and stopped; they had 
found the buffalo. I pulled 
my sled between the guns 
and the buffalo. I knew 
that's what I'd do. There 
was no soul searching. 
none of that. It is why 
I'm here. 
The cops cuffed me. The 
DOL agents shot all six 
buffalo while I sat there 
watching, helpless. I fell 
to my knees and cried, 
and screamed, and 
prayed. That was the 
hardest, the darkest, most 
frustrating thing I have 
ever witnessed. " 
-BFC Volunteer 

• 

january 7- As dawn broke over Yellowstone, BFC 
volunteers shepherded 10 grazing buffalo away from the 
buffalo capture facil(ty. Eleven other buffalo had been 
lured with hay into the facility by the DOL the night 
before. One captive bull freed himself. Before the buffalo 
could escape the outermost fencing, DOL security blocked 
the only open gate. The buffalo saw the truck and broke 
through a closed gate as he jumped out to freedom. Eight 
of the ten buffalo remaining in the pens were shipped to 
slaughter, and three volunteers were arrested for taking 
non-violent direct action to stop the transport of the 
buffalo to slaughter. 

Greg Raisman, BFC photo. -BFC Volunteer. 

r--------------------------~ 

Yes! I'd like to help support the 
·. Buffalo Field Campaign 

Your contributions go directly to front line protection of the last wild buffalo. 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City, State, Zip ________ _ 

email _______________________ __ 

contribution $ ________________ _ 

0 Here's a tax deductible 
contribution, send receipt 

0 Sign me on to the petition 

0 Put me on your email list 

0 Put me on your Mailing list 

0 Send copies of our 
newsletter to redistribute 

Please send contributions and requests to: 
Buffalo Field Campaign PO Box 957, West Yellowstone, MT. 59758 

~--------------------------~ 

Mid April-The DOL 
conducted a major 
militaristic hazing 
operation in West 
Yellowstone with 2 
helicopters, 3 all terrain 
vehicles, a motor-cross 
bike, severalfour-wheel 
drive trucks and 2 horses. 
Three pregnant buffalo 
ducked into the woods to 
escape the chaos and gave 
birth. The newborn calves 
spent their first 2 weeks 
in a hidden grove with 
their mothers, north of 
the Madison River. 

·support the Bison 

Legal Defense Fund 
Last winter's slaughter of 96 buffalo was accom

panied with the arrest of 22 activists and many civil 
rights violations. Protesters were repeatedly arrested on 
false charges. Bond restrictions were imposed which 
made it illegal for arestees to be within 1500 feet of 
Department of Livestock operations. The illegality of 
these arrests and restrictions were in large part ignored 
by the justice system. In the more blatant cases, which 
were documented on videotape, charges were dropped 
only after the winter' had ended and the buffalo 
returned to the park. 

These arrests, the false charges, and the severe 
conditions of release are examples of increasing power 
plays by the DOL and their attempts to thwart those 
protecting the buffalo. 

The agencies responsible for the buffalo slaughter 
will use these tactics again this year. A defense fund 
has been established to provide bail and legal assistance 
to those arrested while saving buffalo. 

PLEASE! Support the Bison Legal Defense Fund 
and help us stay out of jail and in the field where the 
buffalo need us: Send non-tax-deductible donations to: 
Bison Legal Defense Fund, POB 496, West Yellowstone. 
MT 59758. For more information email: 
dan@wildrockies.org. 



Brian Daly, CMCR photo. 

Showdown 

at Horse Butte 

pring .. 1999- The State of 
Montana broke la-ws and 
violated c~bzens. nghts 

-while captur~ng and slaughtenng 
Amenca "s last -wad buffalo. 

In an attempt to immqbilize..{3uffalo Fi~ld ,~ . 
Campaign activists, the State arrested them o·n false 
charges, imposed bail restrictions to prevent them from 
being present at capture and hazing operations. They 
also· repeatedly intimidated and threatened people. 
DOL agents knowingly violated Forest Service regula
tions and hazed buffalo through closed bald eagle 
critical nesting habitat on snowmobiles. In April and 
May, the DOL repeatedly hazed pregnant females and 
other buffalo with cracker-barrels from snowmobiles, 
ATVs, trucks, helicopters, and horses. 

On March 18- the same day that the Montana 
State Legislature was hearing HB 643, a bill to transfer 
buffalo managemenno a wildlife agency instead of a 
livestock agency- more than 20 law enforcement 
officers from a variety of agencies gathered-near West 
Yellowstone. They came to remove a blockade main
tained by BFC volunteers that had prevented construc
tion of the DOI.:s planned bison trap at Horse Butte for 2 
months. Six activists were arrested, the blockade 
removed, and construction of the new facility was 
underway. · 

Later the same day, four -buffalo walked from the 
Duck Creek trap to Horse Butte. When the law enforce
ment agents saw the buffalo approaching they blocked 
the road with their snowmobiles. 

Volunteers who were walking with the buffalo 
were then followed by the agents. who tackled one 
without provocation and handcuffed him. Two others 
were quickly apprehended. The fourth videotaped the 
incident and was repeatedly assured that he would not 
be charged or arrested. When the sheriff 'imived, the 
volunteer was taken into custody and his radio, video 
camera. and tape were confiscated. The activists spent 
a day in jail without charges being filed. Fortunately, 
the videotape clearly showed the charges to be false, 
and 3 of the 4 cases were dropped, with the last one 
still pending. 

Previously, volunteers arrested while protecting 
buffalo were released on S 175 bail or on recognizance. 
This time the state prosecutor requested bond to be set 
at $500. Conditions of release restricted the arrestees 
from going within 1500 feet of both capture facilities 
and all DOL operations. Although no one was con
.victed, everyone arrested was banned from private and 
public lands including National Forest and National Park 
lands. The legality of those restrictions are currently 
under challenge in court. 

By the third week of March the bison trap was 
nearly complete. The first major capture effort at Horse 

Butte occurred on March 31. With the help of numer
ous law enforcement officers, the DOL cordoned off the 

. area and hazed 29 buffalo into the trap, 18 of which 
were shipped to slaughter. Activists video documented 
two DOL special use permit violations, including 
snowmobile hazing within 114 mile of an eagle nest site, 
and hazing within 114 mile of open water. They 
submitted copies of the videotape of these violations to 
both the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks and 
the Forest Service, who only issued a warning to the 
DOL, refusing to shut them down . 

On April 14, the DOL conducted their largest 
bison capture ofthe year, capturing 71 buffalo at Horse 
Butte and slaughtering 45. Six other buffalo died from 
injuries incurred in captivity. Four buffalo died while 
being held by tlie DOL TWo pregnant females testing 
negative for brucellosis were released by the DOL only 
to die from injuries sustained while confined. 

Five·BFC 'volunteers were arrested while protest
ing the capture and another 4 were illegally detained 
and never charged with a crime. One volunteer Was 
tackled, cursed at, and held to the ground by DOL 
agents, although he did nothing to provoke or resist the 
arrest. After being detained and threatened for over an 
hour he was released with no charges. 

From mid-April on, the DOL engaged in numer
ous hazing operations, scaring buffalo with cracker 
barrels from motorized vehicles and stampeding them 
back to the park. Many of those buffalo were about to 
or had just given birth. That harassment and stress can 
cause serious complications resulting in the death of 
mother and calf. 

The arrests, the false charges, and the unreason
able conditions of release set by the court are examples 
of increasing power plays by the DOL in their attempts 
to thwart our ability to protect the buffalo. If we are to 
overcome such obstacles and save the last wild buffalo, 
we will need your help. Thlk to your friends and spread 
the word about the issue. Write your elected officials 
and urge them to stop the slaughter. Contribute to the 
Buffalo Field Campaign so we can continue our 
campaign of non-violent civil disobedience and protect 
America's last wild, free-roaming herd of buffalo. 

Project Lighthawk, BFC photo. 

Solutions to the Prohlem 
•BVJffalo should be managed by wildlife agencies 

employing contemporary wildlife management 
techniques with full public involvement and in 
conjunction with Native American tribes. 

•Cattle vaccination would protect livestock far more 
effectively than, and at a fraction of the cost of, the 
current war against the buffalo. 

•98 % of the lands used by the buffalo outside National 
Park boundaries are our National Forest lands. The 
Forest Service should close grazing allotments, or at 
least modify the stocking dates of such allotments to 
minimize buffalolcattle overlap. 

•If the buffalo herd grows beyond a truly science based 
carrying capacity of public lands adjacent to 
Yellowstone, buffalo could be relocated to 47 tribes 
who want to re-establish wild herds on tribal lands. 
Wild buffalo could be restored on public lands 
suitable for their recovery. 

•The Department of Livestock is the wrong agency to 
control the fate of these magnificent creatures. 
Buffalo are not cattle and deserve all the protections 
that other wild species receive. All decisions 
affecting the buffalo should place emphasis on 
maintaining wild, free-ranging, self-sustaining herds. 

• Under no circumstances should your tax dollars be 
wasted to pay for the capture of Yellowstone bison 
on public lands. 

Speak Out for tLe Buffalo! 
It just takes a moment and can help make a 

difference! Use your pen, phone, or computer to urge 
· our public officials to stop the slaughter and implement 
some common sense solutions to the problem (above) . 
Letters to the editor of your local paper are also a great 
way to let people know about this atrocity. Check out 
our website (http:llwww.wildrock.ies.orglbuffalo) for 
more info and speak out for the buffalo and future 
generations! 

Mike Dombeck, Chief, Forest Service, 
Auditor's Bldg 
201 14th Street, S.W. at Independence Ave., S.W. 
Washington, DC 20024 
Phone: (202) 205-1661 
email: Mike.Dombeck/wo@fs.fed.us 

Dan Glickman, Secretary of Agriculture 
200A Whitten Bldg 
1400 Independence Ave SW 
Washington, DC 20246 
Phone: (202) 720-3631; Fmc 202-720-2166 

Let their bosses know that wild buffalo are important. .. 
do they even know what is happening? 

Pres. Bill Clinton; 
email: · president@whitehouse.gov 
Vice Pres. Gore; 
email: Vice.president@whitehouse.gov 
The White House mailing address is: 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. Washington, D.C. 20500 
Phone: (202) 456-1414; Fax: (202) 456-2461 

Bruce Babbit, Secretary of Interior 
1849 C St NW ' 
Washington, DC 20240 
Phone: (202) 208-7351 
email: exsec@ios.doi.gov 

Robert Stanton; Director 
National Park Service 
1849 C Street NW 
Washington, DC 20240 
email: dir@nps.gov 

Montana Folks responsible for the killing: 
Montana Department of Livestock 
Box 202201 
Helena, MT 59620 
The DOI.:s acting director is Marc Bridges. Phone from 
Montana at (800) 523-3162; ext. 3 
or from out of state (406) 444-2023 

Governor Marc "Racicot 
State Capitol 
Helena, MT 59620 
Phone: (406) 444-3 111 
within Montana: (800) 332-2272 
fax: ( 406) 444-41 51 

Montana Tourism Development & Promotion Division; 
Travel Bureau of Montana 
Matthew Cohn, Director; 
email: matthew@travel.mt.gov 
Will you spend your money in a State with such 
politics? Phone calls are good (&free) ... (800) 847-4868 



The .. Crisis"' In Current 

Buffalo Management 
State and Federal management agencies justify 

killing buffalo by saying the buffalo pose an unaccept
able risk of brucellosis transmission to Montana cattle, 
and that the cattle industry must protect its brucellosis
free status. Brucellosis is a bacterial disease present in 
both domestic animals and wildlife such as elk, deer 
and moose. Infected domestic cows tend to abort their 
first calf and then birth normally, although it does not 
seem to affect wildlife. · 

Facts: 
• The available scientific evidence demonstrates that 

the risk of brucellosis being passed to cattle is 
extremely remote. There has never been a docu
mented case of brucellosis transmission from 
buffalo to livestock in a natural setting. 

• In Grand Teton National Park, buffalo and vaccinated 
cattle have co-mingled for over 40 years without a 
single cow contracting the disease. 

• Management agencies have not addressed possible 
brucellosis transmission from wildlife such as 
coyotes, elk, deer, moose, and others. If managers 
truly believe brucellosis is a threat, they would 
manage the disease instead of the buffalo. 

• The federal Animal Plant Health Inspection Service 
(APHIS) will not revoke Montana's brucellosis-free 
status if the state tolerates the presence of "low risk" 
buffalo such as bulls and calves. Of the 1,095 
buffalo killed in the last two winters, almost half 
posed a low risk for transmission (346 .were bulls, 
149 were yearling calves). 

• Costly cattle import restrictions, imposed by other 
· states, are supposedly feared. Yet, only the federal 

government can impose restrictions, and all states 
must respect the federal brucellosis classification. 

Is History Repeating Itself? 
Sixty-five million buffalo once roamed America 

from coast to coast. Buffalo were essential to the 
survival of Plains Indians, providing spiritual guidance, 
food, shelter, and tools. 19th century American military 
leaders recognized the Indians' dependence on the 
buffalo and launched an all out attack on the Indians' 
very source of life. Buffalo were killed by the millions 
and their remains were left to waste on the prairies. By 
1900 only a few hundred buffalo remained, most in 
captivity. In the remote backcountry of Yellowstone 
National Park, the last 23 wild buffalo survived, the 
ancestors of today's herd. 

By 1997 the Yellowstone buffalo herd numbered 
3,500- one of the greatest conservation success stories 
in American history. Unfortunately, the success was 
short lived. Buffalo are no longer welcome on the 
public lands outside of Yellowstone, their traditional 
winter habitat, having been displaced by powerful cattle 
interests. The buffalo slaughter of the 19th century has 
resumed. The State of Montana and federal govern
ment agencies ,are killing the direct descendants of the 
buffalo brought back from the brink of extinction in the 
last hundred years. 

Meghan Fay. CMCR photo. 1997. 

"i squeezed into morning ski 
. patrol the first day 1 was 
h.ei-e, atid have since fallen in 
love with the routine.· Wake 

. atS .am ... putonallthe 
warm clothes 1 own ... ski out 
to the park boundary in the 
dark . .. run in place to keep 

· warm as we wait for the sun 
to rise whil~ squinting into 
the trees for the unmistakable 
silhouette of buffalo. Then 
there's the horror in the pit of 
my stomach, and adrenaline 
rush when we r!!alize buffalo 
are on utifriendly private land 
and susceptible to the DOI:s 
guns. " 
-Kristin M. 

What Happens to 
Buffalo Entering Montana? 

Buffalo that cross the invisible park boundary are 
put into the deadly grasp of the Montana Department of 
Livestock (DOL), an agency with no wildlife manage
ment training or experience.' DOL agents chase, capture 
and kill buffalo that enter the state. However, the DOts 
mandate is to promote Montana's livestock industry
the ultimate dis-incentive for managing a wild buffalo 
population. 

When buffalo enter Montana, DOL agents on 
snowmobiles, ATVs, horses or trucks round them up 
and force them to run for up to ten miles and over 
barbed wire fences back to the park. As the snow 
accumulates, continued hazing stresses the buffalo 
unnecessarily and causes winter kill. Buffalo Field 
Campaign documented a herd of over 100 elk running 
from a DOL snowmobile during bison hazing, running 
over barbed wire fences. and getting injured. 

DOL baits their capture facilities with hay or 
rounds up buffalo and hazes them into the trap to test 
them. These traps are a maze of cattle fences and 
plywood that funnel captive buffato into small chutes 
for testing. This process subjects wild buffalo to 
unnatural confinement, which causes the animals to 
break horns, panic and gore each other. DOL agents hit 
captive buffalo with sticks, shock them with cattle 
prods, and chase them with Bobcat mini-tractors. 

. ·The test that the DOL conducts is a blood test . 
which ~an Qnly prove that.the buffalo mighfhave been . 
exposed to brucellosis,. not that they have or could . . 
transmit the disease. About 50%· test positive and are 
sentenced. to death, even though most of those, because 
of sex, age or reproductive status, could not, !{infected, 
transmit the disease. 

According to the results of tissue and blood tests 
conducted by State and Federal officials during the 
winter of 1991-92, less than one-half of one percent of · 
Yellowstone bison were infectious. Of the 218 bison 

. sampled, not one, at the time of death, was capable of 
transmitting brucellosis bacteria to cattle. 

· The DOL even shOots buffalo in the field without 
testing them for brucellosis. Even worse, in the winter · 
of 1996-97 the DOL shot buffalo in the field even after 
they had already captured and released them after they 
tested negative for brucellosis. 

The Y ello"W'stone Buffalo 
Yellowstone buffalo live in the Greater Yellow

stone Ecosystem as part of an intricate web of species 
who depend upon each others presence for survival . 
Scientists call buffalo a "keystone species" which 
reflects the crucial role they play in the perpetuation of 
a functioning ecosystem. 

The forests and fields surroundingYellowstone 
provide rich wildlife habitat for many endangered and 
threatened species. Grizzly bears, gray wolves, 'trum
peter swans, eagles, peregrine falcons, lynx, wolverine, 
harlequin ducks are among the animals that roam the 
lands where buffalo roam in the winter. 

Sagebrush, grasses, and wildflowers dot the 
meadows. National Forest lands on Horse Butte is 
speckled with old-growth trees. Southeast from the 
butte lies burnt and downed lodgepole for- pine marten 
and woodpeckers. Slopes and bottom lands contain a 
mosaic of Douglas-fir and Lodgepole forest. An incred
ible diversity of plant species including slender white 
paintbrush and large-leaved balsarnroot grow on the 
peninsula. 

The Yellowstone buffalo herd have established a 
winter/spring migration corridor that leads them to 
Horse Butte. The buffalo winter there and calve in the . 
spring. Grizzly bears need the essential food source of · 
winter killed buffalo carcasses that they find. 

When the sun has melted the deep snows, and ·; 
the time is right, the buffalo use these wildland habitats 
to return to Yellowstone Park. 

A History of the 

Y cllowstone Buffalo 
1810- 65 million wild buffalo in the United States 

1850-80- 80 million buffalo shot, their remains left to 
rot on the prairies 

1872- Yellowstone National Park established 

1895-800 buffalo remain in the United States, most in 
captivity 

1896- 23 buffalo left in Yellowstone; wild buffalo on 
the brink of extinction 

1902-21 buffalo reintroduced to Yellowstone from 
herds in Montana and Texas 

1907- Bison Ranch established in YNP's Lamar Valley 

191 7- Brucellosis discovered in Yellowstone buffalo 
(introduced by cattle) 

1952- Bison Ranch ceases operations 

1954- 1,500 buffalo in the Park; Park officials decide 
Yellowstone can only support 400 bison, start shooting 
bison inside the park 

1966- 397 Buffalo left in Yellowstone; Park imple
ments policy of natural population regulation; shooting 
stops 

1985- Montana Legislature enacts bison hunt; "hunt
ers" can apply for a permit 

1988- 2, 750 buffalo in Yellowstone 

1989- Buffalo hunt stopped due to public opposition 

1991-95- Montana Fish &. Game shoot buffalo leaving 
park in winter 

1995- 4,500 buffalo in Yellowstone; Montana legisla
ture gives control (shooting and capture duty) to the 
Department of Livestock (DOL) 

1996-97- During a severe winter, DOL and NPS kill 
1,084 buffalo; an estimated 1,800 die from the severe 
winter; herd reduced by two-thirds 

1997-98- Buffalo Nations Field Camp formed
volunteers protect buffalo leaving the Park; DOL kills 11 
bison; 1, 700. wild buffalo in the Yellowstone area, few 
elsewhere 

1998-99- DOL slaughters 96 buffalo. Many BFC 
. volunteers are arrested protesting the capturing and 
slaughtering. 

·1999- llltanka Oyate Mani, "They Walk for the 
Buffalo," a 500 mile native walk from South Dakota to 
Yellowstone in February. Tribal Consultation with YNP 
held in National held. 

The Buffalo Field Campaign has a petition that you 
can get by writing them, or going to the foil wing 
website: http://www.wildrockies.org/buffpet 
The petition has over 20,000 signatures so far. and 
is periodically delivered to President Clinton, Chief 

and Marc Racicot, of Montana. 



· CuNTDN Huss Nur TREES ••• · BIR JHE GORE CAMPA16N 
BY jEFFERY ST. CLAIR Ai-m ALEXANDER 

CocKBURN-CouNTERPUNcH 

It has been billed as the greatest act of 
land preservation since Teddy Roosevelt 
created the national forests. On Octo
ber 13, President Clinton made his 
way, by helicopter and sports utility 
vehicle, to the George Washington For
est in the Shenandoah Mountains. 
There, he disclosed his plan to protect 
40-million acres of roadless land in 
national forests across' the country. 
Amid the ecstatic cheers of environ
mentalists, bused to the site by the 
National Audubon Society, Clinton 
declared that "in the end, we're going 
to protect all this," gesturing, as he 
spoke, to the surrounding trees. Those · 
cheering environmentalists should 
have been warned by Clinton's means 
of transportation to the great event, 
that this statement will not hold true. 

The first flaw in his plan is that .it 
appear~ to prohibit road building, but 
not logging. These days, helicopters 
are becoming increasingly common as 
a way of extracting trees from the cut
over terrain to the . nearest available 
road. Loggirigwon't be banned it seems. 
Nor will livestock grazing, mining or 
dirt bikes. The plan falls short of pro
tecting all roadless areas. Steve Kelly, a 
feisty, green organizer in Montana, had 
it right when . he said, "The president 
tried to redefine sex, now he's trying to 

redefine wilderness." 
There are around 60 million acres of 

unexploited forest under federal super~ 
vision, and Clinton's plan applies to 
only 40 million · of them. More than _ 
half the area covered by the Clinton 
plan is composed of rocks and ice, with 

no. trees. By contrast, the 20 million 
acres that have been excluded are 
mostly forested terrain. So it's scarcely 
surprising that Patti Rodgers, . spokes
person for Oregon's Willamette Na
tional Forest, said the plan would have 
very li1:tle effect on logging in that 
forest, an assessment that was fore
shadowed by Clinton when he said, 

· "It's very impoitant to point out that 
we are not 'trying to tum our national 
forests into museums." The Forest Ser
vice calculates that under the plan, 

timber harvests will decline by only 28 
million board feet. The annual take 
from national forests is four billion 
board feet. 

Another huge defec~ in the· plan is 
the apparent omission from its pur
view of the nation's1largest and most 

ecologically intact national for
est, the Tongass in Alaska; thus 
deferring to the political power 
of Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska). 
This brings us to the plan's real 
intent, · which has little to do 
with preservation and every
thing to do with the politics of 
the next 13 months. 

What is afoot? The long pro
cess of review-probably 18 
months-means that the ex
ecutor of the plan will be the 
next president. What better way 
to congeal support for Al Gore, 
with leaders of the major green 

groups presaging a forest holocaust if 
George W. Bush wins the White House? 

The announcement comes when 
Gore sorely needs to buttress his cred
ibility with environmentalists. Friends 
of the Earth has endorsed Gore's rival 
for the Democratic nomination, Bill 
Bradley; Clinton took care to empha
size that the plan's architect was Gore, 
along with George Frampton, head of 
the government's Council on Envi
ronmental Quality. Frampton was 
once head of the Wilderness Society, 

·A TREE IS SAVED IN OHIO County folks have been trying to 
stop Hurwitz's redwood slaughter, 

ing on the phone. But that wasn't the and the Kaiser steelworkers have been 
BY WoobY joE HILL end of the battle. No, it wasn't saying on strike and locked-out over work-

Mike W;olfinger;, a member .. ofthe , , Jlleylaad~60-footrightqfwayo:ritohis . ing co,nditi~nsand benefits. . .. 
United Steelworkers -of America and .· property. They had the rlglitto cut his . By the time Darryl got to Newark, 
an employee of Kaiser Aluminum in tree and they would see him in court. OhioitwaslateSeptember, but it wasn't 
Newark, Ohio, received the phone call The tree gained a following. Folks too late. In fact, the timing seemed 
abouthis tree at 8 o'clock on a Sunday would pin notes of support on the tree. perfect as it was fast approaching the 
night in March. A neighbor came over Calls of encouragement came on the one-yearanniversaryoftP,eKaiserstrike 
and told him, "They're gonna cutyour phone. That .little dirt road really did 
tree tomorrow." - have some traffic for a change. By Au-
. "Say, what?" said Mike. gust, the Wolfinger's tree had become 
"They're gonna cut your _tree to- themostfamoustreeinLickingCounty, 

morrow. The Franklin Township Ohi,oandpossiblyPerryCountyaswell. 
Trustees saiq your tree is blocking the Still, the lawsuit raged on. For spme . 
road so they're gonna cut it down." reason the Licking County Prosecut-

Now Mike was taking all this iil as ing Attorney started pouring some 
quick as he could. Particularly since all heavy resources into it. And that's 
this new information wasgoingtocon- when Mike started thinking. Maybe 
geal in about 12 hours in the form of there was more to this than just the 
somecountyemployeeswithchainsaws tree. Maybe they're trying to seize a 
and a loader showing up on his private 60-foot rightaway from every_piece 
property early in _the morning to take of property on every public road in 
histree.Atreethatmaybe10carspassed the state of Ohio; Mike Wolfinger 
each day. A tree that barely caused a was ori the cutting edge of a giant and lock-out. A good time to generate 
hiccup on an obscure dirt road. A tree land grab. All of a sudden the stakes some press. A goo<;! time to gather a 
that had thus far lived in anonymity. got really high. And as if to affirm little political pressure. A good time to 

It was a 400-year-old white oals that that, the next thing Mike got in the bring the environment, the labor 
had been here before the Europeans mail was a two inch legai brief with · movement and property rights all 
showed up in Ohio. It was just inside a dozen sworn affidavits, a pile of together into one big, sappy issue. 
the boundary of his farm, where he receiptsforsnowremovalandavague Welltomakeanotherlongstoryshort 
raised cows and corn. Being a steel~ · letter from the previous owner of the Dan, Fred and Darryl w~re getting to
worker and_ a farmer, Mike under~ farm who died 25 years ago. ·· gether.Actuallytheyhaqalreadymetat 
stood both the importance of envi- That's when Mike's steelworker the founding meeting of the Alliance 

· ronmen:tal protection and the im- buddy, Billy Harmon e-mailed Darryl for Sustainable Jobs and the EnViron
pact of environmeHtal destruction.. Cherney of Earth First!in Humboldt ment at the Marriott Hotel in doWI.l
He breathed the toxic fumes at the County, Call.fornia, and asked for toWn Oakland the previous month. 
Kaiser plant. He tilled the fertile soil · help. "Can you get Julia Butterfly Meanwhile, back in Ohio, after a 
at the place he called home. He loved involved with this?" Billy wrote. couple of days of hanging on the 
the Earth dearly. And one of his fa- Julia, of course, has been sitting 180 picket line and at the union hall of 
votite pieces of Earth happened to feet high in a redwood for almost USWA Local 341, it was time to meet 
have that tree sitting on top of it. He two years. She has become an inter- · the Wolfingers and their tree. 
would be damned if anything hap- national spokesperson for the forest Well, the three rallies and the annual 
pened to it. and a fan of the Kaiser steelworkers. steelworker district gathering all went 

Well, to·make a long story short, Mike Hundreds of others have been bat- great~ Mike Wolfinger, Dan Daubermire, 
was able to stave off the chainsaws for · tling Charles Hurwitz and the Local341 PresidentGarySitesandDarryl 
thatmomingthroughsometoughtalk- Maxxamcorporation. The Humboldt · Cherney all spoke on behalf of unity 

with Richard Hoppe as his right-hand 
man. These days . Hoppe is one of the 
leaders of the ' Heritage Forest Cam
paign, which has most actively pro
moted the roadless area initiative. The 
Heritage Forest Campaign has no 
membe_rship, only a substantial staff 
paid for by the Pew Charitable Trusts, 
which committed $1.4 million to the 
roadless area campaign. 

Thus we have Pew, 'the richest and 
most influential foundation in the en
vironmental sector, creating Heritage 
Forest to advance a politically moti
vated initiative in an election year. 
Staffers of the Heritage Forest Cam
paign have been telling environmen
tal organizers not to criticize the plan. 
"It is vital," ran an October 11 Heritage 
Forest e-mail, "that we-respond imme
diately to early news reports of this 
effort with praise and consensus ... If 
not, we jeopardize the whole deal." 

.The plan testifies to what the main
stream environmental movement has 
become: a wholly owned sub-sidiary 
of the Democratic National Commit
tee. As Rep. Peter A. DeFazio (D-OR) 
said, "Forest policy is too serious to be 
the theme of the day in some attempt 
to boost Gore's flagging presidential 
campaign, which is w:hat I think it's 
all about." 

For more info contact CounterPunch, 
POB 228, Petrolia, CA 95558; (BOO) 840-
3683; . counterpunch@counterpunch.org. 

between steelworkers and environmen
talists, and urged people to sign the 
letter. Arid they did. By the hundreds. 
From allover the state. Mike and Darryl 
raised their hands high together in soli
darity at the finai rally at the Kaiser gate. 
And more people signed letters to help 
protect the trees. 

With all the steelworker gatherings, 
plus lots of people coming out of the 
woodwork to gather signatures, the 
prosecuting attorney was looking at 
nearly 700 letters before the week was 
over. This surely was the most famous 
tree.in Licking County. 

By the time October was halfway 
through and after the letters had time to 
sink in, the trial of the Wolfinger's tree 
had another hearing. This one was based 
on the two-inch brief submitted· by 
the Franklin Township Trustees and a 
lot would be determined by the judge's 
rulings on the motions before him. The 
fate of every roadside tree in Ohio 
was at stake. Whoever lost could 
appeal to the higher court, but they 
would find themselves in a defen- . 
sive position. The Wolfingers were 
hopeful, but not entirely sure; a high 
stakes land grab was in the offering. 

"Case dismissed!" ruled the judge, 
slamming his gavel down. The 
township's own documents had proven 
themselves wrong, the judge summa
rized. They never possessed a right of 
way nor an easement. The Wolfinger's 
400-year-old white oak would remain 
standing. And the prosecuting attorney 
would not appeal. Mike Wolfinger 
could go back to fj.ghting tree-killer 
Charles Hurwitz of Maxxam. The 
Franklin Township political sheep had 
stopped banging at the Wolfinger's door. 

Moral: Yes, folks, it's deep water for 
the forces of greed when labor . and 
environment get together to stand up 
for our rights. But our rights are only 
ours when we take them as our own. 
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Activists occupv trees in BC's Elaho Vallev 
RESISTANCE CoNTINUES DESPITE ATTACK BY INTERFOR LOGGERS 

BY ]ONAH 

Early November 2, two Friends of Elaho climbed 
into an ancient Douglas fir tree in the Elaho yalley, 
a large area of . old-growth trees northwest of 
Vancouver, B~itish Columbia. The 
Elaho Valley is home to hundreds of 
1300-year-old fir trees and is the 
southernmost coastal habitat of griz
zly bears in North America. Interna
tional Forest Products (lnterfor) has 
been logging in the area, rapidly 
clearcutting some of the last rem
nants of temperate rainforest on BC's 
lower mainland. The two sitters, a 
woman known as Maya and a man 
known as Frente, -remained in the 
tree for five days, through heavy 
snowfall and rain. 

and assaulted the protesters, the RCMP showed up 
IS minutes after the violence had occurred and let 
the loggers go. This is the fourth violent attack by 
vigilante_ logger mobs in BC against non-violent 
protesters since I994. 

Interfor attempted to avoid the 
negative media attention that this sit 
would bring because of the attention 
received earlier this fall. On the morn
ing of September IS, 62 Interfor and 
Elaho logging trucks drove through 
our eight-person protest camp (orga-

Friends of the Elaho watch and pray for peace as lnterfor loggers (visible in the 
distance) advance toward their camp on September 15. 

nized by members of People's Action for Threatened 
Habitat). Various Interfor managers, engineers and 
foremen were seen in the vehicles alongside other 
employees who had been previously suspended for 
violent attacks on protesters. At II:30 a.m., one of 
the Interfor foremen, Derek Sayle, told James 
Jamieson, trail boss at nearby Western Canada Wil
derness Committee Millennia! Tree Camp, that he 
had SO angry men behind him and SO on their way 
and he "didn't know how much longer he could 
control his men." 

A half hour later, 60 loggers walked down the 
logging road toward our camp while another 40 
fanned through the woods slashin? tents and packs. 
The Interfor employees started to rip apartour camp 
and yell threats. Then about 10 of the men turned 
their attention on Shredder, who was holding onto 
the last video camera. She later recounted, "I was at 
the bottom of a huge pile of men with the camera 
beneath my breast, between my arms, with my 
friend wrapped around my back and another friend 
wrapped around his back, and then a whole bunch 
of men came and piled on top of them and I was 
literally getting crushed." The loggers then attempted 
to rip the video strap through her neck, finally 
pulling it away and smashing the camera. · 

The loggers then continued to destroy the camp. 
They pushed us around, while yelling death and 
rape threats. Then the loggers began attackingJames 
Jamieson, ripping apart the fingers on his. hand to 
pull him from his van and then pushing him down 
into a ditch on the side of the road. 

"He (one of the loggers who had been suspended 
for an August II attack on the camp) picked up a IO
to-IS-pound rock, held it over my head and said he 
was going to bash my head in," James later re
counted. Then the Interfor workers gave us IO 
minutes to get out before "they came back again, 
and it would be worse. 11 

We quickly threw whatever we could into our 
vehicles, while the loggers threw whatever they 
could into a fire. We jumped into our vehicles and 
started down the 60-mile logging road. We met the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) on the 
road IS minutes after the attack and five hours after 
we had initially called them. They told us to con
tinue to town and inake our statements at the 
station, while they went and investigated the scene. 
As soon as the officers left us, logging trucks began. 
whipping past our vehicles attempting to force us 
off the road and into the canyon. One truck pulled 
in front of ]ames' van and began throwing rocks at 
it. Not only did the RCMP arrive five hours late, they 
let the loggers drive off, neither questioning nor 
detaining them. This action mirrors past eveq.ts in 
the Elaho; in I997 when loggers trashed a blockade 
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While all of this violence occurred in the camp, 
treesitter Guillermo was being assaulted by another 
SO loggers. The loggers started early in the morning, 
throwing rocks at Guillermo, hitting him in the 
head and boqy. An Interfor employee, Rob, pulled 
out his chainsaw and cut half way · through 
Guillermo's tree before several other loggers held 
him back. He then felled the two trees adjacent to 
Guillermo's tree, the second landing directly on the 
hood of an Interfor truck. Finally, the logger climbed 
up to where Guillermo's gear was hanging and cut 
it down. He thankfully didn't continue climbing 
but rather joined the circle of men burning the 

sitter's gear. Later an Interfor helicopter buzzed his 
half cut tree, nearly knocking it over. 

The response to the violence in·the Elaho has been 
overwhelming; groups such as Greenpeace, the BC 
Civil Liberties Association, Western Canada Wilder
ness Committee and members of Parliament have 
called for a complete investigation of interfor's 
actions on that day and on the lack of action by the 
RCMP. A civil suit was filed on October 26 by three 
of the assault victims placing blame on: both the 
individual workers involved in the attack and Interfor 
and Elaho Logging management and executives for 
encouraging and perhaps planning this violence. 
There is plenty of evidence that shows Interfot had 
direct knowledge of th~ events as they unfolded. 
Company vehicles were used that day, top manage
ment was in the area, company radios were used to 
plan the attack and ride sharing to the . area, and 
Interfor lawyers \~Sed the attack in court that day as 
it was happening to argue for an extension to their 
exclusion zone in the area. 

This summer, Interfor's roadbuilding was shut 

down for 23 days through various treesits and block
ades. This prompted Interfor to use the legal system 
to attempt to silence protest in the valley by obtain
ing a SOO-meter exclusion zone around its .active 
worksite. The RCMP then began arresting anyone 
that they could find evidence of having entered the 
zone. On September 17, two days after the attack, 
Interfor was awarded a furth,er 400,000-square meter 
exclusion zone, which prohibits the general public 
from even walking through this area. 

In the middle of October, our new affinity group, 
the Friends of the Elaho, planned another treesit to 
shut down Interfor's operations at the end of its 
logging season. On October 2S, in the middle of the 
night, we arrived in the area and began setting up a 
backcountry base camp. The level of security had to 
be high because we didn't want to see a reoccur
rence of the violence that happened in September. 
The_weather for the first week was relentless. Every
day brought more snow and rain, making every
thing from scouting to cooking very difficult. But 
the seven of us persevered because we had to. When 
you walk through the groves of ancient Douglas firs, 
cross the glacial streams and breathe in the spirit of 
the land, you cannot just sit around and do noth-
ing. We had to act. · 

On Halloween Sunday~ we were blessed with a 
sunny day. We began by moving our huge plat
forms, food, cold weather gear, communications 
and other equipment several kilometers to the end 
of the road. By Monday night we had eyerything in 
place, and as darkness descended our climbers as
cended an ancient Doug fir. By Tuesday, the sit was 
in place and Maya and Frente set up their tree camp . . 

The first day, Interfot moved its operations down 
to a spur ro;id 200 meters away and began blasting. 
Interfor management was in the area discussing the 
sit on their radios but publicly tried to ignore it. 
Dave Miller, the tree farm license manager said, "If 

they want to hang up there in the 
cold and freeze their derriere off, more 
power to them." Two months earlier, 
the same Dave Miller had been present 
as his employees beat the last treesitter 
in the Elaho Valley. Despite this, the 
sitters remained strong in their stand 
for the land. 

By nightfall on Wednesday, two 
feat of snow had fallen on the· ground, 
leaving our basecamp completely 
snowed in. On Thursday, the four of 

].. us hiked out with whatever we could 
! carry on our backs, to th~ closest 
; point a vehicle could drive. The · sit
~ ters decided to stay, they were warm, 
~ dry, in high spirits and strong in their 

resolve to stop Interfor's destruction 
of the area. On Saturday, Mother Na
ture gave the sitters another dump
ing of snow, and so for theh safety it 

was decided that we should pull them out. Interfor 
was also prevented from working that day; the snow 
had become too much for them as well. 

The campaign to protect BC's remaining old 
growth continues thrpughthe winter months. City 
actions are planned in VancouveJ;", Squamish and 
Whistler. Next spring, the Friends of the Elaho plan 
to start early in their campaign to preserve the Elaho 
Valley. Friends of the Elaho say, "This year we were 
there for the first snow fall, n4V(t year we'll be there 
when the snow melts. 11 

To get mbre information about the Elaho Valley 
contact the Friends of the Elaho at (604) 729-8933 
or Pc;:ople Actions for Th-reatened Habitat's at 
PATH@envirolink.org. There .is a new controversial 
documentary about September l S by independent 
videographer, Daniel Gautreau, called Hoods in the 
Woods: the Battle for the Stoltmann. For copies of the 
video send $20 US ($2S CAN) (includes interna
tional shipping) to Maluba Productions, #811, 402 
W. Pender St., Vancouver,_ BC, V6B 1T6, Canada; 
maluba@telus.net. 



Editor's note: On December 
11, the Four Oaks Spiritual En
campment was destroyed. Over 
100 police raided the encamp
ment and arrested 33 people, but 
without blatant brutality of po
lice towards protestors. The four 
oaks in the four directions have 
been cut, as have nearly all of the 
other trees nearby. Three people 
remain in the still standing trees 
and have yet to be removed. 

BY SQUASH AND NETILE 

traverse and lower web, and 
set a new web next to the 
top one. After four days, Dr. 
Toxic and Midnight volun
teered to go down in order 
to provide more warmth and 
food for the other two. Two 
days later, Squash came 
down for the same reason. 
All three were arrested upon 
touching the ground. Nettle · 
held out four days longer, as 
weather conditions dropped 
to record-breaking lows. 

It all came to, a head on 
Trees continue to fall in t:he day ten when Tree Frog, 

first ever state park in Minne- · jumped out of a car and 
a polis to make way for a new · scaled the telephone pole 
stretch of highway, all · to across the street from the 
shave two to three minutes tree sit. Wearing a backpack 
off a car trip from downtow.n containing supplies, he at-
to the Mall of the Americas tempted to shoot a lead 
and the airport. The Minne- weight attached to fishing 
sot a Department of ·line using a slingshot across 
Transportation's (MnDOT) the road to enable Nettle to 
private contractors have pull a climbline across and 
moved closer to the Minne- anchor it. The highway was 
haha Free State or spiritual shut down as nearly 70 po-
encampment where a diverse lice cars arrived with a fire 
group of activists defends an _ ladder. As he was brutally 
ancient ceremonial ground " jerked from the telephone 
and burial ground as well as pole, and stuffed by two cops 
the last clean spring in the Squash and Scabius occupy a majestic cottonwood. Both. the activists and face down in to the bucket, 
· Th · '11 h tree would later suffer from police action. c1ty. ere 1s st1 muc to closeto300supportersgath-

protect even though there has been with a chainsaw and a closet dowel- erect behind the lines singing, chant
lots of recent destruction in the park. wielding state trooper. The pair began ing and shouting support. Minutes · 

On September 27, seven treesitters to randomly lop one~and-a-half foot later, the fire ladder went for Nettle, 
and numerous others onthe highway thick branches off the free, less than a who climbed to the top branches before 
below were victims of a brutal and foot away from the feet of protesters. being removed. 
nearly fatal attack by Minnesota state Then suddenly, Wes-without a This is but a small portion of the 
troopers, and the Minneapolis police harness or even a rope to hold-leapt terror that protesters and supporters 
and fire departments. At 3:00 a.m., from 40 feet up, over the highway and of the Minnehaha Free State and the 
directlybelowthebranchesofthetwo onto the straight neck of the Stop55coalitionhavefacedfromthe 
month long Cottonwood treesit, a tri- cherryp'lcker. The operator started to police, and MnDOT. The state troop
pod was erected on major commuter raise the arm, in an attempt to shake ers and police readily admitted that 
Highway 55 and occupied by two tree Wes off. The operator then lowered MnDOTwas paying them $60 an hour 
sifte~s; . ~t 1_Q:OO .a.m., police diverted the arm to the ground, where Wes was of taxpayer's money. Tax payers who 
traffic and shut down Highway 55 for apprehended by police. have openly voiced opposition to the 
nearly 14 hours. Five people then Moments later, as the fire ladder $8.4 million dollar reroute of High
joined the two long-term treesitters in went out to .cut the empty traverse, ·way 55. The reroute has already 
the ancient tree revered by the Dakota Roary rappelled onto it and u-locked claimed over 300 trees in a ten-block 
Tribes as "the tree of life." In mid- therungsinplace.Hewasthenunable areaofMinnehahaPark,'thefirststate 
afternoon, police and troopers forced to reattach to his climbline. Police on park in the US. 
supporters and onlookers away from the ground then wrapped the tail of Recently, trees have been cut within 
the sit and tripod, setting up a 30 the line around his leg and jerked a block of the Free State. There are still 
officer police line. Fire and rescue teanis until he fell 15 feet to the highway, two ongoing treesits in the park, only 
then proceeded to carelessly dismantle sustaining a sprained neck and a con- 1 SO feet from where the proud cotton
the tripod, nearly dropping Blake; who cussion. The cherrypicker returned a wood once stood, and others in the 
was perched on a suspended platform few minutes later, cutting more woods surrounding the camp. With 
from the apex and also· u-locked by branches leaving Midnight dangling winter closing in, temperatures are 
the neck to one tripod leg. Liz, who from the top line by a piece of web- below freezing, and federal helicop
was on the ground u-locked to a sepa- bing. Police then cut the 40x20 lower ters equipped with infrared scanning 
rate leg, was also put in serious danger web in half, dropping most of the spotlight the camp frequently. Re- . 
when the tripod .began to slide. After supplies to the creek. Freedom leapt cently,Timu-lockedhisnecktoatree
the tripod removal, the focus turned · onto the machine, but the first ladder cutting device called a Hydro-axe and 
to the cottonwood treesit. was there in seconds, pulling her off. was dangerously driven to the MnDOT 

Suspended in a one-person web from Then, in what most present have said office at 30 mph, still attached. 
a traverse walkway directly over Min- . · was attempted murder, the branch of Withincreasingcommunitysupport 
nehaha Creek, Midnight was forced the cottonwood that the traverse was and the building of the Stop 55 coali
out onto the line as a fire team accom- anchored to was cut with Midnight tion, we have most recently formed a 
panied by police attempted to reach still attached. By sheer luck the static bond and alliance with the Northside 
and retrieve him. A previous sitter, line snagged on a lower branch with- . Neighborhood Coalition, a primarily 
Squash, crossed the police line and out breaking and he quickly climbed · African-American group being sul}
scampereduptheanchoringtreeacross to the top of the 85-fqot tree to join jected to gentrification and eviction 
the creek and onto a traverse. Without the other three remaining people. from their low-income housing. 
safety lines find .wobbling tediously Finally, the cherrypicker retreated The Free State needs your help! Blan-
due to the reckless hacking of the for the night, leaving four treesitters, kets, winter gear, snow shoes, two- · 
abandoned web by police, both nearly Toxic,. Midnight, Squash, and Nettle, · way radios and a . huge list of other 
fell 35 feet onto a concrete retaining in the two-person top web with only supplies are greatly . needed for ~he 
wall as onlookers screamed in horror. six blankets as the temperat.11re . nearly two-year-old camp to survive 
The polic~ came inches from the dropped to 42 degrees with a wind of · . another winter. Any kind of support is 
polypro line that comprised the lower 15 mph. The State Troopers moved appreciated, tangible or spiritual. 
part of the walkway, 'preparing to cut the police line back around the tree, And remembeL .. Stop 55! Go oaks! 
it with razor sharp utility knives; stop- beginning a 10 day siege, attempting For more information, contact Ftee 
ping only when the protesters screamed to starve out the protesters. At least six State Supportive Coilective at c/o 3208 
" ... if you cut that line, we die!" state troopers patrolled at all times W. Lalte #83, Minneapolis, MN 55416. 

When the fire ladder retreated~ both preventing food, water or supplies To voice your opposition, contact 
crosSed the traverse safely to the cot- from reaching the activists. jesse "The Governor" Ventura at (612) 
tonwood to join the five· others, only On the following morning, the sit- 296-3391; MnDOT Commissioner · 
to see a cherrypicker carrying a man ters salvaged the remnants of the . Elwin Tinklenberg at (612) 297-1.467, 
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. BY HEArn HANsENS 
FBI and Grand Jury harassment of Ancient Forest Rescue (AFR) immediately 

followed the October 18,·1998 Vail arson. With activists in the area at the time of 
the fires, AFR was a prime targt!t for the feds. The FBI phoned the family of an AFR 
activist the day after the fires to inquire about his whereabouts. Consistent 
harassment of students in Colorado followed as the FBI interviewed neighbors, 
roommates and professors. · 

Grand Jury subpoenas started last winter in an attempt to gather information. 
Several young activists were coerced into talking under the threat of civil contempt 
charges and possible incarceration. Harassment continued through the spring and 
into. the summer with the FBI calling and knocking on people's doors. AFR 
vehemently announced that this investigation was politically motivated and was 
an attempt to disrupt the activities of radical activists in Colorado. 

Fueled by the intt:nse media attention that the arson garnered, the Grand 
Jury issued several new subpoenas in September; AFR activists were dragged 
in front of the Grand Jury in an attempt to coerce names of others from them. 
The federal prosecutor ran into a stone wall by the name of Kirsten Atkins, 
who wottld not cooperate with the proceedings. With one kick-ass lawyer, 
David Lan~, Atkins refused to give any names. This brave example set the tone 

· for other activists who accounted for their own whereabouts in Vail but did 
not give names or accounts of others. 

Standing strong and unified on our right to freedom of association protected by 
the First Amendment, several other AFR organizers went before the Grand jury and 
refused to testify about other activists. With legal support from the Colorado 
Criminal Lawyers Association, AFR made a strong stand for the First. 

With four people facing contempt hearings the week ofNovember 15, AFR 
activists were preparing for jail support. 

Five other activists were subpoenaed for that same week. They were 
prepared to stand up against the Grand jury's McCarthy-like tactics and 
refuse to cooperate. The new subpoenas were issued without immunity 
hearings and the activists used their Fifth Amendment right against self
incrimination to refuse to answer questions. 

BY Fooo NoT BoMBs 
Sis ~r Bernie Galvin and two other members and 

suppL rters of Religious Witness with Homeless People 
participated in a hunger strike for justice and compas
sion in the United Nations Plaza in San Francisco for 
12 days from November 8-19. 

At the beginning of the hunger strike on November 
8, Sister Bernie issued the following statement: 

'Rescue TH.WAR.Ts GRANO 
ro SflACKLr:-Acnvrsrs 

Strong resistance to the questioning that the federal prosecutors were pursu
ing, coupled with intense media organizing on the part of AFR activists, caused 
the feds to back dowrt. On November 17 Assistant Federal Prosecutor Kenneth 

·Buck told the four uncooperative activists that he did not intend to file 
! contempt . charges against them. He announced this after the morning's 
~ hearings. His reasoning was that he did not feel that we had any relevant 
~ information to the case. Well, it's about damn time; it took him six months and 
~ 12 subpoenas to figure out what he could have read in the .newspaper. 
~ . Maybe it was the 100 people gathered outside of the Federal Building that helped 
~ Mr. Buck decide. With wide support from the environmental and animal rights 
~ movements, AFR and the Rocky Mountain Peace and Justice Center organized a 
" rally to support the activists at risk of incarceration. This visible demonstration of 

support along with write-in and phone-in campaigns applied significant pressure 
to the federal prosecutors office. AFR has maintained a steady presence with the 
press presenting the Grand Jury as a political witch hunt. 

Fear of victory in the contempt hearing may have also contributed to the 
prosecutor's decision not to file charges. If 'our lawyers had argued that AFR's 
membership list and the list ofpeople at a meeting were protected by our First 
Amendment Rights (Freedom of Association and Assembly) the decision would 
have been monumental. Without the ability to question you about your friends 
and associates, the power of the Grand Jury would be greatly limited. This Grand 
Jury made a serious attempt to map the radical environmental movement all over 
the country. With a rufing based on the First Amendment that would no longer be 
possible. By refusing to file charges against us the prosecutors office is not taking 
any chances at weakening the Grand Jury's future ability to gather information 
about radical movements. 

Several of the questions asked by the Grand Jury were about people from other 
parts of the country. Of particular interest were activists from Vermont and Oregon. 
The prosecutors are also attempting to link the Vail fire with other recent ALF and 
ELF targets in Wyoming, Denver and Medford, Oregon._We feel questions about 
other areas and people was an attempt to probe the connect~ons in the environ-
wental community around the country. . 

The fight is not over! Four more witnesses appeared before the Grand Jury on 
November 19. One student activist has been told that she has material evidence. 
She will be returning to testify again on December 6. The movement needs to turn 
up the heat on the Grand Jury. 'Continuing to force activists to appear is costing us 
valuable time and money over bullshit!. 

The Grand Jury has hinted that they have suspects connected to the enviro/ 
animal liberation movements. We still need help! With indictments coming out 

- -
we need to prepare for some serious support. The people that they were asking 
about did not bum down Vail. Funds and organizers will be needed at short notice. 
If you want anymore information, contact Crested Butte AFR at (970)349-1005; 
kirstenis@yahoo.com: · 

We :would like to give special thanks to Carlotta Exotica and Peg Millet for 
coming through with direct support for the rally. Also to all of the bad-ass 
lawyers that represented everybody pro bono! 

by anyone else. ·During t;his fast I will consume 
juice only, in order to maintain .enough strength to 
continue my ministry with homeless people. I 
have invited other religious leaders and commu
nity members to join in this pl,lblic fast to the 
extent to which their circumstances permit. We 
will be on the steps of City Hall in a silent prayer 
vigil Monday through Friday, 12 noon to 1 p.m., 
for as many days as Mayor Brown's orders for the 
arrests remain. 

The hunger strike ended when the city halted the 
arrests of FNB volunteers, pending the outcome of 

~ negotiations between FNB and the city to allow the 
" s serving of food in UN Plaza to continue. "Religious 
~ . 

Witness was instrumental in bringing.about these ~ . . 

~ negotiations. We sincerely hope and pray that the 
i! two parties are successful in their effort so that the 
~ . 

needs of hungry, poor people can be m~t," said Sarah 

Over the past three years Food Not Bombs (FNB) has 
served hot, nutritious vegetarian soup and bread to a 
large gathering of homeless people in United Nations 
Plaza, and I have witnessed the gracious, respectful and 
peaceful manner in which they have done so. Three 
weeks ago, in betrayal of his 1995 campaign promise to 
FNB to allow that serving, Mayor Willie Browri ordered 
his police force to begin arresting anyone serving food 
to homeless people in UN Plaza. Since that order, 13 
members or volunteers of FNB, including myself, have 
been arrested and~ ailed. In all my life I have never seen 
anything so meanspirited as SF police officers moving 
in and taking several five-gallon buckets of hot soup 
and dozens of loaves of bread away from the hungry, 
homeless people lined up for that evening meal. How 
utterly heartless of Mayor Brown to order his police 
force to confiscate food compassionately prepared for 
poor people right in front of their very eyes and to haul 
if off and dump it! · 

Members of the . SF police force have committed 
themselves to serve and protect the community 
from real crime and danger; how unfair of Mayor 
Brown to put his police officers in, what is undoubt
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Sister Bernie is arrested by San Francisco cops. 

edly for most of them, such; a painful moral di
lemma. On November 1, I was arrested for serVing 
food in UN Plaza and held in jail for 24 hours. I will 
return to UN Plaza and serve food as many times as 
is necessary, risking arrest, in protest to Mayor 
Brown's cruel orders to his police force to arrest 
those of us trying to alleviate the suffering of poor 
people. Furthermore, on Monday, November 8, I 
will begin a personal hunger strike which will last 
until Mayor Brown revokes his order to h~s police 
force to deny homeless people access to the soup 
and bread prepared for them by Food Not Bombs or 

Gooze, staff person of Religious Witness. 
Father Louis Vitale, who, along with Sister Bernie 

and Herman Gallegos, fasted the entire 12 days on 
juice and water only, commented: "Franciscans have 
had a long heritage-Qver 100years of feeding people 
in this neighborhood. We were appalled that food 
was taken from the poor and people arrested for 
serving the poor. We have fasted and risked arrest, 
and now we are very pleased that a new compassion 
allows the feeding to continue." 

For more information contact San Francisco 
. Food Not Bombs; POB 40485; San Francisco, Cali
fornia 94140; (415) 675-9928; sffnb@iww.org; 
www.foodnotbombs.org. · 



MARINE PRoTECTED AREAs-A HUMAN-CENTRIC CoNCEPT 

BY DAVID ORTON 

The proposal to establish Marine Protected Areas 
(MPAs), made by the Canadian Department of Fisher- · 
ies and Oceans (DFO) under the 1996 Oceans Act, 
needs to apply deep ecology to an actual environmen
tal issue. The literature that I have seen on MPAs seems 
to appeal to human economic self-interest, such as 

• how fishers can benefit. Yet fishers seem to feel that 
they have some proprietary lock on the oceans from 
which the public is excluded. It seems a stupid strategy 
to try and mollify fishers while trying to establish 
MPAs. In order to create fully protected, extensive 
ocean sanctuaries that are not undercut by 
fishing or fossil fuel interests, there must be 
a new social base, including more than 
just fisher people. Conservationmustraise 
an all-species perspective and oppose 
anthropocentrism. The primary issue in 
any MPA discussion should be philosophi
cal, trying to change how humans look at 
the oceans and their life forms. · 

Choices in life are driven by philosophy, al
though few of us think about how our actions and 
philosophies . are 'related. Those who support deep 
ecology believe that there has to be a fundamental 
change in consciousness of how humans relate to the 
natural world. This requires a change from an anthro
pocentric to an ecocentric perspective-seeing hu
mans as a species with no superior status. All other 
species have a right to exist, irrespective of their 
usefulness to the human species. Humans cannot 
presume dominance over · all non-human species of 
life and see nature as a resource for our utilization. We 
have to extend the ethical circle outwards, toward the 
oceans and the Earth. All life is one. 

The true conservationist, or Earth-citizen, must 
be prepared to oppose his/her own self-interest for 
the benefit of other creatures and their habitats. 
The justification for MPAs should not be one of 
self-interest. Protection of marine areas should not 

De base(fon WlliCh (human) Stakeholders shout the 
loudest in opposition. A fundamental question 
about MPAs is whether to appeal to economic 
interests or to riseabove this, by promoting overall 
ecological and social interests. 

A Marine Protected Area must mean full ecological 
protection from human exploitive interestS, other
wise the term itself becomes debased. Degrees of 
restriction of the human use of an oceans area could 
be encompassed using another term such as Marine 
Regulated Area rather than using, and debasing, the 
term "protected area." .. 

According to the Oceans Act, MPAs rest on an 
assertion of ownership over the internal waters, the 
territorial sea and the exclusive economic zone. In a 
press release dated December 19, 1996, the federal · 
fishing minister said the passage of the Oceans Act 
"reaffirms Canada's sovereign ocean rights ... " Sup
porters of deep ecology believe no one can own the 
Earth, whether from a state, individual or collective 

point of view. Asserted ownership is ultimately a 
convenient social fiction deriving from a human soci
ety bent on enforcing a claim of comrol over other 
creatures and the Earth itself. 

The Oceans Act · is not based on. deep ecology. 
According to this act the Canada's Ocean Manage
ment Strategy (of which MPAs are a part) is to be based 
on support for the principles of sustainable develop
ment. This concept, which sanctifies continuous 
economic growth and consumerism, should .not be 
accepted. We need to drastically scale back economic 
growth and consumerism not expand it. Mathis 
Wackernagel and William Rees, in their 1996 book Our 

Ecological Footprint, though presenting quite a 
human-centered perspective, point out that 

to live sustainably, we must ensure "that we 
use the esse1,1tial products and processes of 
nature no more quickly than they can be 
renewed and that we discharge wastes no 

more quickly than they can be absorbed." 
Moreover, they point out that if everyone on 

how we think about MPAs. I support protecting 
marine areas, but free of human exploitation. MPAs 
need to become a reflection of ecocentric thinking. 
The question is: Will MPAs be the beginning of a 
new ecological way of preservation or a subterfuge 
for the continued industrial exploitation of the 
oceans using greenwashing? 

A step in choosing marine areas to protect is to assess 
all the stakeholders. Humans are one group-those 
with a direct economic interest being only a sub
group. After all, the term protected area implies pro
tection from humans. The other . stakeholders, who 
usually remain voiceless at meetings, are the marine 
animals, plants and other organisms. Their interests 
have to be given. more weight than human concerns. 

MPAs cannot be just minor set-asides. We cannot 
have dead zortes between them. MPAs are not about 
creating wildlife reservations, because the nature of 
om society influences life inside these areas. Wider 
phenomena, like global warming, do riot stop at MPA 
boundaries. Therefore a new, global, marine Vision is 
necessary. Why don't we set aside oceans giving them . 
protected status and then have workshops and meet-

Earth had the average Canadian or American 
lifestyle, then three planets would be needed for 

a sustainable lifestyle for the world's population. 
The Oceans Act.uses the word "resource" to cover 

non-human creatures living in the oceans. The auto
matic assumption that nature is a resource for corpo
rate and human use is an indication of our total 
alienation from the natural world. It implies a human
centered, utilitarian world view and that humans are 
somehow the pinnacle of evolution. 

, ings about which small areas should be opened up for 
human. exploitation, of course, sustainably? · 

David Orton is coordinator of the ·Green Web environ
mental research group. He lives on an old hill farm in Nova 
Scotia, Canada and engages in developing the left biocen
tric tendency in deep ecology. Contact the Green Web, R. 
R. # 3 Saltsprings, NS BOK lPO, Canada; 
greenweb@{ox.nstn.ca; www.fox.nstn.ca//"green web. 

The word" stakeholder" means anyone interested in 
MPAs, lumping together those who want to exploit 
the oceans with people who have ecological and social 
interests. It makes no distinction between, say, in
shore fishers who have a long term personal commit
ment to living off of the oceans and oil and gas 
companies who pack up and move whenever richer 
fields are found. The concept seems to imply that out 
of the various competing interests, a lowest common 
denominator, general good will emerge. \]ltimately, 
we are all stakeholders in a planetary well-being sense, 
yet non-human stakeholders are not considered. In 
terms of MPAs, who has more at stake than the seals, 
the fish and the algae? 

The Oceans Act says that its legislation upholds 
existing treaty rights of aboriginal peoples as out
lined in the Constitution Act of 1982, under sec~ 
tion 35. Translated, this means that a MPA can be 
subject to exploitation by aboriginal peoples. This 
puts ecology subordinate to human society. 

The DFO seems to have replaced Parks Canada as · 
the leading federal agency in marine protectiori, 
yet it has been intimately concerned with promot
ing corporate exploitive interests in fisheries poli
cies. Put another way, the DFO does not question 
the assumption that marine ecology should serve 
the industrial capitalist economy. For Parks Canada; 

·maintenance of ecological integrity was consid
ered the first priority in park zoning and visitor use. 
· The nature of our capitalist society influences · 

TRANS-ISRAEL HIGHWAY 
calling on the government to study 
the feasibility of the road using non
governmental independent experts. 

even at this late stage. A majority of 
the public is against it, as are nearly 
all of Israel's transportation and plan
ning experts. The road is also threat
ening Israel's Palestinian Arab villages 
that lie in its path. What is necessary 
is public support. Here's what you 
can do to help: 

.~ . continued from front page 
They were released on their own recog
nizance an hour later. On November.16 
two more activists were arrested for · 
chaining themselves to bulldozers. They 

. were brought before a judge and re
leased after promising to not perform 
civil disobedience .at the construction 
site. All of those arrested reported being ·· 
threatened with physical harm by the 
officials of <EDerech Eretz, the com
pany responsible for building the rbad, . 
and other independent conn:actors. 

Opposition to the toad goes on 
Environmental organizations have 

been moving into high gear, attempt
ing a last-ditch effort to stop the 
road. The activist groups, building 
on the experience of groups like Road 
Alert (UK) and Earth First!, under-

stand that radical resistance is the 
only effective mechanism for mobiliz
ing a different tran'sportation policy. 
It seems that the .Society for the Pro
tection of_ Nature in Israel (SPNI) and 
other groups are .in agreement; they 
have tried very hard to help. 

A number of groups and individuals 
visit the protest tent daily. These have 
included a Peace Now youth group, a 
commune from HaShomer HaTzair, 
and most exciting, all the kibbutz kids 
aged six-11 from Nachshonim, the 
town most affected by the highway . . 
Eran Shadar (Subaru) pretended to be a 
representative of the highway people 
and tried to convince the kiddies to 
support the road. They were unim
pressed. One said, "The road will 
threaten my dog." Another said, 

. "Where will we go to be outside?" 
Others talked about the awful noise 
arid smell of the cars. They promised to 
talk to their families about the road. 

The SPNI blanketed the country with 
posters that denounced the highway 
and called on the public to register its 
opposition. Green Course has started to 
demonstrate outside the Knesset, the 
Israeli Senate, each day. The youth 
movements of the SPNI organized a 
demonstration against the road at the 
.construction site. ·Members of Knesset 
(MI<s) have promised to sho~ up at the 
protest camp to support the green cam
paigners. Environment Minister Dalia · . We need your help 
Itzik, along with six other ministers Experiencefromothercountriesleads 
and 57 MKs, have signed a petition ustobeliev~thattheroadcanbestopped, 

Gome to the protest encampment for 
an hour, day or week. Bring food, Regis
ter to participate in nonviolent civil 
disobedience on a specific day as soon 
as possible. Do what you can to get 
other organizations, political parties and 
public figures to join the struggle. 

To help send mo~ey to Green Ac
tion, POB 4611, Tel-Aviv, Isreal; (972) 

· 3-516-2349; greenman@shani.net; 
www.greenaction.org.il. Now is the 
time to save the land of Israel and her 

· people from the devastation planned 
by the contractors and real estate devel
opers of the <EDerech Eretz consor
tium. Help us in our time of need! 
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continued from page 3 
Dear SFB, 

Hi. There is no Earth First! where I live, 
although Manitoba has a group. I think 
there is a major uphill battle for environ
mentalism in Canada since so much of the 
economy is based on natural resources-min
ing, logging, fishing etc... so much of the 
obvious is ignored until it is too late
collapsed east coast cod fishery, now the 
west coast salmon fishery ... So people come 
up with something else to plunder. It creates 
jobs! It makes money so -everyone cheers! 
With more money to shop at Walmart and 
buy new trucks! Herein Saskatchewan where 
the only industry seems to be farming is in 
a mess. The only farmers doing well are 
organic chemical free farmers! 
Hmmmm, what a concept-but do 
the majority follow suit? No, they sign 
contracts with Monsanto! 

Anyway, right now an issue is in 
the hands with the fed- _~:· 

eral government-the ~-?"""'- · •:'" ~ .> 
sale of water-not just - ·
bottled water but bulk water! Some 
business guy in Newfoundland found a 
pristine-lake and wants to take the 
water out and sell it! So the government 
must decide if this is legal, if they should 
allow it etc ... The free trade agreement 
did not protect water, and if the MAl 
ever goes through look out-foreign 
investors could pop up all over 
Canada buying lakes and drain
ing them for export and profits 
believing they aren't do-
ing any harm ... Poor 
countries that really do 
need water will not be 
able to afford it. It 
makes me furious. I wish I could do some-
thing ... 

Another thing, Canada accepts old pluto
nium from the United States and Russia's 

"nuclear weapons that are being dismantled. 
Grrrr, go to any Canadian city and you will 
find some dinky sign "this is a nuclear free 
zone" meanwhile uranium and plutonium 
is being carted all over the place in trucks, 
trains, ships ... if there is ever an accident ... It 
annoys me that Canada is so weak. 

Weyerhaeuser took over MacMillan 
. Bloedel in Canada this June. Aaaaaaaah! 
MacBlo had "promised" it would stop 
clearcutting (but proceeded to hack away a 
huge amount of qld-growth rainforest in 
BC) and signed an agreement with the Sierra 
Club, Green peace and local tribes to set up 
a sustainable logging program in Clayaquot 
Sound! Sounded nice, but now 
Weyerhaeuser has it's hands on it! rant rant 
rant-I do admire Earth First! greatly and 
wish I could be more involved, out for now, 
keep up the good work! 

-HEATHER 

Dear SFB, 
I'm reading your latest and decided I 

must write you. 
It'ssaid that the only thing wrong with 

Woodstock (1969) was that the people 
went home. I take that to mean corporate 
culture! If you witnessed Woodstock back . 
in 1999 in Bethel, New York, you'd say 
that's really right on. 

It's also been said that the only thing 
wrong with Earth First! is that it has consti
pation of the imagination. That's certainly 
true in these parts. 

Defense of Mother Earth is in the defen
sive. If the Earth is really first, then it meC;lnS 
offensive. Taking back the culture from the 
greed-insanity -ridden power freaks like Clin
ton 'n Bush. Who remembers Savings and 
Loads ... the S&L scandal... So now it's rack
eteers. Some choice, eh? 

But back to the offensive of taking the 
culture back, the human/natural condition 
away from the WTO, the trilateral commis
sion, NASA and her nukes in space, e.g. 
science is the product etc. Think hard. Think 
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economics with spirituality values, e.g. green 
values. Think breaking dependency on 
necessity(s) from corporations. Green groups 
on land trusts or co-ops in every town and 
village ... world wide ... ali focused on break
ing dependencies on corporations. Millions 
of such groups then you. "pie" oll.ly for 
Saturday evening entertainment. 

Offensive anyone? Let's get real! 
-BRUCE SHEARER 

Dear SFB, 
Early Friday (10/22/99) I went to the 

Adorni Center in Eureka, Humboldt County, 
to peacefully express my concerns with the 
lifting of international trade tariffs, among 
other issues-. I see the Trade, Investment and · 
Tourism Conference, which was being held 
there that day, as a prelude to the WTO's 

agenda, which aims to abolish most tar-
.;;:-:,.. iff "and non-tariff" trade barriers 
~ . for all WTO member 

--~····· ··· · · ~}£ ~ .~/ countries to boost global I -...- exports, at the expense of 
labor, consumer, and environmental 
organizations. We stood on the pub
lic side walk, a one lane road and 
another wide sidewalk away from the 
building. Eureka police suddenly or
dered us to move. I know of my right 
to peacefully assemble and express my 
opinion. When I asked for an explana

tion, the police officer grabbed my 
wrists. Shocked I requested he 

. let me leave immediately , as I 
did not want a confrontation. I 

was arrested for "obstructing 
justice", handcuffed, 

booked, fingerprinted, 
photographed, 
searched, incarcerated at 

the county jail The first 24 hours I spend 
locked up in a maximum security holding 
cell, without breaks. I was then transferred 
to a solitary confinement in a small cold cell 
without outward looking windows, 20-
minute breaks per day to use the phone and 
shower, loud noise outside the cell until 
midnight, woken with a "show your wrist
band!" yell at 6 a.m. The lights were on day 
and night. Finally, Monday afternoon they 
released me. Clearly they had no case against 
me, and the ridirulous charges were dropped. 
Ten other people were also arrested in simi
lar circumstances. A key characteristic of a 
police state is that the police punish with
out judicial process as a means to instill fear 
through intimidation. The arbitrary arrest 
and harsh punishment was clearly politi
cally motivated, as non-opinionated resi
dents were allowed to stroll through the 
area -unhindered. What kind of Country is 
this becoming? 

DearSFB, 

-MICHAEL VAN BROCKHOVEN 
HUMBOLDT No-To-WTO COALITION 

There are some in society and govern
ment who think it would be "foolish" to .. 
release wolves in the state of West Virginia. 
There are some that have no roads or towns 
within a 192-square-mile area, except log
ging roads, which are not on any of my 
maps. To prevent inbreeding, they would 
have to be relocated from different areas of 
Canada and the us: After a time, certain 
members of the pack could be taken and 
relocated to other established pack areas. 
Such as, some members of pack 1 in the 
Cranberry Glades Wilderness area could be 
relocated to pack 2 in the Dolly Sodds Wil
derness area, etc. 

It is imperative that any wolves re
leased do not come from packs associ
ated with humans, even animals kept in 
large outdoor enclosures. These animals 
are fed by.having meat thrown at them 
by humans. This associates food with hu-

. mans. They smell human scent on the 
food. Also, they cannot feed meat from 
livestock. I do believe it is possible to rein
troduce wolves in the state of West Vir-

ginia, but only in the "wilder" areas. 
When I was younger it was nearly im
possible to see raptors here. Now it is 
fairly common. In the spring of 1998, I , 
witnessed the flight of a golden eagle in 
Greenbrier County. This is something I 
thought I'd never see. Maybe, if we put 
aside our fears, paranoias, and greed, 
just maybe, our children may witness 
wolves in our state. 

-IVAN CALES 

Dear SFB, 
I feel like I have been out of touch with 

things after reading a few issues of the' EF!J. 
Since I'm locked up in a state hotel for the 
last four years, I have been closed to what is 
really going on. So thank you for showing 
me what I have not been seeing or hearing. 
I wish I was out so I could join others in what 
is right but I am giving my support from 
behind some fences and barbed wire. There 
isn't many people where I am at who 
view their feelings or show any kind of 
support because they're caught up in their 
world that has been created around my
self and others. I try not to let this place 
control my thoughts or visions of what I 
love and miss. I love to walk through mother 
earth's gardens and enjoy the treasures she 
has given us. I don't get that pleasure from 
where I'm at but thoughts and pictures in 
my mind bring a little peace to my daily 
life. It was my own choices to why I'm 
sitting wht;re I am at, because I let myself 
get caught up in society's corruption with 
drugs and money and pushed what I 
truly love and care about in the back of 
my head and heart. I've let myself shed 
that corruption. I can realize what I truly 
love and that's freedom that comes with 
feeling the love from the Mother Earth's 
many gifts. She has a great power that I 
want to get back in touch with, but itis 
sad to see it slowly vanishing because of 
people's stupidity and greed. 

I wish there was more that I could do 
and hope to be among the others out 
there in a few years to fight for what has 
given us so much and that is life. I love 
you, Mother Earth, for what you have 
given me and many others. Please print 
my name and address so hopefully I can 
receive some contact from people who 
wouldn't mind sharing their thoughts 
with me and who are not brainwashed 
by society's stupidity. 

-MATTHEW CONRAD, #8908867 
777 STANTON BLVD., ONTARIO, OR 97914 

Dear SFB, 
Hey now! I was recently able to 

get my grubbies on a copy of Earth 
First! At another facility and was 
reignited after some time of inac
tion; spiritual as well as physical. 
The boys here at Colorado DOC 
then jerked me over to a whole 
new facility where there is no 
library or access to the Journal. If 
you could please send me a sub
scription with the promise of · 
future donations once I become 
a bit more solvent. That would 
be greatly appreciated 

Also I'm puttingtogether a sort 
of index of rainforest defense and 
natural living structure to help 
educate myself and others who 
would rather stand up and be 
accounted for in our mother's 
great fight. Any schematics 
y'all or the readers can pro
vide would be much appre
Ciated: Also, I am a bit out 
of touch in general, and contact is sorely 
missed, missives of triumph, struggle, or 
greetings would be w.ell received. Stand 
for what you stand qn! 

-B. LINDEY DAVIS D.O.C. 
#997SOSTERLING CoRRECTIONAL FACILITY 

POB 6000 S;rERLING, co 80751 

s 
Dear Comrades, 

Receive warm greetings from your broth
ers and sisters in Island. Our Communica
tion Commission (CC) was glad to read the 
article·on Vieques recently included in EF! 
Thanks for keeping hundreds of activists, 
students, and· subscribers to EF informed on 
this particular issue. With this letter we are 
including a Press Release that clearly states 
our position. Please if you want to keep a 
copy for your records after using the PR 
photocopy this. one and completely destroy 
the original. Revolucionariamente, 

For the last -one hundred years, the United 
States Government has vilely manipulated the 
Puerto Rican people, turning our territory into a 
bastion of war and a gigantic base for military 
operations. Its purpose has not been, as they 
would lead us to believe, to have an appropriate 
place for their military training, and thus exer
cise the misleading policy of common defense 
with which all the political parties that have 
performed as the colony administrators have 
been enticed. No one could ever forget the end
less list of aggressions directed towards our 
fellow nations such as the Dominican Re
public, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Cuba, 
Granada, and Guatemala that have been 
launched from our territory. Just the same, 
they have forced, and still force us, to keep 
their strategic forces on our land, supposedly 
in order to fight the narco traffic. No Latin 
American brother or sister should forget that 
for many decades the US government has 
utilized our territory for installing as well as 
supporting fascist regimes all over our Latin 
America whenever they have found it conve
nient. 

The Puerto Rican people have demanded for 
decades the retreat of their military training and 
the suspension of the constant bombardment 
our people ofVieques have been subject to. In too 
many instances we have been victims of their 
bombs, abuses, and assassinations, as it re
cently happened when a civilian got killed by the 
bombs thrown by their fighter bombers. The 
extremity of these abuses arise when they offer 
to rent our is landfor money as they advertise on 
different international organisms dedicated to 
warfare presenting our land as a paradise for 
training and bombing. 

The last 15 July the US Navy secretary, 
Richard Danzig, let all the Puerto Rican people 
and authorities know that, according to him

eself, the utilization of our island of Vieques 
appears to be irreplaceable and indispensable 
for the yanquis military force, and that they 
are getting prepared for the restoration of the 
bombing over Vieques with live ammunition. 
All this, without any listening to our people 

who, unanimously, from all the different 
political tendencies ' have joined to

gether to state that Enough is 
· Enough!, that we all agree that 

it has been enough abuse again.St 
our Puerto Rican people in general 

and against the ten thousand citizens 
of the municipality ofVieques in particu

lar. 
For the first time in our History those 

sectors of the population who have tradition
ally supported the US Navy ()Ccupation of 
this island as well as the ceaseless bombard
ment, have seen the light and joined their 
voices to those who have always fought the 
arbitrary use of our territory as a military 

base, in order to demand the retreat of 
the Navy from Vieques. The 
Macheteros totally support the 
expressions of determination 

which reflects the eagerness 
of those of us who for de
cades have struggled for the 
retreat of the said forces, 

not only from Vieques but from all of our 
Puerto Rico. 

The Macheteros warn the military policy of 
the yanqui's Pentagon thatiftheywere to restore 
the use of Vieques for their practices on target 
shooting, we will energetically respond. They 
must not be mistaken and underestimate not 
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pressed by the representative's of the Vieque's 
community-Dona Alba Encarnacion, Mr. 
Carlos Ventura, Carlos Zenon, Ismael 
Guadalupe, Roberto Rabin, and many others 
who have publicly spoke against responding 
with the same violence that the US Navy applies 
over Vieques. So far we have respected this 
initiative originated inside the community. How
ever, if the US Navy policy is that of Of!Ce more 
attacking our Isla Nena, turning jt into a shoot
ing target, and continue to seriouSly harm not 
only the population as a whole, but also the 
fishermen and the environment, the Macheteros 
will respond with the strength that it re
quires, wherever it may be required. Do not 
force us to do it! Viva Puerto Rico Libre. 
Hasta Ia Victoria Siempre! 

Dear SFB, 
ThetownofTownsend, Tennessee, which 

borders the Great Smoky Mountains is cur
rently beginning a major road 
project. The town of Townsend, 
which has always prided itself on 
being the "Quiet Side of the 
Smokies," has with little or no 
fight-given in to a handful 
of businesses which want to 
increase traffic, increase tour
ism, and of course, increase rev
enue. A few long-term residents have 
opposed this project, but because 
most of them are struggling farmers 
with little political clout, their oppo
sition has been ignored. 

So far, the existing two-way roadway 
leading into the Great Smoky Mountain 
National Park (through 
Townsend) has been rerouted 
to allow for completely level- . 
ing beautiful hills and small 
mountains, clear cutting all 
trees that lie in the path of the 
new roadwa and excavation 
of"aft' areas surroundliig'the 
planned project. I has been 
reported (in the Knoxville News Sentinel news
paper) that some of the areas being exca
vated are sacred to the nearby Cherokee 
Indians. And archaeological teams from the 
UniversityofTennesseearefranticallywork
ing to recover artifacts and other Indian 
relics before it's too late. 

I'm contacting you because of the arro
gance of the small group of council mem
bers that refuse to acknowledge that many 
local people simply do not want this 
project. It should be noted that most of 
these council people are also local busi
ness owners who would profit directly 
from this project. The Great Smoky Moun
tains are truly a national treasure-with 
some of the most diverse plant and animal 
life in the entire US. Much of it has already 
been damaged by careless development 
and unplanned growth near and around 
the park. Many of the peopJe in this area 
struggle to make a living, so· they don't 
have the resources to influence the politi
cians or have much of a say in what is 
happening in their community. A group 
like Earth First! Has resources to-at the 
very least-be heard by these elected idi
ots. Is there anything that can. be done? 

Sincerely and respectfully, 
-RIK LANEY 

DearSFB, 
It occurs to me L should subscribe to 

your magazine and not-be a free loader all 
the time. Thanks for the call telling me 
you're going to use "Starting Over" · on 
the cover of your magazine. I'll be look
ing forward to that issue! 

I hope I can someday do more to help out _ 
your cause. Some issues are so complicated 
it'sdifficulttoknowwhat'sreallytrue-and 
in some what may be accepted as the best 
way, really isn't. As an example (and I don't 
know how your organization feels about 
this) : I have. had years of experience 
running an irrigated ranch and also head-

ing an irrigation company. Well, contrary 
to what most believe, sprinkler irrigation 
wastes far more water than flood irriga
tion. I have written articles on this trying 
to get rid of government installation of 
sprinklers (articles were published) but 
haven't had any luck. 

Where sprinklers are used the surface of -
waters exposed to evaporation is multi
plied roughly 1,000 times. And although 
flood irrigation appears to waste water, 
that water actually goes into the aquifer, 
comes out somewhere as springs and isn't 
wasted at all. I mention the above just as 
. an ·example. But I realize your magazine 
takes a more direct way to deal with prob
lems, and often that's the only way. And 
thanks for your courage. · 

Sincerely, 
-BILL 0HRMANN 

Dear Earth First! 
Thank you so much for the free 
sample. I just wanted to enlighten 

- you on Darwinian Theory, which 
is as "silly" as the articles you've 

highlighted in Vol. 20 No 1. 
Quote, "Darwinian theories reinforced 

beliefs that spedes survival was more 
important than individual fulfillment. 
Much as the sociaL Gospel used the 
parwinian idea of the survival of the 

wealth and privilege in American soci-
ety, scientific defenders of patriarchy just 
find the definition of women through 
their maternal role and their exclusion 
from economic and educational oppor

tunities as serving the besfinterests 
of species survival,"(from Gerda 
Lerner, "The Creation of Patriar
chy"). This of course leads to 
sexism, racism and all the other 
isms of prejudices. I'd like to 
see more . eco-warriors rather 
than ego-warriors. 

By the way, womb-like envi
ronments in nature have existed for 2.5 
billion years, whereas the first penis ap
peared 200 million years ago. The later 
category winning 17 of 18 awards (in your 
Darwinian contest) for hideous, ridiculous 
and cocky pranks. 

Thanks again! Look forward to the 
next issue. 

-SHARON PUKIS 

Dear SFB, 
I recently had a chance to read your 

publication and appreciated being able 
to do so immensely. Yes, it was great to 
read something "real" for a change. 

Well. I am 26, p~rt Native American 
and on Death Row for a crime I didn't 
commit. I have very little contact 
with the outside world. Not 
only am I facing execution for 
someone else's action-but, liv• 
ing in a place where the "pow
ers that be" are beating and 
killing prisoners at will. 
Thankfully though nine of 
them were caught doing so 
in july and are currently "un
der investigation." Hopefully they 
won't get away with it ... again. 
Anyway, lam extremely interested . 
and quite concerned aboutall the 
issues in EF! and would very much 
entoy hearing from anyone who 
is the same. 

If you would publish this letter I 
would appreciate it greatly. Thank 
you and keep up the good fight! 

PS. If possible I would like 
to be placed on your 
mailing list~ 
-jACK SLINEY #905288 

UNION CoRRECTIONAL 
INSTITUTION 

U .C.I.-A1-P-1-1-10-S 
. POB 221, RAIFORD, FL 

32083 

Dear SFB, 
Our lives are saturated with commer

cial hype. Enter any building and you' re 
likely to hear a radio playing a mix of 
music and commercial chatter. Open . 
any newspaper or magazine and you'll 
see mostly advertising, sometimes in the 
form of promotions masquerading as 
news (like the latest Star Wars movie on 
the front page of some papers every 
day for a week). Mailboxes are filed 
with junk mail, junk messages 
clog the internet, bill-
boards dot the land- 'fit~i .... i;iillp-
scape and some 
businesses even want to 
launch their logos into orbit and 
make them a permanent part of 
the night sky. 

But marketing, advertising and 
public relations aren't just es
thetic nuisances. Together they 
make up an industry of manipu
lation that debases our culture, 
and we debase ourselves by ac
cepting its propaganda as 
part of our daily lives. This 
industry, the ultimate ex
pression -of corporate 
culture, encourages us 
to tolerate self
serving phoni
ness, to give in to 
our impulses, to 
be wasteful, and we accept this. More 
and more we ignore the moral implica
tions of what we do economically, 
whether at work or while shoppingi. We 
are becoming a nation of cynical mass
consumers, and such a nation will not 
be a democracy for long. 

If we end up as nothing more than 
"human resources," we'll have only our
selves to blame. Corporate tyranny would · 
own our souls. To prevent this disaster, 
we must reassert our moral awareness 
and reject the false, manipulative cul
ture of corporate advertising. Boycott
ing, activism and political action should 
all be part of this effort. 

Imagine a life without a constant in
formation pollution. No more inane 
catch phrases, robotic dialogues or mu
tated rock jungles, no more hysterical 
superficiality or status symbols subtly 
crafted to pl<)y on our insecurities. Hon
esty, civility and common sense would 
at last be able to make themselves heard 
over the noise of our. media, and genu
ine reform of our society would be a lot 
more likely to happen. 

So I think there is a lot of latent revul
sion out there in mainstream society 
just waiting to be tapped that could 

greatly strengthen . anti-corporate 
resistance overall. 

-PAN TROGLODYTES 

Dear Earth First! editor, 
The 2,000-hectare jatun Sacha · 

Biological Station, which is in the 
upper Napa River watershed in Ama
zonian Ecuador is under threat. The 
county works commissioner, Dr. 
Edison Chavez, is again .. . this is not 
the first time ... threatening to build 
a road, and now we have to spend 
money hiring lawyers to defend 
against him and press our own 
lawsuit against Mr. Chavez.jatun 
Sacha, which was named the sec
ond international Children's 
rainforest, houses some of the 

most species rich forest in 
i:he world. Studies have in
dicated extremely high 
levels of biodiversity for 
trees, birds, butterflies, 
fungi and other groups. 
We also have a very ac
tive community exten
sion program which in-

dudes reforestation, handicraft produc
tion and the direct sale of organically 
grown coffee and cacao. 

Mr. Ch,avez has a history of pulling 
this type of stunt with other conserva
tion groups in the region who have not 
had the resources nor the willingness to 
stand up to him. We will stand up to him 

by presenting a number of lawsuits 
against him to stop the road con
struction. His mode of operation is 

to go into communities, promise 
payment or gifts to gain support 

and ends up dividing the com
munities and putting them into 

internal conflict. He orga
nized a group of thugs to 

rebuild a road into one of 
- the Rincance ecotourism 

projects in the region, and 
they cut off one of the Rincancae 
representative's arms with a chain 
saw. Also through his contacts he 
was able to remove the National 
Park service employee, Franco 
Guiterrez, who was trying to op
pose this road construction, from 
his position in the Tena office. He 
also . organized a road construc

tion for wood removal 
and oil development in 
another reserve project 
dedicated to the reintro
duction · of animals 

taken from animal traffickers into a re
serve area of environmental impact stud
ies. A few hours later, the tractors canie 
in and opened a road through the middle 
of the forest, again in the most ecologi
cally sensitive part. 

We consider Mr. Chavez a criminal 
and are going to use all the resources at 
our defense to stop his criminal actions 
about nature and people in this region. 

Dear SFB, 

-jATUN SACHA FOUNDATION, 
CASILLA 17-12-867 

QuiTO, EcuADOR 

Suppose that we decide to accept that 
the premise set forth by Associated Con
tract Loggers is true; the USFS is being 
drawn into religion-based decision mak
ing by socio-political forces using 
"pseudo-science" to further deeply spiri-
tual agendas. · 

Note immediately that on the one hand, 
the single-minded pursuit of many is as 
spiritual (albeit demonical) as the pursuit 
of ecological wholeness, and on the other 
hand, science is widely held to be the 
religion of the majority of today's US 
citizens. This being the case, ACL is 
equally culpable by trying to force the 
USFS to endorse their gods and spiritual 
systems. 

P,. moment's thought will show that 
the notion that we can divorce our deep
est spiritual leanings from our public 
professions is a fiction. And this fiction 
is supported only be by ever-shifting 
common wisdom as to what is secular 
and what is sacred. 

The ACL seeks to enshrine one view of 
the common wisdom, that commerce 

_and manufacturing are secular, hence 
under the protection of government, 
while wildness and wholeness are spiri
tual, thus outside such protection. We, 
however, seek to bring forth a different 
view, that the Vox Populi is the arbiter of 
what concerns our government-and 

-further, that we are that voice. And since, 
by the grace of God, we have come be
yond the craving to carve our initials on 

· the face of our forests, have surpasses _ 
manipulative possessiveness to arrive at 
Deep Love for our beautiful Gaia, then 
that is the. appropriate stance for our 
government's agencies, serving as the ad
ministrators of The People's Will, to take. 

-EMILY SPRAGUE 
December-January -2000 Earth First! Page 27 
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ToWERS TUMBLE DoWN 
continued from front page · 

In an unprecedented action in the early morning hours 
of September 30, Pemon warriors downed one of the steel 

. towers that had been installed in the Gran Sabana. In the 
days that followed, four other towers were downed, two in 
the Imataca Forest and two more in the Gran Sabana. Each 

· tower is nearly 100 feet tall and costs $4 7,000 to construct. 
On October 1, the National Guard responded by sending 

200 guards to surround more than 500 indigenous protest
ers and warned them that if they did not disperse, more 
troops would be sent in. The Pemon held steadfast to their 
demand to meet with President Chavez, rejecting negotia
tions with the head of the National Guard for Bolivar State. 

During the week of protests, President Hugo Chavez had 
been on a European trip. Upon his return to Caracas, he 
held a press conference on matters of national interest. At 
the conference, the Associated Press reporter who had 
been advised by Amazon Watch of the growing conflict 
asked the completely unaware president about his views 
on the Pemon protests. At 11 p.m. that evening, a military 
envoy reached Pemon leaders and notified them that a 
high-level government delegation would be there by early 
afternoon the next day to meet. On October 5, the govern
ment delegation made up of the country's Minister of 
Defense along with the Minister of Environment, the head 
of the National Guard, the President of CVG and the 
Minister of Mines and Energy arrived in Santa Elena (near 
the Brazilian border). 

The Pemon rejected. talks with the delegation, insisting 
that they would only negotiate with President Chavez. The 
government delegation made a pledge to suspend all con
struction in the Gran Sabana until the land rights issues 
were resolved. Eventually, the Pemon reluctantly accepted 
this pledge and agreed to not down more power lines as long 
as construction was suspended. However, they continue to 
demand a meeting with President Chavez began to bold on
going round table talks with indigenous leaders. 

On October 7, reports surfaced in the lmataca commu
nities that CVG contractors and subsidiaries had at
tempted to bribe at least two communities with offers of 
money (one offer was a cash bribe of $16,000), food (bags 
of rice with the logo of the construction contractor 
subsi(iiary) and sporting goods in exchange for damages 
done to the power line. This action was strongly de
nounced by the Pemon on who reaffirmed their opposi
tion saying, "With these actions, the corporations are 
attempting to buy the conscience of indigenous peoples 
of Imataca. Since the beginning, our demands have been 
clear: We do not want-Band-Aids and trinkets, what we 
want is title to our territories and the administration and 
management of our natural resources. We are tired ofthe 
governmentand company's lack of respect for us, who try 
to diminish our struggle and continue their 'business-as 
usual.'. Our territories are not for sale; they are not to be 
bought; they are to be respected." 

Following their denouncement, a military escort came •· 
and requested that Captain Juvencio Gomez, the chief of 
the Gran Sabana Pemon, come to the military base. That 
morning, a phone call came in from President Chavez who. 
pledgedhis commitment to help resolve the land conflict 
and committed to meet with Pemon leaders in the near 
future. The next day, Chavez left Venezuela for~- 23-day 
tour of Asia and Europe. For the time being, things aie at a 

Waterfall in Pemon ancestral homeland 

stand still, although there is some optimism that Venezuela's 
new president is perhaps more willing than his predecessors 
to address land rights for the country's indigenous peoples. 

The path ahead 
Venezuela's indige.nous peoples have faced fundamental 

challenges from Venezuela's weak land rights laws-laws 
which do not offer legal guarantees to their ancestral lands. 
That is now changing. In a historic process initiated by the 
populist President Chavez, a constitutional assembly was 
convened in August to write a new constitution that stamps 
out corruption and injustice. Three indigenous delegates 
chosen during a national indigenous congress, including 
Jose Luis Gonzales the Pemon President of the Indigenous 
Federation of Bolivar, participated in this process as part of 
a 131-member assembly. On November 11, the assembly 
concluded its deliberations .and gave final approval to a 
final draft of the new constitution that will be sent to the 
public for a referendum vote in mid-December. The pro
posed constitution includes an entire chapter on the rights 
of indigenous peoples in Venezuela. 

Nearly all of the articles that were drafted and proposed by 
the indigenous movement-including the right to receive 
title for land claimed by indigenous peoples-were ap
proved, signaling a major victory for peoples such as the 
Pem<;m. The struggle of the Pemon against the Guri power 
line has been a visible symbol of the indigenous rights 
movement in Venezuela and has no doubt contributed to 
the recent constitutional victory. 

There are still hurdles ahead. The Venezuelan public must 
approve the new constitution. Then there are many chal
lenges before land titles can be granted-a process which is 
likely to take years. First a process for settling land claims must 
be developed and then land claims reviewed and legalized. 

In the mean time, President Chavez still has a promise to 
fulfill to meet with Pemon leaders and to take measures to 
resolve the controversy surrounding the Guri power line. 
WhetherthePemonsucceedinstoppingtheprojectorwhether 
they re~eive legalrecognition anddecisions-making authority 
on future .development decision remains to be seen. Surely, 
the tide of globalization will spark additional ~aves. 
· Atossa Soltani is director of Amazon Watch. ·The Amazon 
Watch communications team has been supporting the struggle 
of indigenof:LS people in Venezuela by provi.ding midia outreach, 
fundraising and the transfer of much ·needed communications 
equipment. For more information and to support these efforts, 
contact Amazon Watch, 20110 Rockport Way, Malibu, CA 
90265; (310) 456-1340,· 456-0388 (fax); asoltani@igc.org; 
www.amazonwatch.org. 

HAMMERING A NUCLEAR LAB behave in a more morally responsible 
way, but it still treats the majority of 
people in the world with disrespect. continued from front page 

This judgment has enormous impli
cations for the future. Now there is an 
incredible opportunity to have a fully 
informed and rational debate about 

. nuclear weapons and enough informa
-tion around about how close we are to 
catastrophe. All activists like us can do 
is bring the issues into the light. It is for 
governments to complete our actions. 

At our trial, we were charged with 
criminal mischief and theft, but you 
can view our actions as crimes only if 
you look at the whole thing very su
perficially. If you break down the door. 
of a burning house to save the baby 
inside, that's not criminal damage to 
the door but an act of necessity to save 
the baby's life. I did not disarm the 
laboratory on a whim or in anger; I 
had tried everything else and there 
was no other reasonable legal alterna-

t~ve. We spent five months planning 
the action, making sure what we were 
doing was safe, accountable and non
violent. We also had to ensure our 
personal affairs were in order in case 
we ended up spending years in jail. 

I've been involved in campaigning 
since the early 70s when I read the first 
issue of The Ecologistwhich highlighted 

. global problems such as.nuclear weap
ons, destruction of the ozone layer 
and massive species loss. I was part of · 
a delegation that went to see Robin 
Cook before the Labour victory in 
1997. He promised he would do things 
and saidnexttime he saw us he would 
be in a bigger office. Well, he's got a 
bigger office, but he's done nothing. 

All the time, this government shames 
me. We don't have to earn our living 
by selling arms. I thought when Brit
ain gave up on colonialism, it would 

It's very important to have a dream, 
a vision for human beings to reach 
their full capabilities, to love and be 
loved. · I'm always full of hope that we 
will achieve this, and that is why I've 
ended up on trial so often. I was in
volved in the Snowball campaign, 
snipping wires at nuclear bases, and 
my action helped raise awareness of 
the Hawk jets bound for Indonesia. 
But I am not getting involved in any 
more direct action at the moment; it's 
time to support other Trident 
Ploughshares activists. Men as well as 
women ·are involved, and we have 
pledged to disable Britain's nuclear 
deterrent, to prevent it ever being used 
for the murder of innocent civilians. 

If the world is to survive, we have to 
get rid of nuclear weapons sooner or 
later. I hope it will be sooner. 
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People & Planet-Friendly Events 
----Ontario, Canada----
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Coaliti~n for a Green Economic Recovery, Thurs. Dec.16, 7:30p.m. 
Topic: t.b.a. Member's Lounge, Toronto City Hall, 100 Queen St. W. Free. 
Followed by an hour of the coalition's inspired networking! Contact 
Michael Berger at (416)782-4589 http://www.web.net/ecorecov. 

Organic Conference & Eco-Products Trades Show, Thurs. Jan 
27 -Sun. Jan. 30, 2000, Univ. of Guelph. Largest organic event in Canada. 
New, 4-day program; 35 speakers. -

Ontario Horticultural Crops Annual Conference & Trade Show, 
Wed. Feb. 16-17, 2000. In conjunction with Farmer's Markets Ontario 
networking symposium. Regal Constellation Hotel, 900 Dixon Rd., Toronto. 
$40/day. Call Kevin Schooley ( 613)258-8359; kschoole@omafra.gov.on.ca 

EF! · Organiz 
Winter Fiesta and 

February .10-13 

The EF! beach party you've all been 
corner (again). The only thing is that it's 
although there will be plenty of sand. This 
the mystically beautiful desert known as 
big hurry to pack up the beach ball, beca 
off-winter temperatures can dip to below 
daytime highs are in the 60s and lows in the 
will be having the Earth First! Organizers 

The whole show starts on Thursday, 
should show up beforehand to help work out the 
agenda.) The first official meeting will be at 7 p.m. 
continues Friday and Saturday until the afternoon of 
With WTO, Y2K, grand juries and the painful EF! Journal 
RRR in Colorado, we'll have a lot to talk about this year. 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SEED Environmental Conference 

Sponsored by Students for Environmental and Ecological Devel
opment it draws students, faculty members, and concerned 
citizens from areas all over the Midwest. The day long ·event 
includes workshops, discussions, and lectures to share knowledge 
and experience, create networks, and turn ideas into actions. The 
conference's target audience, which would include university 
activists,. would have much to gain from the inspiration and 
motivation that a speaker from your organization could provide. If 
you would be interested in sending a speaker or workshop leader 
to this conference, please let me know and we can pursue the idea 
further and make the necessary arrangements. Contact Terri 
Kandalepas at, tkandal@nwu.edu, or (847)328-1826, 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Experienced activist needed ior 

Biodiversity Project 
for paid (minimum wage salary)position with the Blue Mountains Biodiversity 

Project. Experience with legal timber sale monitoring required and also interest or 
background in ending corporate dominance work. Office and hiking skills 
necessary. No computer use involved. Must be self-motivated and willing to live 
in Eastern Oregon. Minimum one year commitment. Send resume and extensive 
activist references with your phone number and mailing address to: 

Blue Mountain Biodiversity Project 
HCR-82 

Fossil, Oregon 97830 
(541)468~2028 

Heartwood's year 
2000 meeting 

schedule: 
Counc;il meeting: March 24-
26 in the southern region 
Forest Council: Memorial Day 
Weekend, May 26-29 in Camp 
Blanton in southern Kentucky 
Council meeting: July 28-30 
in Pennsylvania For-those Inter.: 
ested, we can head on the Wash
ington DC to lobby afterwards. 
There is a campground NE of DC 
not too far from the metro for 
driving into DC. 
Re~nion: October 6-8 ~t the 
Lazy Black Bear in Paoli, Indiana. 
for more information contact: 

(812)331-2430 or 
info@heartwood.org 

GREErt ArtARCttiST 
THE MILLENNIUM OOUBLE ISSUE (GAS 7 /58) INfERVIEW WITH TED I<ACZINSKI, 

Y2K SURVIVAL GUIDE, }UNE 18 REPORTS, ]OHN BAIL, IRRATIONALISTS AND 

MORE. $2 FROM GA-USA, POB 11331 , EUGFNE, OR 97440, USA 

erence 2000 
(this time for real) 

as food for community dinners and lots of 
cold weather. Bring plenty of firewood for 
no trees in the desert. This is particularly 

won't be any fires and bring water or you 
so bring extra blankets and contact the 

large canvas tents for meetings. The cost 
directions to drive or bike from Baker, 

the Mojave Desert, follow I -15 for 42.2 miles, 
Road, proceed 14 miles to the site. 
the dunes! For more information, contact the 

1415, Eugene, OR97440, earthfirst@igc.org{put 
line). For ride coordination contact Delyla, (541) 

•an·uritrh'"" Travel ,money may be available 
~:u•~uuLl<l)::t: representation of as many bioregions as possible. 



CONCERNED r{ 
SINGLES E" 

NEWSLETTeR 
._~ links compatible, 

socially conscious 
singles who care 
about the earth, 

.:::sw ... _ the environment, ,,.. ..... .,.;.a-, and a healthy society. 
Nationwide • All ages • Since 1984 

~ -~- · ~3- -FFee-6ai!'RDI~-\Nme .cs•Dlll: 444-EF, , 
Lenox Dale, MA 01242; 

call (413) 445-6309; . 
or browse http:f.!.JWW.concernedsingles.com 

information about 
& ·support for 

imprisoned 
anti-nuclear & 

anti-war activists 
.. 

• Action reports & future actions • 
Prisoner support info • International 
resistance news • Writings from jail • 
A network fdr no.nviolent direct action 

. . $15/year 
(US$2CfCanada, US$25 overseas) 

ASK FOR A FREE SAMPLE ISSUE 
PCB 43383, Tucson, AZ 85733 USA 

n u keresiste r@igc .org 

~ On Indian Land 
On Indian Land is an American 
Indian issues newspaper cover
ing topics of importance to 
indigenous peoples of North 
America, including treaty, 
land, and sovereignty rights, 
religious freedom, - and poli
tical prisoners. Subscription 
rates for 1 year/4 issues are: 

$12 (individual) 
$20 (institution) 

Make check out & send to: 

Support for Native Sovereignty 
PO Boz 2104, Seattle WA 98111 

, LIVE RENT-FREE, WORLDWIDE 

The Caretaker Gazette is for 
those who would like to live rent
free and caretake properties 
worldWide. Published since 1983, 
subscribers receive 60,0+ property 
caretaking opportunities each year. 
Subscriptions are only $27/year. The 
Caretaker · Gazette, Box 5887-EF, 
Carefree, AZ 85377.(602) 488-1970. 

www .an elfire.cornlwa/caretaker 

A 160 page, planner wilh radical 
.historical notes for each day, space to write phone #s, 
menstrual calendar, radical contact tist, & much more. 

5 each post paid • 4 copies/< 15 
Mail cash or checks to: 

Slingshot Collective . 
3124 Shattuck • Berkeley • CA • 94705 

....... C~II for_la!l)e.! ~ders:.:s10 .§4_2:0751 e~·l 
The Organizer is a benelitlor Singshol newspaper, an independenl, 

radical quarterly newspaper publislled in Belteley since 1988. 
Subscnbe to SUngshot newspaper: 5 copies $5. 

Who Says You Can~t 
Change the World? 
Check out £/The Environmental Magazine and learn 

1 · how you can make a difference in your world! 

you want to simply " green. up" your own per~on~l life
style - or join in .efforts to clean up ~ceans, save_ wll?hfe, or 

~::t::tUI~ eliminate pesticides from our food- E will mform and msp1re you 
6 times per year! 

r; covers the "big" issues, like global w~rming, the:~t?te of ~ur oceans, and the . 
impacts of growing population- all wtth contact mtormat10n so_ you ca~ plug mto 
etTorts to tum the tide. PLUS, E 's "Green Living" departments Will prov1de yo_u 
with loads of information and ideas for living more in harmony with the Earth. 

"Where have I been to miss such an outstanding publication?" 
· - Dean Whitehead, West Hollywood, CA 

YES' Send me my FREE 1 • trial issue of E/The 
EnvirtJnmenta/ Magaz;jne. If I like it, I can · N"ME I subscribe fur one yc~r (6 issues) for onl7 . 
$19.95. If not, I'll just return lhe subscnptton ;.;"

00
:n.;R;;;;;Es"'s ----~----1 invoice marked "cancel" and return it to you. 

I The FREE issue is mine to keep with no cost 
or obligation to InC . CITY. ST"TE. ZIP . . A59830 

1 E Magazine, P.O. Box 2047, Marion, OH 43305 I 
.. L. -~ ~F!;!_a!!_e':_S~~e_E':!f .!;B_!0;!6_!.-~~~- _ .J 

December·Jan'lfll'x. 2.QQQ Eprt,h_ f.irsJ' -
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Dear Ned Ludd: -
I recently learned that the US 

_ Government sells minil)g 
claims for $2.50-$5.00 an acre. 

.--I wouid like to secure a claini in 
New Mexico, but I do not know 

.. how to go about it. . 
I do not plan on using any 

equipment more sophisticated 
than · a gold pan and a hand 
held sluice box, strictly people 
power. I certainly love gold but 
most of my digging will be for 
organic vegetables and herbs. 

I have hopes for one claim 
above Taos for the spring 
and summer, and _one 
claim in the Gila National 
Forest in the winter. In 
the autumn, I .will blow 
into Eugene spilling nug
gets about the EF! lodges and 
council fires. 

· Ned Ludd replies: 
The procedure in

volves staking a 
claim, which can be 
done by finding the 
place you want to 
claim and erect
ing markers on 
the land. Then 
you find the le
gal locqtion and 
fill out the appro-. 
priate form. The 
local BLM office 
usually has this 
sort of stuff, as 

If you can enlighten me 
on how to work the system 
to obtain mining claims, I 
will be in your debt. I also ....., ___ ,......_.....,..~~~--....,..,.,.... __ 

need some information on 
hemp tents and teepees. 

Yours truly, 
-LESTER 

Who Says that Cutting 
Down Trees is Always Bad? 

October was a busymonthfor anti
genetic engineering actions. At least 
three separate actions, including two 

_attacks on mutant trees, took place. 
In Canada, two underground 

- groups opposed to genetic engi
neering (GE) de-
stroyed ap
proximately 
1,500 trees 
grown for 
GE re
search in 
two separate 
incidents in 
Vancouver and 
Saanich, British Columbia, 
on October 27 and 31. 

Reclaim the Genes 
leveled 500 GE ev
ergreen saplings 
at the Silvagen 
Inc. site in 
Varxx:J..Mr, 
near the 
University _ 
of British Columbia. 
The action occurred in conjunction 
with a US day of action against GE. 
"We Canucks wanted to put Canada · 
on the map as inhospitable to the 
mad science of genetic engineer-

-ing," said Gerrard Winstanley, 
spokesperson for Reclaim the Genes. 
"Our action will serve as a message 
to the WTO that genetic engineer- _ 
ing will not be tolerated in Canada." 
_ The Genetix Goblins destroyed 
1,000 cedar, Douglas fir and assorted 
evergreen trees at Western Forest 
Products' (Westfor) Saanich Forestry 
Center on Halloween night (trick. .. 

or treat?) and charged Westfor with 
intending to replace temperate 

· rainforests with genetically mutilated 
frankenforests. "The only way to inter
cept the release of biohazards into the 
environment iS to derail'this runaway 
'Frankenscience' now!" declared the 
group's communique. 

In the US, an under
ground .group op

posed to GE 
claimed respon

sibility for 
breaking 
windows at 

the Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin, Pioneer 

Hi-Bred facility on Octo
ber 27. Seeds of Resistance 

charged Pioneer and other 
_ proponentsofGEwithde~ 

ceiving the public and 
profiting off of grow

ing GE crops. 
"Seeing their 

profits as a 
slap in the 

face -of the Earth 
and all its occupants, we took 

the liberty of paying them back," said 
the communique. "We, Seeds of Resis
tance, smashed all the windows on one 
side of their disgusting building. Wis
consin is now another state that can
not hide from this growing resistance 
against GE culture." 

These actions are the thirteenth, 
fourteenth and fifteenth known non
violent destruction of GE crops or 
other related property in North 
America this ye~r and the first known 
attacks in Canada. Details of past anti
GE actions are available at 
www.tao.ca/-ban/ar.htm. 

well as a "helpful, informative" guide 
to help you through the legal hoops, -

You can theoretically patent a 20 
acre claim for a $12.50 filing fee, and 
there is also a per acre fee for claims, 
about a buck an acre a year or some
thing ridiculous. You can own up to 
five of these 20 acre claims for one fee, 
and the annual assessment is custom
arily waived for less than five claims. 

The entire mining patenting process 
has been technically suspended, which 
means mining companies now just cut 
back room deals without even a nod to 
process. But since the process is sus
pended, it is tough to employ and has 
effectively sabotaged itself and made 
mining a truly lawless game. 

As long as this process is-suspended, 
I'm not sure howyou could go about 
filing claims, legitimate or frivolous. 
There_ are people who acted when the 
law was clear and now block mining 
on several fine watersheds with their 
low-cost easy-maintenance mining 
claims (there is a requirement that $10 
worth of improvements be performed 
every year, for example). So !here you 
go. Call up the BLM, wriggle up the 
arse of the beastie, and be sure to bring 
a good flashlight! 

ALF Strikes iri Washington 
In Bellingham, Washington, the 

Animal Liberation Front (ALF) car
ried out its third successful labora
tory raid in the past six months. 
The latest target was the psychol
ogy labs- at Western Washington 
University, which was hft the morn~ 
ing of October 24. 

Vivisector Merle Prim was the target 
ofthisraidaccordingto a communique 
received by the North American ALF 
Press Office. The communique also 
stated that "the entire contents of 
Prim's office ... were piled on the floor 
and soaked in two· gallons of muriatic 
acid." It continues, "The office of the 
animal'caretaker' was devastated and 
all doCuments related to animal tor
tute destroyed." 

More from the communique: "We 
entered the building after midnight, 
first destroying Prim's lifetime of re
search derived from torturing pri-

-_ mates, and seizing crucial documents 
related to animal research. We then 
made our way to the animal labs in 
the basement, locating a set of keys in 
an unlocked office. We made our way 

_ through the animal rooms, entering 7 
rooms and rescuing 3 rabbits and 28 

· rats from the hands of deranged vivi
sectors. Sadly we were unable to tiber
ate 8 rabbits due to electrode implants, 
but documented their ho.rrendous 

. condition on video. We also came 
across large lizards that were not able 
to be liberated." 

"The last time the ALF raided a 
Washington State lab was eight years 
ago in 1991 when the Fur Animal 
Research Facility at WSU in Pullman 
was targeted," comments David 
Barbarash, ALF spokesperson. 



Earth First! Trinkets and Snake Oil 
BooKs FROM THE EARTH FIRST! LIBRARY. 
The Monk.eywrench Gang 
By Edward Abbey. A damn good book 
about people who like to fuck shit up. 
Fiction, 387 pages. $7 

Desert Solitai:re: A Season 
in the Wilderness 
By Edward Abbey. The naturalist poetically · 
shares his experience as a ranger in desert coun
try. Nonfiction, 337 pages. $7 

The End of Nature 
By Bill McKibben. A compilation of apoca
lyptic theory and bottom line solutions. 
McKibben pulls no punches in this enlight
ening science-based thrashing of industrial · 
society. Nonfiction, 226 pages. $12 

Anarchist Farm 
By Jane Doe. This anarchist version of Ani
mal Farm will inspire activists young and 
old. ·Fiction, 192 pages. $10 

ECODEFENSE: A }?ield . 
Guide to Monkeywrenching 
Edited by Dave Foreman and Bill Haywood. 
Extensively revised, expanded third edition 
of the mother of all how-to-fuck-shit-up 
books. Illustrated, 352 pages. $18 

Grizzly Years: In Search of 
the American Wilderness 
By Doug Peacock. Fiction or nonfiction, one 
can't really tell with this chilling account of 
tracking the grizzly in the wilderness of Mon
tana. Regardless of its true content, Grizzly 
Years is a soul jerking adventure story. 288 
pages. $14 

_.Green Rage: Radical Envi
ronmentalism and the Un
making of Civilization 
By Christopher Manes. A brilliant defense 
of radical environmentalism, challenging the 
ethics of modem industrial society and as
serting the right of the natural world to blos
som, evolve and exist for its own sake. Non
fiction, 291 pages. $13 

A Sand County Almanac 
(with Essays on Conserva- · 
tion from Round River) .. 
By Aldo Leopold. Special edition. A classic, ro-
mantic must read for anyone looking to defend 
Mama Earth. Written in 1945, Leopold was way 
ahead of his time. Nonfiction, 228 pages. $10 

Think Like a Mountain: To
ward a Council of AU Beings 
By John Seed, Joanna Macy, Pat Fleming, 
Arne Naess . Illustrated by Dailan Pugh. 
Probes into how we're all really animals at 
heart. 128 pages, $10 

Waste of the West: Public Lands 
Ranching 
By Lynn Jacobs. Encyclopedic overview of 
grazing. Contains contact list, graphics, 
charts and maps. Nonfiction, 602 pages. $28 

Concrete 
By Paul Chadwick. A full-color illustrated 
coinic novel about a group ofEF!ers who con
tact Concrete (a mountaineer/writer trapped 
in a concrete body) to help with an old-growth 
forest campaign. Full ofEF! history and phi
losophy. Fiction, 160 pages. $18 

Ecological Resistance Move
ments: The Global Emer
gence of Radical and Popu
lar Environmentalism 
Edited by Bron Taylor. A global look of case 
studies on the driving forces behind defend
ing the Earth. Nonfiction, 422 pages. $20 

Refuge 
By Terry Tempest Williams .. ,An unnatural 
story of life in the. radioactive American 

. West. tempest Williams has created a mas-
terpiece interweaving her mother~.s ·breast 

. cancer and shorebirds thi"eaiened by the rise 
of the Great san Lake. Nonfiction, 304 
pages.$12 

Earth First! Campfire Poems 
Edited by Dennis Fritzinger, Karen Coulter and 
Dwight Metzger. A cruise through EF! history, 
this compilation will surely move you. Some 
poets included are Rod Coronado, Kare11 
Coulter, Darryl Echt, Dennis Fritzinger, Peter 
Galvin, Mathew Haun, Lone Wolf Circles, 
Asa!)te Riverwind, Snaggletooth, Faith Walker 
and Phillip Wright. 237 pages. $10 

Do Or Die: Voices from Earth 
First! 
Edited by Do or Die editorial collective. 

. These pages are filled to the brim with di
rect action, resistance, theory, critique, sabo
tage and subversion. British EF!ers have put 
together a must have for revolutionary ecolo
gists. This may be the last issue; so order 
now while supplies last. 345 pages, printed 

once a year if you're lucky. $15 

T-SHIRTS 
No Fucking Compromise 
White on black. S, M, Land XL for 
$12, XXL for $15 

Arm And Hammer Wrench 
White onyellow. S, MandL for 
$15 

Earth First! Fist 
' 

Black fist on willow or olive or 
green fist on unbleached. S, M, L 
and XL for $12 and XXLfor $15 
Two-color, green and white fist · 
on black or multi-colored fist on 
black or forest green. S, M, Land 
XL for $15 and XXL for $17.50 

Earth First! Tools 
Black on natural. S, M, Land XL 
for $12 

Eagle 
Black on natural. S, M, Land XL 
for$12 

· Visuali,ze Direct Action 
Black and white on natural. S, M, 
L and XL for $12 

Cotton Caps 
Desert camo, adjustable band $12 

Fist Patch 
Quality 3-inch patches $3 

Tools Bandana 
Unbleached 100 percent cotton, 
slogans printed with non-toxic 
ink, $3 

Monkeywrench Pendent 
12" necklace, sterling siver $15 · 
One post earring $10 
One dangle earring $10 
Lapel pin $10 

Rubber Stamp 
Sturdy wood-block stamps from 
unfinished scrap lumber 
EF! fist or tools $5 

Hemp Wallet 
Tan with black and green fist 
and black lettering, specify 
wording "Greed Kills" or "Earth 
First!" $10 

Hemp Cap 
Tc;tn with black and green em
broidered fist, black lettering, 
adjustable size $14 

Window Sticker 
3-inch EF! Fist~ 4 for $1 

r--------------------------~ Earth First! Merchandise Order Form 
# description color size price 

Name. I 
Street I 

I 
City _______ State/Country ____ __.Zip__ I 

Make checks payable to the Earth First! Journal, POB 141S, Eugene, OR 97440. 
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Questions? Call (541) 344-8004, Mondays 4-6. 

I 
I 
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RIPWJON30 
THE VIDEO CREATED THE NIGHT Of 

THE RIOT. THOUSANDS AlREADY 

DISTRIBmD AROUND THE WORLD. 

$10 RBIT t:Dn, $5 EM:I MJBffliNM. 

'"""' IIIIW·us 

PICKAxE PRODUmONS, 1430 WIIUMEm 

POB 506, EacENE, OR 97401 

MY IIA,.URE JOURIIAL 
Attention folx. Here is the perfect gift . for your 

younger associates in life. This personal nature guide 
is an amazing way to facilitate the integration of a 
youngster into the world of the wild. This 175-page 
hardback journal is filled with informative sections on 
various types of ecosystems, species that inhabit them, 
space for notes, sketches and poetry. There are charts 
for detailing critters, flowers, trees and much more. 

Author Adrianne Olmstead has created something 
yet to be offered to kids. From those who love 
tidepooling, to those enjoying the desert, this has 
something for everyone. 

Send $17.95 to Pajaro, 3343 Las Huertas Rd., 
Lafayette, CA 94549; (925) 283-7793; 284-2642 (fax); 
lois@p.ajaro.com .. 

HOW I LIVED 

clip and send to: 

Seven years 
without 

electricity and 
running water 

A glimpse inside the unconnected 
scene. Practical, basic ideas ~n how 
to get by simply on the fringes of· 
contemporary American culture. 

Send $12.00 (includes postage, 
to Esther Holmes, PO Box 277 

Springdale, WA 99173 
..... ··· ·---·-- · - ·--·---··• 

The Nihilist Princess 
a novel by 

louis M. Gagneur · 
· Reintroducing best-selling 19tb century radical 

feminist author Louise M. Gagneurlln Tlu Nilrililt 
Priaceu she fictionalizes events taking place in the 
nihilist movement in Ru.$Sia. which sought tD free 
people from the Czar, the aristocracy, and the 
capitalists. Wanda Kryloff, the dau:ghter of a cruel 
aristocrat. becomes a nihilist heroine. This early 
feminist novel will excite anyone interested in the 
history Of literature, feminism, or radical politics. 

front the pubtishenl otAaarc:bi8t Ftnn! 
She's the sex-goddeu at the beginning of 
the universe; be'• a loser telecomrnut.er in a 
tiny Martian ap~~rb:nent. Together they ~ 
in for a wUd ·tide in this blistering an.ti
tecbn~ satire. Pyrexia by Michel Mery. 
$10.00, quality paperback . 

$12.00 
m Pnbli.lbing boob are available at iadicaJ 
bookstores. See a complete . tide list at 
wwwjjipublisbing.eom or leDd 81 for a 
catalog. To order direct. tend a check or 
money order including $2.00 P&H per 
order to m Publishing, P.o. Box t581, 
G~CA95«5 

You make the call: Do you waot J'OW' telephone bill supporting obnoxious 
rorporate ad ctmptigns, or Eartb First! ]OIIf7Ull1 · 

WJth our Aff'anity long Distaiice senice, every time you make a long dis- · . 
tan~ caJJ, S~ ofJQUrdwges go tOEartb Fll'llf}OIIrJUIL 

-
We offer you a choice of rate plans: 1S,/mlnute all the time; lOt off-peaki2S* 
peak (Mon.-Fri. 7-7); or l«K all the time (lOf plaa has $5 JDOGdaly lee •-. ill Wow 
uo). Also, low rates for in-state calls and business pbones; calling cards; etc. 

More 1nformatioA: Stere Freedkin, 510-644-2778, Stele@IntemetAddress.com, 
or on the Web at: bttp-J!home;~ptfntmatl.oom/-sfreedkintaftiftity.html 

Earth First! Journal~suhscriptions. POB 1415. Eugene. OR 97440 USA 

0 $500 LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION 

0 $25 Regular Rate 

0 $20 Low Income/Non-Profit/Library 

0 $35 Anonymous Envelope (1st class) 
Q $ DONATION 

0 $35 Surface Mail, International (US$) 

· 0 .· $35 Air Mail, Canada or Mexico 

0 $45 Air Mail, International (US$, no foreign checks) 

0 $45 Corporate or Law Enforcement Rate· 

Subscriber Name -------------..,.-,..,...,.--- Credit Card Orders 
Visa/MC (circle one) 
Carct # · · 
Exp. ·date (month/year) __ _ 

____________ ;...,. State ·--'--- Zip _ ___;. ____ Countiy ____ _..._ 

A new faceln Seattle The Earth First! Journal subscription list is confid~ntial and ~ever traded. If you use an alias, make sure that the 
post office knows that you, or someone, is getting mail at your address under that name or it may not be delivered. 
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US Earth First. Directory 
ALASKA 
Michael A. Lewis 
POB 80073, Fairbanks, AK 99708 
Mike or Billie 
POB 6197, Sitka, AK 99835 
St>ren Wuerth 
c/o Alaska Action Center 
POB 230916, Anchorage, AK 99523 
(907) 566-2468; fishtree@alaska.net 
ARIZONA 
Arizona Wildlands Museum 
POB 24988, Tempe, AZ 85285 
Tucson EFI . 
POB 3412, Tucson, AZ 85722 
tucsonef@juno.com 
Ponderosa Wingnuts 
2155 E. Maple IH7, Flagstaff, AZ 86004 
(520) 774-6542; reg3@dana.ucc.nau.edu 
CALIFORNIA 
Northcoast EFI 
POB 28, Arcata, CA 95518 
(707) 825-6598; ncef@humboldtl.com 
Circle of Life Foundation/Julia Butlelfty 
POB 388, Garberville, CA 95542 
(707) 923-9522; 923-9532 (fax) 
Www.lunatree.ag~.am 
Redwood Action Team 
Darryl Cherney, POB 34 
Garberville, Ecotopia 95542 
Sonoma County EFI/Biotech Last! 
POB 3321, Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
Sierra EFI, 228 Commercial St, Dept.ll74 
Nevada City, CA 95959 
Davis EFIIFOW-Cascadla 
(530) 753-1678 
Fairfax Action Team 
POB 393, Lagunitas, CA 94938 
F.R.E.A.K. of Nature EFI 
POB 8493, Green Valley Lake, CA 92341 
Sacramento EFI 
POB 376, Carmichael, CA 95609 
Bay AreaEFI 
POB 83, Canyon, CA 94516 
(510) 848-8724 
Bay Area Activist Hotlines 
(510) 594-4000 x22Z; (415) 332-5800 x324 
Genetix Action 
1334 42nd Ave., SF, CA 94122 
(707) 789-8454; gsnowball@anglefire.com 
Santa Cruz EFI/EFI Radio 
POB 344, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 

· (831) 425-3205; cruzef@cruzio.com 
Santa Barbara ER 
POB 12799, Santa Barbara, CA 93107 
(805) 961-2516; sbef@rain.org; 
www.sb-earthfirst.org 
Action Resource Center 
POB 2104, Venice, CA 90294 
Alluvial EFI 
POB 77027, #102, Pasadena, CA 91107 
(909) 422-1637; www.sagecounctl.com 
Tribes EFI c/o DR Chance 
POB 10487, San Bernadino, CA 92423 

. DRChance3@aol.com 
MojaveEFI 
POB 492, Lancaster, CA 93584 
(805) 948-6291 
Peninsular Ranges EFt 
POB 4738,Jrvine, CA 92616-4738 
Baja Ecotopia EFI 

. POB 7745, San Diego, CA 92107 
(760) 740-1174; sdef@envirolink.org 
COLORADO 
Sanjuan EFI 
POB 3204, Durango, CO 81302 
Wilderness Defense! 
POB 460101, Aurora, CO 80046-0101 
(617) 687-2598 (fax) 
wildernessdefense@email.com 
www.WildernessDefense.com 
Art Goodtimes 
POB 1008, Telluride, CO 81435 
Tim Haugen 
POB 81, Gulnare, CO 81042 
Gunnison Basin EFI 
POB 592, Crested Butte, CO 81224 
CulebraEFI 
POB 762, San luis, CO 81152; aft@amigo.net 
FLORIDA 
BigBendEFI 
POB 20582, Tallahassee, FL 32316 
(904) 421-1559 
Clearwater EFI, POB 17838 . 
Clearwater, FL 33762; (727) 538-9050 · 
clearwaterfnb@hotmail.com 
Alachua EF!, POB 1638 
Alachua, FL 32616; (904) 462-3374 
MiamiEFI 
EarthFlrstMiami@hotmail.com 
www.geocities.com/RainForest/Andes/7667 
GEORGIA 
Students for Environmental Awareness 
Univ. of Georgia, Tate Student Center 
Athens, GA 30602 
KBt6ah Foothills EFI 
POB 608, Athens, GA 30603 
HAWAII 
Oceandream Media Foundation 
POB 1440, Hanalei,. HI 96714 
(808> 826-1711 

IDAHO 
Northern Rockies Preservation Project 
POB 625, Boise, ID 83701 
nrpp@lesbois.com 
Cove/Mallard Coalition 
POB 8968, Moscow, ID 83483 
(208) 882-9755; 883-0727 (fax) 
cove@moscow.com 
ILLINOIS 
Chicago EFI. c/o The Autonomous Zone 
1573 N. Milwaukee Ave. #420 .. 
Chicago, IL 60622 

Foghorn, POB 889, Westhampton 
Beach, NY 11978; (516) 288-2688 
Love Canal EFI 
(716) 282-7777 
Steven Sinith 
sarah LaWrence College 
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-9902 
paralipsis@crosswinds.net 

, OFF/, Off Campus College Office 
SUNY Binghamton, NY, 13902-6000 
(607) 777~2050; offeditor@hotmail.com 
~ject Harmony . 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle EFI 
POB 95113, Seattle, WA 98145 
(206) 632-1656 ph/fax; Sea-ef@scn.org 
OlympiaEFI 
POB 12391, Olympia, WA 98508 
(360) 867-9054; olyearthfirst@hotmail.com 
WEST VIRGINIA 
Central Appalachian Biodiversity Project 
Rt 3, Box 390,.HedgesVille, WV 25427 
(304) 754-9161 
WISCONSIN 
Midwest Headwaters Action 

Midwest Headwaters Journal 
731 State St, Madison, WI 53711 
(608) 255-8765 
www.geocities.com/rainforest/4101 
North Forests EFI 
748 Algoma Blvd Oshkosh, WI54901; 
(920) 424-0265 
Chippewa Valley EFI, POB 1151, 
Eau Claire, WI 54702; (608) 782-6997 
Sand County EFI 
308 Nelson Hall, Stevens Point, WI 54481 
dchur199@uwsp.edu 

. . (773) 252-6019; azone@wwa.com 
RedGateEFI 
3400W 1llthSt#154, Chi01go,IL606SS 
friends@enteract.com 

216 West 122ild Street, NY, NY 10027 
(212) 662-2878; haja216@aol.com 
More· Gardens! Coalition ·----~-----------------------------

ShawneeEFI 
50 Avenue B, NY NY.10009 
motegardens3@hotmall.com 
NORTH CAROLINA 

International EF! Directory 
913 S. Illinois, Carbondale, IL 62901 · 
(618) 351-0312; sprklblu@siu.edu 
INDIANA 
Indiana Forest AUiance 
POB 1074, Bloornmgton, IN 47402 

(812) 332"4~78 
LOUISIANA 
Louisiana EFI 
POB 113262, Metairie, LA 70011-3262 
http://move. to/LoulsianaEF · 
Baratopia EFI,_baratopiaef@yahoo.com 
MAINE 
MaineEF! 
RFD 1, POB 6000, Athens, ME 04912 
Wassumkeag EFI . _ 
POB 869, Searsport, ME 04974 
noreastah@acadia.net · 
MARYLAND 
DC Area EFI collective 
3123 Montgom~ Hall, ·college' Park, 
MD 20742; (301) 314-3712 ' 
MASSACHUSETTS . . . ._ 
Mass EFI, POB 35, Montague.- MA01351 
Mass Direct Action · · 
POB 484, Somerset, MA 02726 · 
Heather La Citpria, 135 Eutaw St #3, 
East Boston, MA 02128; (617) 569-3969 
Jon Chance, 72 Peterborough Street · · 
Apt.31, Boston MA 02215 
(617) 859-8155; jpchance@usa.net 
MICHIGAN . 
World Tree Peace Center 
POB 50814, Kalamazoo, MI 49005 
(616) 383-9317 
Huron River Valley EFI 
POB i735, Ann Arbor, MI48106 
MINNESOTA . 
Forest Ecosystems Action Group 
2441 Lyndale Ave So, Mpis, MN 55405 
(612) 450-9178; paarise@mtn.org, 
Big Woods EF! 
POB 580936, Mpls, MN 55458-0936 
(612) 362-3387; bigwoodsef@hotmail.com 
Wilderness Fustl, POB 16075 
St. Paul, MN 55116; wdurness@aol.com 
www.geocities.com/RainForest/7094 
MISSOURI 
RayO. McCall 
Rt 1 Box 89, Mountain Grove, MO 65711 
Pink Planarians 
POB 7653, Columbia, MO 65205-7653 
(573) 443-6832 
74 7 47 .2052@compuserve.com 
Chinquapin Resistance 
POB 63232 St. Louis, MO 63163; (314) 
772-6463 
MONTANA 
Northern Rockies Biodiversity Project 
POB 4431, Whitefish, MT 59937 
(406) 862-4945 
Wild Rockies EF!, POB 9286 
Missoula, MT 59807; (406) 728-5733 
Yellowstone EFI · 
POB 6151, Bozeman, MT 59715 
NEBRASJ(A 
Environmental Resource Center · 
370 Bordeaux Rd, Chadron, NE 69337 
(308) 43Z,:3458 
NEVADA 
Western Shoshone Defense Project 
POB 211106, Crescent Valley, NV 89821 
(702) 468-0230; wsdp@igc.org 
NEW HAHPSHIRE · 

Kat6ah EF!, POB 1.485 Check.out the International 
Asheville, NC 2.8802; (S28) 285-0631 Earth first! web. page at: 
mountainfaction@ci.com www.k2net.eo.uk/ef 

· wwwJortunectty.com/greenfield/bnfl/527 1 AUSTRAIJA 
Kat6ali Highlaiuis EFI . .i -Rainforest Information Centre 
POB 223, Deep Gap, NG28618 I POB 368, Lismore; NSW 2480 
(910) 973-7032; stemoody@wilkes.net 1 (066) 21 85 OS . 

. mlm . . . 1 Australian EF!ActiOn Updtrte 
· Cleveland EFI · -· · ef au@hotmaU.com . 

17305 GrovewoOd Ave 1 ~.green.net.auiozef..;.update/ 
Cleveland, pH 44119; (216) 383-9985. 1 EFI Australia Community 
Ohio Valley EFt; POB 17,-Univ; ofCin. I Lot9 Hallifurd Rd. Via Dalby, Qld4405 
Cindnnati, OH 45221-1001 · I ph/fax 61 (0) 7 3207 0033 . 
(513) 281"6892 1 adrnin@earthfirst,org.au 
Oberlin EFI ... _ _ . . : CANADA . . 
Wilder Box 76,.0berlin, .·ou 44074 · 1 North American ALFPress Office 
OEARTIIFIRST@()ber.lln.edu 1 David Barbarash, POB 3673; 

. Lake Erie EFI . . • -·.. · .·. . .· . _· · 1 Courtenay, BC V9N 7P1 Canada 
· ~233 Parf<lvoodi TOledo; OH 43620 · . 1 250-897-Q791; .419-858-9065(fax); 

Hock-Hoc;king EFI . • naalfpo<(kao:ca;Wwlv'.enviroweb.org 
23 Elliott St Athens, OH 45701 1 ALFIS/medili/naalfpo.html 
(740)S9Z,:258l · . 1 EFI Prince GeOrge 
Piankasha EFI : Box 1762, Prince GeQrge, BC V2L 4V7 
7992 HopperRd, Oncinnati0 OH 45255 1 BorealOwl . 
OREGON· .. . . Box 1053, Kamloops; BC V2C 6HZ 
Cascadia Forest Alliance · 1 EFI Manitoba · 
POB 4946; Portland, OR 97208 I 599 Talbot Ave; Winnipeg. 
(503) 24'1-4879; fax 235-9976 Manitoba RZL OR7; (204) 453-9052 
Blue Heron EFI _ EFI Toronto POB 195 Stn. B, 119 
Reed Coli., SAO, Portland, OR 97202 Spadina Ave., Toronto, ON M5T 
(503) 771-1112 x7875 2W1; earthfirst.toronto@tao.ca 
Southern Willamette EFI . EFI Ottawa Box 4612, Station E 
POB 10384, Eugene, OR97440 Ottawa, Ontario K1S·SH8 
swef@efn.i>rg · Autonomous Green Action 
Cascadia Forest Defenders POB 4721, Station E 
POB 11122, Eugene, OR 97440 Ottawa, Ontario K1S 5H9 
(541) 684:8977; mickey@efn.org di69S@freenet.carleton.ca 
www.ecoecho.org EF! Montreal, Diffusion Noire 
Blue Mtns. Biodiversity Project c/o Llbrairie Alternative 
HCR 82, Fossil, OR 97830 2035 St. Laurent, 2 e etage 
Kalmiopsis EFI Montreal, Quebec H2X 2T3 
POB 2093, Cave junction, OR 97523 CZECH REPUBLIC 
(541) 592-3386; lukas@cdsnet.net Zeme Predevsirn 
PENNSYLVANIA POB 237, 16041 Prague 6 
Allegheny EFI zemepredevsim@czn.cz 
POB 81011, Pittsburgh, PA 15217 .E!IW 
Antoiriette Dwinga An Talamh Glas c/o Anne 
102 Third St. apt 2, Carnegie, PA 15106 Abbey St., Ballinrobe, County Mayo 
Allegheny Defense Project LirnerickTalamh Glas 
POB 245, Clarion, PA 16214 
(814) 223-4996; 223-4997 (fax) 
adp@envirolink.org 

TENNESSEE 
Kat6ah EFI Tennessee Valley Faction 
POB 281, Chattanooga, TN 37401 
(423) 949-5922; johnjgb@rnindspring.com 
French's Lick EFI · 
200 Creekwood Dr., Whitehouse, 'IN 37188 
~- . . 

EFI Austin 
. 2900 Lafayette St., Austin, TX 78722 
(512) 478-7666 
South Texas _EFI 
4114 Claudia, Corpus Christi, TX 78418 
(512) 937-6019 · 
East Texas EFI 
Rt 1, Box 2120, Point Blank, TX 77364 
Lusus Naturaes Env. Collective 
1421 Longhorn, Houston, TX 77080 
lususnaturae71@hotmall.com 
)[[All 
Autonomy House 
POB 11015, SLC, UT 84147 

41 Glasgow Park, Limerick 
00 353 61 313308 
ENGLAND 
Over 30 Earth First! and radical 
ecological direct action groups exist in 
England. As well as these there are a 
nlimber of other anarchist/revolution
ary groups and projects. For a list or 
for general news from the UK, contact: 
EFt Action Update 
c/o PO Box ITA, Newcastle 
Upon Tyne, NE991TA, UK; 0797 479 
1841; actionupdate@gn.apc.org 
Do or Die, c/o Prior House 

. . 6 Tilbury Place, Brighton, 
East Sussex, BN2 2GY, UK 
doordtp@yahoo.co.uk 
fRANCE . 
Carbusters/Resource Ctr 
44 rue Burdeau, 69001 Lyon; (33) 4 
72 00 23 57 carbusters@wan!ldoo.fr 
GERMANY 
EFI Gerlnany (c/Q Avalon) 
Friedrich-Ebert Str 24, 45127 Essen 

New Hampshire EFI . Wild Wasatch Front · I 

nmiA 
Anand Skaria 
PB.#14, Cochin 682001, Kerala 
(009) 484-25435 
Bander Bagicha 
Near Maurya Lok PATNA~800 001 
Bihar, Post Box 229 
THE NETHERLANDS 
Groene Front! 
Postbus 85069, 3508 AB, Utrecht 
http://groenfr.huizen.dds.nl 
PBUIPPJNES 
Ariel Betan, Green Forum 
3rd Floor, Liberty Building 
Pasay Rd., Makati, Metro Manila 
(2) 816-0986, 851-110, 818-3207 
Volunteers for Earth Defense 
189. San Antonio Ext SFDM 
1105 Quewn Oty 
POLAND 
Workshop for All Beings 
POB 40, 43-304 Bielsko, Blala 4 
048-33-8183153 (ph/fax) 
wapienica@pnrwi.most.org.pl 
In Defense of the Earth 
Towarzystwo Ekologlczne ' I 
"W OBRONIEZIEMI" Domonika Barylal 
ul. Limanowskiego 138/42, 91-038, 
Lodz, Poland, (+48 42) 653-38-16 
goral@tewoz.most.org.pl 
IUlUIA 
Rainbow Keepers (10 local gro~ps) · 
POB 14,Nizhni Novgorod 603082 
(8312) 34-32-80 
Rainbow Keepers (Moscow) 
(095) 954-91-93, rk@glas.apc.org 
ECODEFENSEI 
Moskovsky prospekt 120-34236006 
Kaliningrad/Koenigsburg 
+7 (0112) 43 72 86 (ph/fax) 
ecodefense@glas.apc.org 
SCOTLAND 
GlasgowEFI 
POB 180, Glasgow G4 9AB; 44 (0)41 
636 1924/339 8009; 44 (0)41 424 
3688 (fax); scotree@gn.apc.org 
SLOVAKIA . 
Slobodna alternativa 
Staromestska 6/D, 811 03 Bratislava 
SQVTH AFRICA 
Earth Action! 
POB 181034, Dalbridge, Dwban 6016 
SOtiTHKOREA 
Green Korea United 
10F, Garden Tower Bldg., 98-78 
Wooni-dong, Chongno-gu 
Seoul 110-350; environ@chollian.net 
RAIN 
Manuel A. Dem8Jules, Taller de E. A. 
A. CURUXA,j. B., Xelmirerj, Campus 
Uriiversitario,1570 S Santiago 
(81) 584321; 584533 (fax) 
SWEDEN 
Morgan Larsson 
Lagmansgaten 9C, 46-37 Vlinersborg 
Action For Social Ecology 
Box 34089, 100 26 Stockholm; 
+46-70-7560195; sea@motkraft.net 
www.motkraft.net/sea/ 
UKRAINE 
Rainbow Keepers (5 local groups) 
Nadia SheYthenko, POB 322, Kiev 252187 1 
+7 38 (044) 2657628; 38 (044) 550- 1 
6068 (fax); rk@cci.glasnet.ru POB 4101, Portsmouth, NH 03802 

NEW JERSEY 
864 W. 700 St, Brigham City, UT 84302 ·---~------------~-----------------· 

PAW Pinelands/Kittatiny Project 
POB 506, Bloomfield, NJ 07003 
(201) 748-4322 
Green Vigilance,-46 E. Monroe, Mt. 
Holly, NJ 08060; (609) 265-0392 . 
NEW MEXICO 
Land of Disenchantment EFI 
POB 72295, Albuquerque, NM 87195 
(505) 588-8128 
New Mexico Direct Action . 
POB 22488, Santa Fe, NM 87502-2488 
NEW YORK 
NYC EFI c/o Wetlands Preserve · 
161 Hudson St, NY, NY 10013 · 
(212) 966-4831; fax 925-8715 
adam@wetlandspreserve.org 

YEBMONT 
Biodi~er5ity Liberation Front 
PoB 57, Burlington, VT05402 · 
Save the Corporations 
169 MaiD St; Brattleboro; VT05301 
(802) 254-4847; fax 254-7358 • · · 
VIRGINIA 
Virginia EFI 

. Rt 1; Box 250, Staunton, VA 22401 
(540) 885-6963 . . . 

. P~w Southwest Virgillia _ 
·- POB13192;Roaiioke, VAZ4031~3192 .. 

(540) 982:-0492 .. 
EFI CoUective @VCU . . 

.. StUdent ActiVlti~ Ceiiter)Box 93 
POB 842035, Richmo11ai. VA23~4 

--. · (804) 353-5055; 52mjredffi@atlas.edu 
, , ;;: .· . · . : . , • . . 

EF! Projects 0 Campaigns 
Cold Mountain, 
Cold Rivers Video Project 
POB 7941,Missoula, MT 59807 
( 406) 728-0867; cmcr@wildrockies.org 

· www.Wildrockies~org/cmcr 
Direct Action Fund 
POB 210, Canyon, cA 94S16 
(925) 376-7329; fax 631-7958 
Encl Corporate Dominance 
HCR 82, Fossil; OR 97830 
(541) 46~~2028 

Northeast Forest Practices 
Campaign 
POB 4101, Portsmouth, NH 
03802; noreastah@acadia.net 
Sea Defense Alliance 
POB 400, Williams, OR 97544; 
sedna@cdsnet.net 
Warrior Poets Society 
PMB 361, 108 MLKjr. Student 
Union I 4S10, Berkeley, CA 94720-

. 4510 www.efmedia.org/poets.html 
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